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Dr. Baldev Singh was born in the village of Takhtupura, District Moga, Punjab, India. He 

obtained a B.Sc. degree from Punjab University and a M. Sc degree from Banaras Hindu 
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representing the fields of science, medicine, economics, etc. Typical of most of his peers, 
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Baldev Singh had a pioneer spirit. He arrived as a Fulbright Scholar in Medicinal Organic 

Chemistry. He obtained his Ph.D. degree from Buffalo University. 

 

What typically might take another person five years to complete he finished his Ph. D. in 

three years. He settled down, married, raised his children and settled into a life in 

suburbia, but the quest for knowledge and learning never left him. Sometimes he would 

simply read the dictionary just to learn new words. The passion to understand his own 

religion better led him to study the Bible, the Quran and the Torah.  

 
To broaden his field of knowledge he would also study history, economics and political 

science all of which enabled him to better understand Sikhism. His approach was 

rational, disciplined, focused, methodical and scientific. He had just finished his study 

about Guru Nanak's philosophy before his passing in Oct, 2009. 

                                                                              Mrs. Nakshatar Kaur Singh, July 4, 2015 

Acknowledgement:   

  

I am deeply indebted to Colonel (Ret.) G.B. Singh who is the author of Gandhi: ‘Behind 

the Mask of Divinity and Gandhi Under Cross-Examination’ for inspiring me to 

undertake in-depth analysis and exposition of the Nanakian philosophy (Gurmat) 

enshrined in the Aad Guru Granth Sahib. His insightful and thought provoking 

suggestions and critical review of the manuscript are deeply appreciated.   

Baldev Singh 

 

 

 

“My next priority is the issue of the Authorship of Dasam Granth. In the January issue of 

Sikhspectrum we have e- Symposium on the Authorship of Dasam Granth. This should 

settle the issue of Authorship of Dasam Granth. Guru Gobind Singh had nothing to do 

with the spurious Dasam Granth that repudiates Aad Guru Granth Sahib, the only 

authentic source of Gurmat. It was compiled/written by Nirmalas, Udasis, Mahants of 

Patna and British Orientalists under the sponsorship of East India Company.  

 

I urge younger Sikhs to improve upon my works and translate them into other 

languages. For a single person with limited access to library/literature sources it is 

very difficult to do what I am doing.” (Personal correspondence 2009).     Baldev Singh 

 

 

“Truly speaking, Dr Baldev Singh was very bold and wise in expressing Gurbani & 

Gurmat views without any bias or fear. Thus, his Book will refresh us a lot as well as it 

will be an enlightened Torch for the next generations.”   

Gurmit Singh, Australia, July 7, 2015.  
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PREFACE BY DR. HARBANS LAL 

 

The Sikh way of life first originated in Guru Nanak’s teachings. The Guru was 

the most widely travelled enlightened reformer in history, travelling all over the 

world, spreading the divinely inspired message to all those who came to him.  

He laid the groundwork for a universal guidance for living which was for the 

benefit of every member of civil society. 

  

Traditionally, these teachings were summed up by the Guru in three scriptural 

terms: naam, daan, isnaan, meaning simply to experience the divine within and 

without, seeking wisdom and engaging in altruism, and living a life of piety 

which cleanses the mind and the body.  

 

Guru Nanak’s wisdom continued to be developed and formalized by his 

successors who collated it along with similar teachings by many elevated souls 

to form the sacred scripture of Sri Guru Granth Sahib (SGGS).   Guru Nanak 

named his path Gurmat; it presently is known as Sikhee to the modern 

generation.  

  

 As happens in every religion, there is arising among the Sikhs, a class of god-

men and clerics who claim to be closer to the founding prophets, and therefore 

to be duty-bound to take care of Guru Nanak’s path and its adherents.  

 

These god-men are mostly devoid of modern education and are ill-trained to 

interpret Gurmat. Instead, they propagate ethnocentrism and blind faith rituals. 

They promote ill-conceived belief systems that benefit their commercial and 

political interests or their cleverly construed enterprises. They are devoid of 
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modern exegesis of the scripture, or practices of Sikhee that were originally 

founded for the benefit of the whole of humanity.  

 

The late Dr. Baldev Singh used recent examples to question many beliefs and 

customs of these religious practices. Those who knew him know how angry he 

was at many of us, the Sikh leadership, many of our scholars, and most of our 

guiding organizations. To him, they were proclaiming lofty principles of Sikhee, 

but cavalierly promoting and behaving in violation of the Guru’s teachings.  

 

Ironically, contrary to the Guru’s wishes, these Sikh god-men have begun to 

practice the same evils that they condemn in their own preaching. Idolatry and 

idolatrous notions of God and the Guru is one such example. They continuously 

accuse Hindus of practicing idolatry but promote the similar practices in their 

own congregations.  

 

Similarly, the Sikh god-men are transforming universal teachings of the Gurmat into 

an ethnocentric religion. Few in the religious studies today would deny that the Sikh 

practices are moving rapidly toward the application to a section of Punjabi cultural 

group, and away from its becoming a world faith one which is useful and accepted 

across cultural, geographical and ethnic boundaries. 

 

Dr. Baldev Singh essentially devoted his whole book on above described beliefs and 

practices. He illustrated their condemnations by profoundly citing hymns from Sri 

Guru Granth Sahib. He broke with earlier traditions of exegesis and used modern 

English language for making his point.  

 

In his text from Guru Nanak, Dr. Baldev Singh meant the Guru Granth that he 

quoted abundantly. He used the hymns from the Sikh theologian of highest repute, 

Bhai Gurdas, to authenticate the points he made.   

 

Dr. Singh concluded that Guru Nanak’s nine successors enriched the Nanak’s teachings 

and philosophy (Gurmat) over a period of 169 years (1539-1708). They did so through its 

exposition and by elaborating and amplifying it through their own bani (sacred hymns). 

They strengthened the Sikhee movement by introducing innovative practices from time to 

time to meet the threat from the Mughal rulers and from the ever-pernicious caste 

ideology. He stressed that, in 1708 before his death, the tenth Guru, Guru Gobind Singh 

abolished the physical line of Guruship and any remains of a clergy class. He invested 

Guruship jointly on the Sacred Scripture (Sri Guru Granth Sahib) and the Panth (the 

corporate body of the Sikh congregations). Hence, to Baldev Singh, the teachings 

(Sabad) of Sri Guru Granth Sahib were the Eternal Guru of the Sikhs. 
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I recommend the book to laity, clergy, Sikh god-men and scholars alike. Both will benefit 

equally from the discussion. They may find places which are disagreeable to the reader 

and this writer alike. We all do that. But the Guru taught us to study, debate, discuss and 

evaluate before accepting anything.  

 

In concluding, I must acknowledge Dr. Baldev’s widow, Sardarni Nakshatar Kaur Singh, 

lovingly known as Nicky, who preserved the manuscript for several years after his 

passing away. She has very graciously lent it to us to review, edit, publish, and distribute. 

Certainly, the book is a gift from her and is not published for any profit.  

 

Harbans Lal, PhD; D.SC (hon) 

Japji08@yahoo.com 

July 1, 2015 

 

 

 

FOREWORD BY JESSE SCHELL, NEW ZEALAND 

 

Recently, I was sorting through my books, trying to keep my library at a manageable size.  

I do this periodically and donate the books to our local public library.  I decided it was 

time to move out the books on Sikhism as I'd already read all of them.  I put aside only a 

few which I found to be worthy of retention but the remainder would go.  As I looked 

through each book I came to the realization that I wouldn't want to foist any of them onto 

an unsuspecting public. All of them were written by the special caste of Super Sikhs 

(Khalsa) with the intention of furthering that group's special status as the "only true 

Sikhs" and thereby maintain their control over the religion.  Anything of the message of 

Guru Nanak was eclipsed by all the accretions of Hinduism, Punjabi culture, and 

religion-protectionism.  All the things I found to be attractive about Sikhism such as the 

equality of the sexes, emphasis on service, humanism, ethics and shunning of the 

superstitions of religious beliefs of divine intervention, revelation and miracles, were 

marginalised by the unimportant issues.  Even the Adi Granth was turned into an idol to 

be worshipped rather than a book which provided nurture and sustenance.  If I were to 

donate these books to the library and someone who was interested to learn more in 

Sikhism were to read it, another potential follower of Guru Nanak's perennial philosophy 

would be turned-off and would go looking elsewhere.  Obviously, I threw them all into 

the trash can. 

 

This would follow my own involvement with Sikhism.  First, there was the 

overwhelming amazement and attraction to the original core teachings, followed by 

reading everything I could get my hands on.  Fortunately, I had in the meantime read the 

entire Adi Granth so I knew there was more to it than what I was reading in these books.  

mailto:Japji08@yahoo.com
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My bibek budhi (discerning intellect) told me in no uncertain terms that what the founder 

taught and what was currently practiced were miles apart.   

 

Then, as luck would have it I came upon the Sikh Bulletin and Mr Hardev Shergill.  In 

this e-zine I read articles which challenged the status quo and provided a refreshing 

approach to Sikhism.  In one of these issues was reprinted the work by Dr Baldev Singh 

which you are holding in your hands.  It was like a cleansing rain, clearing away all the 

dirt of the ages, culture and religion and bringing out the true Nanakian philosophy.  It 

reminded me of the restoration of Michelangelo's paintings in the Sistine Chapel in the 

Vatican.  After the cleaning, the artist's true talent and intentions showed forth in brilliant 

colour and the scenes came to life.  So, too, after Dr Singh's "cleaning and restoration" of 

the interpretations of Gurbani, the genius of Guru Nanak shone forth. 

 

I am delighted that Dr Singh's widow, Nakshatar Kaur Singh, has allowed this work to be 

printed in booklet form for distribution.  The future of the first Guru's teachings is at 

stake.  I can see nowhere in the Guru's words his desire that his teachings be limited to a 

geographic area of northern India called the Punjab.  Rather, given his travels and his 

contact with all kinds of peoples and religions, it can be strongly asserted that he wanted 

to spread his ideas as far as he was able to travel.  Dr Singh's work brings a modern, fresh 

and reasoned philosophy to western and eastern audiences.  In this work he presents the 

basics of Sikhism as mentioned above and quotes from Gurbani to back it up.  Nothing in 

this work is founded on superstition, mythology or speculation.  This is the stuff to base 

one's living on.  This is a booklet I can give to my library or to anyone interested in 

Nanakian philosophy.  It is the booklet that can be used as a catechism in future 

Dharamsalas to promote ethical living.  I doubt it will ever be seen in Indian-based 

gurdwaras. 

 

The religion of Sikhism is dead!  Long live the philosophy of Guru Nanak! 

 

Jesse Schell 

New Zealand 

July 5, 2015 
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INTRODUCTION BY HARDEV SINGH SHERGILL, CALIFORNIA, USA 

 
Dr. Baldev Singh’s writings first caught my attention in the pages of the World Sikh News  which 

began publication from Stockton, California, in the aftermath of the 1984 attack on Darbar Sahib, 

Amritsar, by Indira Gandhi, the then Prime Minister of India. By the time I started publishing the 

Sikh Bulletin in 1999 World Sikh News had already ceased publication seven years prior. My 

brother, Dr. Harbhajan Singh Shergill, had been intimately involved in its publication so I sought 

his help in locating three contributors to that newspaper whose writings I had liked. Dr. Baldev 

Singh was one of those three suggested. Dr. Singh began to regularly contribute not only to the 

Sikh Bulletin but also to my understanding of gurbani. Further, he offered his manuscript to be 

published in the January-February 2009 issue of the Sikh Bulletin under the heading: 

 ‘Nankian Philosophy (Gurmat) The Path of Enlightenment 

 

Unfortunately Dr. Baldev Singh passed away on October 1, 2009. We, at the Sikh 

Bulletin, and the Sikh community in diaspora will miss his analytical approach to the 

study of teachings of Guru Nanak. He did not tolerate a copycat approach to the 

interpretation of Gurubani and did not mince words in criticizing those who were doing 

the misinterpretation, no matter how high their status in the Sikh hierarchy. The same is 

apparent in the book chapters that follow.  

 

Dr Baldev Singh used his very critical mind to analyze Gurbani in its real perspective. He 

was not afraid to point out misinterpretation of Gurbani and misrepresentation of Sikhi 

being carried on by any scholar. 

 

Hardev Singh Shergill 
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Editor-in-Chief and Publisher 

The Sikh Bulletin 

www.sikhbulletin.com  

editor@sikhbulletin.com  

July 7, 2015 

Following is the editorial in that special issue of the January-February 2009 issue of the 

Sikh Bulletin:  

 

EDITORIAL 

Guru Nanak’s Path of Enlightenment 

[From the January-February 2009 Sikh Bulletin] 

 

“Guru Nanak (1469-1539 CE) originated a unique philosophy and challenged the 

existing concepts about God, heaven/hell, reincarnation/transmigration, idol 

worship, caste system, astrology, mantra systems, etc. in Southeast Asia.” Amen! 

Halleluiah! This quote came to me from a Sikh scholar who is doing a great service to the 

cause of Sikhi and I could not help but compliment him and told him that I agreed with 

his quote whole heartedly.  

To that I added that Guru Nanak was not a prophet in the sense of the Biblical or Muslim 

prophets who claimed to speak to or to be spoken to by God, directly as in the case of 

Moses or indirectly, as in the case of Mohammed who had an angel as an intermediary. 

When the bani talks about 'dhur-ki-bani' it is not God talking to Nanak; Sikhi is not a 

'revealed' religion; it is born out of the Guru's life experience; it is the Guru's own 

inspiration and thought process that inspires him to seek and speak fundamental truths.  

 

He wrote back that he was pleased to read my response but observed, “No Sikh scholar 

could dare to say what you have said.” He is right and therein lays the tragedy. I am 

not afraid to say it precisely because I am not a scholar. The tragedy is that Sikh scholars 

are too fearful of the consequences if they break with the established tradition as Mr. 

Tohra had explained away the unsikh practice of the denial of sewa to the women at 

Harmander Sahib because of the long established tradition that only men do it. The fact 

that Guru Nanak had broken many traditions going back centuries was inconsequential. 

           

Bhai Ardaman Singh, a Sikh scholar of yore, in his book ‘Thoughts of Bhai Ardaman 

Singh’ writes, “In Sikhism, certain philosophical interpretations are common with 

Hindu thought, like life after death,…while such concepts as Oneness of 

God…Sikhism is nearer to Islam than to Hinduism.” Unfortunately, he is dead 

wrong on both counts.  
 

As for the comparison with Hinduism Dr. Baldev Singh’s article, which is this entire 

issue, explodes that myth. Comparison with Islam and the other two Middle Eastern 

http://www.sikhbulletin.com/
mailto:editor@sikhbulletin.com
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religions, Judaism and Christianity, all three the people of the Book and believers in One 

God, is also not kosher.  

 

Although all three believe in One God and share historical personalities, each one of 

them has their own separate One God. Jews claim to be the chosen people of their God 

who bequeathed for eternity strictly for them the lands of Palestine and they are still 

waiting for their Messiah. The Christian God delivered his own son to die for the sins of 

only those who will accept his son as their savior and had him crucified but only to raise 

him from the dead to come back to the earth for the second and the last time. Muslim 

God declared Mohammed the last prophet among the peoples of the book, with no more 

to come. 

 

Guru Nanak does not agree with any of it. His God is loving and merciful God of the 

entire universe and all the creation in it. 

           

In this issue we are presenting a revolutionary interpretation of Gurbani by Dr. Baldev 

Singh. It will, no doubt, cause controversy. We would welcome reasoned responses to 

further the intellectual discussion that involves the use of ‘bibek budhi’. 

Hardev Singh Shergill 

[Editor’s Note: Dear readers of the Sikh Bulletin: We have not in the past asked you to 

read or save the Sikh Bulletin. This time we urge you to please find time to read it, save it 

for future reference, pass it along to your non-Sikh friends. Dr. Baldev Singh has 

performed a very valuable service to the Sikh community and of course his Guru by 

making a valiant effort to explain in the English medium the message of Gurbani. He has 

exploded many myths. We have no doubt that many of you might not agree with his 

interpretation. Those of you, who wish to make reasoned arguments on Dr. Baldev 

Singh’s interpretation, for or against, are welcome to do so and we will publish your 

submissions in a future issue of The Sikh Bulletin. Sincerely, Hardev Singh Shergill, 

Editor-in-Chief.] 

 

September-October 2009 Sikh Bulletin carried the following thoughts by me and Dr. 

Devinder Singh Chahal: 

 

Dr. BALDEV SINGH Ph. D 

January 9, 1938 – October 1, 2009 

 

Dr. Baldev Singh was born in village Takhtupura, District Moga, Punjab. He obtained B. 

Sc degree from Punjab and M. Sc degree from Banaras, both as a Gold Medalist. He 

came to the United States to do his PhD in Medicinal Chemistry at Buffalo University on 

a scholarship. He made his career in the Pharmaceutical Industry in the United States. 

After his retirement he and his wife moved to Yuba City, his wife’s home town. He is 
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survived by his wife, Nachattar Kaur, two daughters, a brother, a sister and many 

nephews and nieces. 

 

We, at the Sikh Bulletin, and the Sikh community in Diaspora will miss his analytical 

approach to the study of teachings of Guru Nanak. He did not tolerate a copycat approach 

to interpretation of Gurubani and did not mince words in criticizing those who were 

doing the misinterpretation, no matter how high their status in the Sikh hierarchy. For us 

his crowning achievement and final gift to the Sikh community was his dissertation titled 

“Nanakian Philosophy (Gurmat) The Path of Enlightenment” that we published as 

the entire issue of January-February 2009 Sikh Bulletin. 

 

This writer first read his writings in the World Sikh News that started publication out of 

Stockton, California in the 1990s. When it fell upon me, in 1996, to operate a Gurdwara I 

turned to him to find those Sikhs who understood the real meaning, uniqueness, 

significance and practice of Gurbani. The Sikh Bulletin started publication in November 

1999 and his writings adorn many pages of this publication. Now that he had retired and 

had an immense understanding of Gurubani, we were looking forward to put his views 

before our readers. We shall all miss his passing. We urge the readers to go to 

www.sikhspectrum.com for the best collection of his writings. 

Hardev Singh Shergill 

 

DR BALDEV SINGH IS NO MORE 

 

Dr Baldev Singh had a very critical mind to analyze Gurbani in its real perspective. He 

was not afraid to point out misinterpretations of Gurbani and misrepresentations of Sikhi 

being carried on by any scholar. He was a very strong supporter of the "Institute for 

Understanding Sikhism".  

 

Lately he had some difference with the IUS because of a paper on Sehjdhari by Dr 

Harbans Lal published in the "Understanding Sikhism: The Research Journal". However, 

he continued to follow the 'AGGS' and the 'Nanakian Philosophy' terms in all his research 

articles. In fact he has also written a short book on "Nanakian Philosophy (Gurmat) 

online in Sikhspectrum.  

 

Recently he has written a critique about the recent contribution of Dr Balbinder Singh 

Bhogal's article, "Text as Sword: Sikh religious violence for wonder" in the Sikhspectrum 

web site. (I don't remember the exact reference). It is worth reading how Dr Bhogal has 

tried to represent violence in Sikhism quoting extensively from Dasam Granth and 

AGGS. I am sorry to note that he has left us, the Sikhs, so soon. He still had a lot to do. I 

extend all my sympathies to his wife and his daughters.  

 

Devinder Singh Chahal PhD 

http://www.sikhspectrum.com/
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Institute for Understanding Sikhism  

4418 Rue Martin Plouffe, Laval, QC, Canada, H7W 5L9 450-681-1254 

http://www.iuscanada.com 

sikhism@iuscanada.com 

iuscanada@gmail.com 
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Introduction 

 

Guru Nanak’s advent (1469-1539) is an epoch-making singular event in recorded 

history. His unique, revolutionary and liberating philosophy of universal 

humanism – liberty, love, respect, justice and equality, is applicable for all. Sikhs 

and non-Sikhs alike have written abundantly about him and on his philosophy in 

Punjabi, English and some other languages. Regrettably, most if not all, are 

addressed in a superficial, superfluous and contradictory manner; so much so that 

some authors in the spirit of ignorance even exercised repudiation of Nanak’s 

precious thoughts which are enshrined in the Aad Guru Granth Sahib (Sikh 

Scripture), the only authentic source of the Nanakian philosophy (Gurmat).     

 

Before I detail the Nanakian philosophy in the second chapter, it would be helpful 

for the readers to first understand and appreciate the social, economic, political 

and religious environments prevalent on the Indian subcontinent during his time.   
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Nanak was born in a small village near Lahore (in present-day Pakistan), a town 

situated between two Muslim capitals, Delhi and Kabul. The North Indian 

subcontinent by then had been under the Muslim rule for at least five centuries. 

The bigotry and oppression of the Muslim rule had reduced the Hindu population 

to a level of mere slaves. While the contemporary Hindu writings or eyewitness 

accounts are nonexistent, there is one Muslim account that captures the sense of 

reality long before Guru Nanak’s time.   

 

Mahmud of Ghazni invaded North India (denoting geography rather than a nation 

state) numerous times between 1001 to 1027 C.E. penetrating deeper all the way to 

the Somnath Temple (in modern-day State of Gujarat) without meeting any 

appreciable resistance. Al-Biruni (973-1048/49 CE), the renowned Indologist 

accompanied Mahmud to India and stayed for years studying the Indian people, 

their religion, scriptures and culture. His astute observations never failed to 

impress the deep-seated Hindu fanaticism he witnessed directed against all 

foreigners, calling them mleccha, meaning impure/uncivilized, and thereby 

forbidding any social contacts with the foreigners [1]. His comments on political 

realities against these invaded and subjugated people were categorical:    

   

No Muslim conqueror passed beyond the frontier of Kabul and the river Sindh 

until the days of the Turks, when they seized power in Ghazni under the Samani 

dynasty and the supreme power fell to the lot of Nasiraddaula Sabuktagin. This 

prince chose the holy war as his calling, and therefore, called himself Alghazi (i.e. 

warring on the road of Allah). In the interest of his successors he constructed, in 

order to weaken the Indian frontier, those roads on which afterwards his son 

Yaminaddaula Mahmud marched into India during a period of thirty years and 

more. God be merciful to both father and son! Mahmud utterly ruined the 

prosperity of the country by his exploits, by which the Hindus became like atoms 

of dust scattered in all directions, and like a tale of old in the mouth of the people. 

Their scattered remains cherish, of course, the most inveterate aversion towards 

all Muslims [2].    

  

Recognizing the total absence of literature from the Hindu side, we are left solely 

with the words of Guru Nanak who was himself an eyewitness to the hordes of 

atrocities and a meltdown of the Hindu society. The next chapter details Guru 

Nanak’s penetrating analysis of the societal realities during the 15
th

 and the 16
th

 

centuries. The bulk of the information and its analysis are taken directly from Aad 

Guru Granth Sahib which houses Guru Nanak’s writings.    
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Note: Reader may expect to encounter a few verses that are repeated more than 

once. They are added only to emphasize certain points under discussion.    
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Chapter 1   

Guru Nanak & the Indian Society   

   

This chapter examines Guru Nanak’s reaction to what was happening in the 

contemporary Indian society. At this early stage of our analysis, in this chapter, I have 

taken the liberty of utilizing the prevalent terms often invoked in religious settings 

without prejudice to their meanings from Nanak’s perspective. True to Nanak’s 

philosophy, I plan to discuss and evaluate these religious terms fully in chapter 2. 

Therefore I ask the reader to exercise some selective reservation here while reading the 

current chapter.   

   

Given the absence of contemporary eyewitness accounts, Guru Nanak’s incisive analysis 

of the contemporary society is a must before we embark on his philosophy. In a nutshell, 

Professor J.S. Grewal nails the issue historically at hand:   
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“A rigorous analysis of the compositions of Guru Nanak reveals that there is hardly 

anything in contemporary politics, society or religion that he finds commendable [1].”    

   

Grewal’s keen and insightful observation finds a resounding echo in the hymn of Bhai 

Satta and Bhai Balvand recorded in the Aad Guru Granth Sahib. (AGGS)[2]:     

 
hoirE gMg vhweIAY duinAweI AwKY ik ikEnu] 

nwnk eIsir jg nwiQ auchdI vYx ivirikEinu] 
Nanak’s lofty and profound thoughts about the Almighty Master of the world amazed 

people so much as if he reversed the flow of Ganges. (In other words, Guru Nanak 

rejected old religious traditions and challenged the social, political and economic 

orders of his time). AGGS, Balvand and Satta, p. 967.   

   

1. Guru Nanak describes the rampant moral degeneration that plagued the society: 

tyranny, injustice, cruelty, greed, corruption, exploitation, falsehood, hypocrisy, 

pretension, deception and self-conceit. Not only was he deeply anguished by the sheer 

ignorance of the masses and their exploitation by the powerful assembly of elite ranks 

comprising rulers, government administrators, clergy and the rich, but also the 

heartbreaking conditions of untouchables/outcastes and women who were thrust at the 

lowest rung of the social order. He condemned the elite elements vigorously by calling 

spade a spade:  

  
kil kwqI rwjy kwsweI Drmu pMK kir aufirAw ]  
kUV Amwvs scu cMdRmw dIsY nwhI kh ciVAw ] 

It is a murderous age, the kings are butchers, and righteousness has taken on wings. It 

is the dark Amaavas night (fifteenth night of the descending moon) of falsehood as the 

moon of Truth does not rise anywhere. AGGS, M 1, p. 145. 
rMnw hoeIAw boDIAw purs hoey seIAwd ] 
sIlu sMjmu suc BMnI Kwxw Kwju Ahwju ] 

srmu  gieAw Gr AwpxY piq auiT clI nwil ] 
nwnk scw eyku hY Aauru n scw Bwil ] 

Women have lost their vitality and become submissive whereas men have become 

brutal and oppressive. Politeness, soberness/self-control and sincerity have vanished, 

and dishonest living has become the way of life of the elite. The sense of shame and 

honor has disappeared from the society. O Nanak, there is only one “true God,” don’t 

search for another one. AGGS, M 1, p. 1243.   

    
lbu pwpu duie rwjw mhqw kUVu hoAw iskdwru ]  
kwmu nybu sid puiCAw bih bih kry bIcwru ]  
AMDI rXiq igAwn ivhUxI Bwih Bry murdwru ]  
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igAwnI ncih vwjy vwvih rUp krih sIgwru ]  
aUucy kUkih vwdw gwvih joDw kw vIcwru ] 

mUrK pMifq ihkmiq hujiq sMjY krih ipAwru ] 
DrmI Drm krih gwvwvih mMgih moK duAwru]  

jqI sdwvih jugiq n jwxih Cf bhih Gr bwru ]  
sBu ko pUurw Awpy hovY Git n koeI  AwKY ] 

piq prvwxw ipCY pweIAY qw nwnwk qoilAw jwpY ] 
Greed is the king, sin is the prime minister, and falsehood is the treasurer. “Sexual 

drive,” the chief advisor, is consulted again and again to devise schemes. The ignorant 

subjects (peasants and artisans), who grope in darkness are exploited and forced to pay 

bribes. The preacher adorns himself in costumes, dances, plays music, and sings in 

loud tunes the legends of warriors and battles. The foolish greedy pundit (priest) 

gathers wealth through chicanery and clever arguments. The religious ones waste their 

generosity/charitableness, as they ask for salvation (heavenly rewards) as a reward. 

Some give up the householder life and call themselves jati (ascetic, celibate), but do not 

know the righteous path (Truth). Everyone thinks oneself as perfect and no one admits 

shortcomings. However, O Nanak, one’s true worth is determined when one is weighed 

on the scale of Truth. AGGS, M 1, p. 468.   
 

AsMK mUrK AMD Gor ] 
AsMK cor hrwmKor ] 

AsMK Amr kir jwih jor ] 
AsMK glvF hiqAw kmwih ] 
AsMK pwpI pwpu kir jwih ] 
AsMK kUiVAwr kUVy iPrwih ] 
AsMK mlyC mlu BiK Kwih ] 

AsMK inMdk isir krih Bwru ]   
nwnku nIcu khY vIcwru ] 

Numerous are fools, ignorant to the utmost. Numerous are thieves, who devour others’ 

possessions. Numerous are tyrants who impose their will on others. Numerous are 

cutthroats who commit murders. Numerous are criminals who go on committing 

crimes. Numerous are liars who keep repeating lies. Numerous are the wicked who eat 

filth (make dishonest living). Numerous are slanderers who carry the load of calumny 

on their minds. Nanak, the lowly/humble, has spoken his views. AGGS, Jap 18, p. 4.  

  
kil hoeI kuqy muhI Kwj hoAw murdwru ] 

kUVu boil boil Baukxw cUkw Drmu bIcwru ] 
ijn jIvMidAw piq nhI moieAw mMdI soie ] 
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iliKAw hovY nwnkw krqw kry su hoie ] 
Driven by greed, people (custodians of society/elite) behave like dogs that eat carcasses 

(unlawful earning has become their way of life). They keep speaking lies because they 

do not reflect on Truth. Those who live without honor are remembered as such after 

death. O Nanak, whatever happens is sanctioned by Hukam (Cosmic Law).  

AGGS, M 1, p. 1242.   

   

2. Guru Nanak was shocked at the Hindu’s moral bankruptcy as they were lost in the 

rigmarole of the caste system, superstition, rituals and idol worship. He pointed out the 

futility of the worship of gods and goddesses and the reading of scriptures that promoted 

such beliefs. He asserted forcefully that gods were mere mortals, nothing more:  

  
rovY rwmu inkwlw BieAw ] 

sIqw lKmxu ivCuiV gieAw ] rovih pWfv Bey mjUr ] 
ijn kY suAwmI rhq hdUir ] 

Even Lord Rama bewailed during his exile when he was separated from Sita (his wife) 

and Lachman (his brother). Even the Pandvas who lived in the company of their 

Master [Lord Krishna] were forced to do hard labor in destitution. AGGS, M 1, p. 953.   

   
rogI bRhmw ibsnu  srudRw rogI sgl sMswrw ] 

hir pd cIin Bey sy mukqy gru kw sbdu vIcwrw ] 
Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva are afflicted with self-centeredness (haumai) as the rest of 

the world.  Only those are liberated who realize God by contemplating on Guru’s 

teachings (Truth). AGGS, M 1, p. 1153.   

   
bhu swsqR bhu isimRqI pyKy srb Ffoil ] 
pUjis nwhI hir hry nwnk nwm Amol ] 

“I have searched many Shastars and Simrtis; their teachings do not show the way to 

God, but contemplation on God’s attributes is invaluable,” says Nanak.  

AGGS, M 5, p. 265.   

   
byd pVy piV bRhmy hwry ieku iqlu nhI kImiq pweI ] 

swiDk isD iPrih ibllwqy qy BI mohy mweI ] 
ds Aauqwr rwjy hoie vrqy mhwdyv AauDUqw ] 
iqn BI AMqu n pwieE qyrw lwie Qky ibBUqw ] 

Many Brahmas (learned persons) got tired of studying the Vedas, but they could not 

estimate even an iota of God’s greatness. The Siddhas (yogis), who tried their utmost to 

realize God through yogic discipline, could not even liberate themselves from the 

corrupting influences of the world. Ten incarnations of Vishnu including Shiva, the 
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ascetic, who got tired of smearing his body with ashes, could not fathom the greatness 

of God. AGGS, M 5, p. 747.   

   
Gir nwrwiexu sBw nwil ] pUj kry rKY nwvwil ] 

kuMgU cMnx Pul cVwey ] 
pYrI pY pY bhuqu mnwey ] 

mwxUAw mOig mOig pYnYH Kwie ] AMDI kMmI AMD sjwie ] 
BuiKAw dyie n mridAw rKY ] 

AMDw JgVw AMDI sQY ] 
In his home the Brahman keeps the idol of God along with the idols of gods and 

goddesses. He washes them and worships them. He offers them saffron, sandal and 

flowers. He prostrates at their feet to appease them. But he begs for food and clothes 

from people. Blind deeds lead to more ignorance. The idols cannot feed anyone nor 

save anyone from death. And yet he continues to preach his falsehood to the ignorant. 

AGGS, M 1, pp. 1240-41.   
ihMdU mUly BUly AKutI jwNhI] 

nwrid kihAw is pUj krwNhI] 
AMDy guMgy AMD AMDwru ] pwQru ly pUjih mugD gvwr] 

Eih jw Awip fuby qum khw qrxhwru] 
Hindus are utterly mistaken and going on the wrong path. They worship whatever 

Nard (a prominent ancient Hindu sage) told them to worship. They are spiritually blind 

and dumb, and are groping in the darkness. The ignorant fools worship stones. How a 

stone that itself sinks in water help humans cross the ocean of worldly temptations 

(corrupting influences)? AGGS, M 1, p. 556.   

   
dyvI dyvw pUjIAY BweI ikAw mwgau ikAw dyih ] 
pwhxu nIir pKwlIAY BweI jl mih bUfih qyih ] 

O brother, you worship gods and goddesses. What can you ask of them and what can 

they give to you? O brother, the stones/idols sink in water with which you wash them. 

How could these stones help you cross the ocean of worldly temptations?  

AGGS, M  

1, p. 637.     

   

3. Further, Guru Nanak points out that it is the disunity of Hindus that caused their defeat 

by the Muslim invaders and he held the caste system and its hierarchy responsible. He 

reminded the Hindus that when people lose self-respect by submitting to tyranny or 

injustice without moral resistance, all their efforts to subsist are fruitless. In a poetic 

interpretation of the problem, he says, “Only a whole grain germinates to bear fruit, not a 

split one:”   
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sic kwlu kUVu vriqAw kil kwlK byqwl ] 
bIau bIij piq lY gey Ab ikau augvY dwil] 

jy ieku hoie q augvY ruqI hU ruiq hoie ] 
nwnk pwhY bwhrw korY rMgu n soie ] 

Truth has vanished and falsehood prevails everywhere, as the society has gone astray 

due to lack of morality. The Hindus have lost their honor due to their own actions 

(disunity). Now how can they restore their honor? It is only the whole grain that 

germinates when sowed in proper season. O Nanak, raw fabric can’t be dyed in 

permanent color without first mercerizing it. (In other words, it is only when the Hindu 

society is united as one and fights for a common purpose with steadfastness that it can 

restore its honor). AGGS, M 1, p. 468.   

 
jy jIvY piq lQI jwie ] 

sBu hrwmu jyqw ikCu Kwie ] 
If one submits to injustice or tyranny without moral resistance then all efforts to 

subsist are fruitless. AGGS, M 1, p. 142.   

        

4. Nanak exposed the religious fraud of yogis and Brahmans and the hypocrisy of Khatris 

(sub-caste grouping of the second major order) and denounced them for abdicating their 

responsibility to protect the country and the people against foreign invaders:  

   
kwlu nwhI jogu nwhI sq kw Fbu ] 

Qwnst jg Birst hoey fUbqw iev jgu ]  
kl mih rwmnwmu swru ] 

AKI q mItih nwku pkVih Tgx kau sMswru ] rhwau ] 
AWt syqI nwku pkVih sUJqy iqin loA ]  
mgr pwCY kCu n sUJY eyhu pdmu AloA ] 

KqRIAw q Drmu CoifAw mlyC BwiKAw ghI ]  
isRsit sB iek vrn hoeI Drm kI giq rhI ] 

Ast swj swij purwxu soDih krih byd AiBAwsu ]  
ibnu nwm hir ky mukiq nwhI khY nwnk dwsu ]  

Contemplation on God is the most sublime act in the world. However, people neither 

know yoga (way to realize God), nor understand Truth. The places of worship in the 
world are defiled and the world is drowning in evil. They (yogis) close their eyes and 
hold their nostrils to deceive the world. Pause. The yogi holds his nostrils with a thumb 
and two fingers and claims to have the vision of three worlds, but he can’t see what is 
behind his back. What a strange “lotus pose” this is! The Khatris have abdicated their 
duties. Instead they have adopted the language and manners of their masters (Muslim 
rulers), whom they consider as malesh (defiled/polluted). As a matter of fact the 
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whole Hindu society has degenerated, abdicating moral obligations. The Brahman is 
busy talking about the “rule of eight” to study and analyze the Purana’s and Vedas. 
But Nanak submits humbly that without contemplation on God/Truth, there is no 
liberation. AGGS, M 1, p. 662. 
   

gaU ibrwhmx kau kru lwvhu gobir qrxu n jweI ]  
DoqI itkw qY jpmwlI Dwnu mlyCW KweI ] 

AMqir pUjw pVih kqybw sMjmu qurkw BweI] 
CofIlY pwKMfw ] nwim lieAY jwih qrMdw] 

You (Khatri official) are taxing the cow and Brahman whom you worship; you are 

mistaken if you think that the cow-dung coating of your kitchen floor would absolve 

you of your sins. You put on a ritual mark on your forehead, wear a dhoti (loincloth 

worn around the waist) and carry a rosary, but you eat the food of Muslims [you are 

dependent on the Muslim ruler (malesh) to make a living]. You perform Hindu 

worship secretly but you behave like Muslims outside and read Quran with them. Give 

up this hypocrisy! Salvation lies in practicing Truth. AGGS, M 1, p. 471.    
   

5.  Further, Nanak exposed the nexus between the Muslim rulers, Khatris, and Brahmans 

in a biting political satire. It was the Muslim ruler, who was responsible for the 

persecution of Hindu masses, but it was the Khatri officials who executed the orders of 

their master, and the Brahmans (priests) that approved of the actions of the Khatris: 

      
                          mwxs Kwxy krih invwj ] 

CurI vgwiein iqn gil qwg ] 
iqn Gir bRhmx pUrih nwd ] 
aunw iB Awvih EeI swd ] 
kUVI rwis kUVw vwpwru ] 
kUVu boil krih Awhwru ] 
srm Drm kw fyrw dUir ] 
nwnk kUVu rihAw BrpUir ] 
mQY itkw qyiV DoqI kKweI ] 
hiQ CurI jgq kwsweI ] 

nIl vsqR pihir hovih pwrvwxu ] 
mlyC Dwnu ly pUjih purwxu ] 

ABwiKAw kw kuTw bkrw Kwxw ] 
cauky aupir iksy n jwxw ] 

dy kY caukw kFI kwr ] 
aupir Awie bYTy kUiVAwr ] 
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mqu iBtY vy mqu iBtY ] 
eihu AMnu Aswfw iPtY ] 
qin iPtY PyV kryin ] 
min jUTY culI Bryin ] 

khu nwnk scu iDwAweIAY ] 
suic hovY qw scu pweIAY ] 

The man-eaters (Muslim rulers) perform Namaaz (Muslim prayer). The ones who 

carve out the flesh for them wear the sacred thread around their necks (Khatris). The 

Brahmans blow the conch in the homes of Khatris to sanctify their doings. The 

Brahmans share the ill-gotten bread of the Khatris. False is their (Khatris) capital and 

false is their trade. They make a living through falsehood (deception). The sense of 

shame and morality is far from them. O Nanak, the Khatri are completely filled with 

falsehood. They wear the ritual mark on their foreheads and wear the ochre dhotis 

(sign of piety) but commit atrocities on the Hindu masses. They wear blue clothes to 

meet the approval of Muslim rulers. They worship Puranas (name of a section of 

Hindu scriptures) but their livelihood depends on Muslim rulers whom they consider 

malesh (polluted). They eat he-goat meat slaughtered in a Muslim fashion (halal) with 

the chanting of Quranic verses but they do not allow others to step into their kitchen. 

They sanctify their kitchens by plastering the floor with cow dung, but do not allow 

others near it by drawing a boundary around it. They, the liars themselves sit in the 

kitchen while warning others not to enter. They cry out: “Do not touch our food, lest it 

be polluted.” Their bodies are defiled with ill-gotten food. They clean their mouths by 

rinsing with water while their minds are dirty with evil thoughts. But Nanak says, 

“Meditate on the True One, Who can be realized only through truthful living.”  AGGS, 

M 1, p. 471.    

Further, Guru Nanak compares the Hindu elite, Dwijas (twice born: Brahman, Kshatriya, 

and Vaishya) who were working for the Muslim rulers with trained animals and birds, 

often used to trap their own kind. It was the Hindu elite that helped the Muslim rulers to 

expand and consolidate their power over the Hindus:   

  
hrxW bwjW qY iskdwrW eynw piVHAw nwau ]  
PWDI lgI jwiq Phwiein AgY nwhI Qwau ] 

Hindu government officials are like captive trained falcons and deer that are used to 

trap their own kind. Such people have no place/honor in the court of God/Truth.   

AGGS, M 1, p. 1288.   

 

It is hardly a surprise that the descendants of the Hindu collaborators adopted the titles 

conferred on their ancestors as the family name with great pride: Chaudhary, Zamindar, 

Jagirdar, Sarkar, Vakil, Qanungo, Munsi, Patwari, Diwan, Malik, Raizada, Rai, Raja, 

Shah, Mahajan, Patra, Pattidar, Deshmukh, Deshpande, Kulkarni, Desai and so on and so 

forth.   
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6. Nanak rejected the caste system and the notions of karma and transmigration. It was 

the caste system that atomized the Hindu society whereas it was the doctrine of “karma 

and transmigration” that infused the Hindu psyche with the sense of fatalism, 

helplessness and hopelessness. He went to extraordinary lengths in denouncing these 

doctrines. He emphasized frequently that it is only truthful living that determines one’s 

real worth. The real low-castes are those who turn their back on Truth [God]:   

   
kubuiD fUmxI kudieAw kswieix pr inMdw Gt cUhVI muTI kRoiD cMfwil] 

kwrI kFI ikAw QIAw jW cwry bYTIAw nwil]  
scu sMjmu krxI kwrW nwvxu nwau jpyhI ] 

nwnk AgY aUqm syeI ij pwpw pMid n dyhI ] 
Evil-mindedness is dumni (a woman of low caste of minstrels), cruelty is a ksain 

(butchers wife), a slanderous heart is a chuhri (sweeper woman) and wrath which 

ruins the world is a chandalni (out-caste woman). What is the benefit of drawing a 

boundary line around your cooking place when these four are sitting inside you? Make 

Truth your guide (self-discipline), truthful living the line you draw around the kitchen 

and contemplation on God the ceremonial bath you take.  Nanak, God exalts those who 

do not lead others on the path of wickedness. AGGS, M 1, p. 91.   

   

In this hymn Guru Nanak condemns the caste system and the concept of ritual purity. He 

uses the most despised section of the Indian society, low caste and untouchable women as 

metaphors. He says that the caste label does not make one dumni (fUmxI), a woman of low 

caste of minstrels or ksain (kswieix), a woman from butcher caste or chuhri (cUhVI), a 

sweeper woman or chandalni (cMfwlnI), an out-caste woman; rather it is an evil mind that 

is dumni, cruelty that is ksain, slander that is chuhri and anger that is chandalni. “O 

Brahman, an evil mind, cruelty, slander and anger, the four are within you. How will the 

marking of your cooking-square with a line around it keep your food pure, when the cook 

(Brahman) is already defiled?” Guru Nanak advises the Brahman that before God only 

Truth and truthful living matters, not one’s caste or social status in society:   

             
PkV jwqI PkVu nwau ]  
sBnw jIAw iekw Cwau ] 
Awphu jy ko Blw khwey ] 

 nwnk qw pru jwpY jw piq lyKY pwey ]  

Worthless is the caste and worthless is the status attached to it, as the Protector of all is 

One. “One may consider oneself high, but Nanak says, “High is the one who is 

approved by God.” AGGS, M 1, p. 83. 

   
kc pkweI EQY pwie ] 
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nwnk gieAw jwpY jwie ] 
Nanak, whether one is inferior or superior is found out when one goes to the court of 

God (when one is tested on the touchstone of Truth). AGGS, Jap 34, p. 7.   

   
jwxhu joiq n pUChu jwqI AwgY jwiq n hy ] 

Recognize the Light that is present in all. Do not ask anyone's caste as there is no caste 

under God’s domain. AGGS, M 1, p. 349.   

           
Ksmu ivswrih qy kmjwiq ]  
nwnk nwvY bwJ snwiq ] 

Those who forget God are degenerate. O Nanak, without contemplation on God one is 

low/outcaste. AGGS, M 1, p. 10 and p. 349.    
jwqI dY ikAw hiQ scu prKIAY ] 
muhrw hovY hiQ mrIAY cKIAY  ] 

What good is caste/social status? One’s true worth is determined by Truth/truthful 

living. Caste/social status is like holding poison in the hand. If one tastes it, one dies. 

AGGS, M 1, p. 142.   

   
AgY jwiq n joru hY AgY jIau nvy ]  

ijnu kI lyKY piq pvY cMgy syeI kyie ] 
Caste or worldly power is of no avail; under God’s domain rules are different. Only 

those are honored there, who earn merit through truthful living! AGGS, M 1, p. 469.   

 
AY jI nw hm auqm nIc n miDm hir srxwgiq hir ky log ] 

Respected one, I am neither of high nor low nor medium caste; I serve God, Who is my 

Protector. AGGS, M 1, p. 504.   

 
bwpu idsY  vyjwiq n hoie ] 
eyky kau nwhI Bau koie ] 

Those who believe in the Fatherhood of One/God are not outcastes and they are not 

afraid of anyone. AGGS, M 1, p. 796.   

   
KqRI bRwhmxu sUdu ik vYsu ]  

inriq n pweIAw gxI shMs ] 
AYsw dIvw bwlY koie ]  

nwnk so pwrMgiq hoie ]  

There are thousands and thousands of Khatris, Brahmans, Sudras and Vaisyas. 

Anyone of them, who lights the lamp of God-consciousness, obtains emancipation from 

the corrupting influence of worldly temptations.  AGGS, M 1, p. 878. 
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7. Guru Nanak urged people time and again to rise above the animal level by becoming 

sachairas/gurmukhs (God-centered beings, moral enlightened beings). And he proclaimed 

the freedom of action, and the responsibility for the consequences:    

    
jwiq jnmu nh pUCIAY sc Gr lyhu bqwie ] 

 sw jwiq sw piq hY jyhy krm  kmwey ] 
jnm mrn duKu kwtIAY nwnk Cutis nwie ] 

Do not ask for one’s caste/social status or lineage; ask whether there is Truth in one’s 

heart. One’s status and respect is determined by one’s deeds. O Nanak, one obtains 

liberation from life’s suffering by contemplation on God/Truth. AGGS, M 1, p. 1330.   

   
mn hT buDI kyqIAw kyqy byd bIcwr ] 
kyqy bMDn jIA ky gurmuiK moK duAwru ]  
schu ErY sBu ko aupir scu Awcwru ] 
sBu ko aUcw AwKIAY nIcu n dIsY koie ] 

ieknY BWfy swijAY ieku cwnxu iqhu loie ] 
krim imlY scu pweIAY Duir bKs n mytY koie ] 

There are so many stubborn (self-centered) people who perform austerities and so 

many who deliberate on the Vedas to obtain liberation. They create so many obstacles 

and entanglements for themselves whereas a gurmukh (God-centered being) obtains 

liberation. Truth is higher than everything, but higher still is truthful living. Regard 

everyone as exalted as there is no one of low caste. The One, Whose Light shines 

everywhere creates all. It is the immutable Hukam (Cosmic Law) that one realizes 

God/Truth through one’s deeds only.  AGGS, M 1, p. 62.   

   
sB qy aUqm iehu krmu ] 

sgl Drm mih sRyst Drmu ] 
Mediation on God (practicing Truth) is the most exalted of all deeds and the most 

sublime and excellent of all religions. AGGS, M 5, p. 895.   

        
sgl Drm mih aUqm Drm ]  
krm krqUq kY aUpir krm ] 

Meditation on God is the most exalted of all religions and greatest of all acts of piety.  

AGGS, M 5, p. 1182.   

             
jYsw kry su qYsw pwvY ] 

Awip bIij Awpy hI KwvY ] 
One gets what one does. What one sows, so shall one reap. AGGS, M 1, p. 662.   
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idnu rYin Apnw kIAw pweI ] 

iksu dos n dIjY ikrqu BvweI ] 
We earn what we do day and night. Why blame others, it is our own doings that lead us 

astray. AGGS, M 5, p. 745.   

   
nwnk Aaugux jyqVy qyqy glI jMjIr ] 

jy gux hoin q ktIAin sy BweI sy vIr ] 
O Nanak, one has as many chains around one’s neck as the number of vices/faults one 

has. If one possesses virtues then one can cut away the chains. Virtues are like next of 

kin and true brothers who can set one free. AGGS, M 1, p. 595.   

  
cMigAweIAw buirAweIAw vwcY Drmu hdUir ] 

krmI Awpo AwpxI ky nyVY ky dUir ] 
Good and bad deeds are determined in the light (hadoor) of Truth (Dharam). 

According to their deeds some are drawn closer to Truth (God) whereas others move 

away. AGGS, Jap Slok, p. 8.   

   
sMjogu ivjogu duie kwr clwvih lyKy Awvih Bwg ] 

There are two types of activities, the ones that bring about union with God/Truth and 

the others that cause separation. AGGS, Jap 28, p. 6.   

   

8. In an uplifting message of hope for redemption and regeneration for the demoralized 

and dehumanized Hindu society, Nanak declared that “powerlessness” is a curse but not a 

Divine curse. Oppression is immoral but so also is submission to it without moral 

resistance. At the same time he denounced the cruelty of the Muslim rulers and high-

handedness and corruption of their administrators:   

   
rwjy sIh mukdm kuqy] 

jwie jgwiein bYTy suqy] 
cwkr nhdw pwiein Gwau ] 
rqu ipqu kuiqho cit jwhu] 

The rulers are like tigers/lions and their officials as dogs, who harass and persecute the 

innocent subjects. The claws of the dogs (government servants) inflict wounds on the 

public. The rulers suck the blood of the public through these dogs who lick the wounds.  

AGGS, M 1, p. 1288.   

   
AMDI rXiq igAwn ivhUxI Bwih Bry murdwru ] 

The blind (ignorant) subjects are burning in the fire of official corruption.  

AGGS, M 1, p. 468.   
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jy rqu lgY kpVY jwmw hoie plIqu[ 

jo rqu pIvih mwxsw iqn ikau inrmlu cIq[ 
If a bloodstain defiles/pollutes the robe/garment then how could the conscience of 

those who drink human blood (exploit, persecute and murder people) be clean?  

AGGS, M 1, p. 140.   
 

rwjw inAwau kry hiQ hoie ] 
khY  Kudwie n mwnY koie ] 

Even the king does not accept the petition unless the petitioner bribes. If someone 

petitions only in the name of God (justice), nobody listens. AGGS, M 1, p. 350.   

   
rwjy Drmu krih pQrwie ]  
Awsw bMDy dwnu krwie ] 

The kings perform religious duties for selfish interests and practice charity for 

heavenly rewards. AGGS, M 1, p. 1024.   

   

And Nanak proclaimed the freedom of conscience (religion) and universal liberty, 

equality and justice by declaring allegiance only to God:  

    
jy dyhY duKu lweIAY pwp grh duie rwhu ] 

rqu pIxy rwjy isrY aupir rKIAih eyvy jwpY Bwau ]  
BI qUM hY swlwhxw AwKx lhY n cwau ] 

I will adore God even if I was to be afflicted with bodily pain under the influence of 

unlucky stars and I was to suffer under blood-sucking rulers. Even under such 

conditions my longing to adore God and sing Its praises would not diminish. (In other 

words, I will not waver from the path of Truth). AGGS, M 1, p. 142.   

   
hau bilhwrI swcy nwvY ] 
rwju qyrw kbhu n jwvY ]  

rwjo q qyrw sdw inhclu eyhu kbhu n jwvey ] 
I am sacrifice to You, O the Everlasting One. Your rule shall never end. Your rule is 

changeless (invariant) and it shall never come to an end (Truth is eternal).   

AGGS, M 1, p. 567.   
 

VwVY rUVw hir jIau soeI ]  
iqsu ibnu rwjw Avru n koeI ] 

God is the embodiment of sublime beauty. There is no other king, except God.  

AGGS, M 1, p. 936.   
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eyko qKqu eyko pwqswhu ] 
srbI QweI vyprvwhu ] 

There is one Throne and one Emperor, Whose authority is unchallenged everywhere. 

AGGS, M 1, p. 1188.   

 
qKiq bhY qKqY kI lwiek ] 
pMc smwey gurmiq pwiek ] 

Only a gurmukh (God-centered being), who has control over lust, anger, greed, 

attachment and egotistical pride, deserves to occupy the throne. AGGS, M 1, p. 1039.   

   

9. Further, Guru Nanak challenged the superiority of Islam and bigotry of the Muslim 

rulers:   

       
AwiK AwiK mnu vwvxw ijau ijau jwpY vwie ] 
 ijs no vwie suxweIAY so kyvfu ikqu Qwie ] 
AwKx vwly jyqVy siB AwiK rhY ilv lwie ]  

bwbw Alhu Agm Apwru ] 
pwkI nweI pwk Qwie scw prvidgwru ] rhwau ]  
qyrw hukmu n jwpI kyqVw iliK n jwxY koie ] 
jy sau swier mylIAih iqlu n pujwvih roie ] 

kImiq iknY n pweIAw siB suix suix AKih soie ] 
pIr pYkwmr swlk swdk suhdy Aauru shId ]  

syK mswiek kwjI mulw dir drvys rsId 
brkiq iqn kau AglI pVdy rihn drUd ]  
puiC n swjy puiC n Fwhy puiC n dyvY lyie ] 
AwpxI kudriq Awpy jwxY Awpy krxu kryie ] 

 sBnw vyKY nidr kir jY BwvY qY dyie ] 
As one understands God’s attributes one finds that describing Its greatness is like 

wracking the brain. Those who describe God don’t know Its greatness or where It 

resides. All those who have tried to answer these questions with intense contemplation 

have been unsuccessful. O baba (Sir), Allah is unreachable and infinite (beyond 

human comprehension in totality). Sacred is Its name and sacred is Its abode and It is 

eternal and the cherisher of all. Pause. Even the power of Its immutable Hukam 

(Cosmic Law) is indescribable, no one could write it down. If one hundred poets were 

to get together to try to describe it, they would not be able to describe even a tiny bit of 

it after wracking their brains. No one can evaluate Allah’s greatness. They all merely 

repeat again and again what they have heard before. Pirs, prophets, spiritual teachers, 

faithful ones, carefree mendicants, martyrs, sheikhs, mystics, qazis, mullahs and 
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dervishes who are said to have reached Allah, couldn’t describe the greatness of Allah. 

Their accomplishments are Allah’s blessings for their continuous prayers (sincere 

efforts). Allah does not consult anyone when It builds or destroys, or when It gives or 

takes away. Allah alone knows its qudrat (full scope of naturalism). It alone is the 

Doer. It watches over all kindly and provides for them according to their needs. AGGS, 

M 1, p. 53.   

   
hku prwieAw nwnkw ausu sUAru ausu gwie ] 
gur pIru hwmw qw Bry jw murdwru n Kwie ]  
glI iBsiq n jweIAY CutY scu kmwie ] 

mwrx pwih hrwm mih hoie hlwlu n jwie ]  
nwnku glI kUVIeI kUVo plY pwie ] 

To violate or usurp someone’s right or take away what rightfully belongs to another is 

like eating pork for a Muslim and beef for a Hindu. The spiritual guide (gur pir) would 

stand by only if the follower does not make an unlawful living. Mere talk does not lead 

to paradise; salvation lies in right conduct. Adding spice to unlawfully earned food 

does not make it Halal (lawful). Nanak, falsehood begets only falsehood.  

AGGS, M 1, p. 141.   

   

10. While condemning the exploitation of the masses by the elite (the government, the 

rich and the religious establishment), Guru Nanak laid emphasis on honest living. 

According to tradition, he accepted the invitation of a poor carpenter of low caste, Bhai 

Lalo, and spurned the invitation of an upper-caste rich landlord named Malik Bhago, to 

demonstrate that hard work and honest living are divine whereas ill-gotten wealth is evil:    

   
iesu jr kwrix GxI ivguqI iein jr GxI KuAweI ]  

pwpw bwJhu hovY nwhI muieAw swiQ n jweI ] 
So many have been disgraced for the sake of wealth and because of it so many have 

been destroyed. It cannot be amassed without illegal means and it does not go with the 

dead. AGGS, M 1, p. 417.   

   
sMpau sMcI Bey ivkwr ] 

Amassing riches leads to moral degradation. AGGS, M 1, p. 222.   

  
mwieAw mwieAw kir muey mwieAw iksY n swiQ ] 

People die longing for wealth but it doesn’t go with them. AGGS, M 1, p. 935.   

   

Keeping his critical posture, he was equally critical of the religious establishment for 

misleading and exploiting the masses instead of enlightening them. Furthermore, he 

lashed out at these holies for refusing to speak out on behalf of the poor masses against 
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their very exploitation and persecution carried out by the government and the power 

elements:   

   
kwdI kUVu boil mlu Kwie]  
bRwhmx nwvY jIAw Gwie] 
jogI jugiq n jwxY AMDu] 

qIny EjwVy kw bMDu] 
A qazi (Muslim magistrate) tells lies and takes bribes (instead of being the guardian of 

justice). The Brahman priest takes life (exploits ignorant parishioners and practices 

caste system), but bathes ceremoniously. The blind yogi has lost his way in search of 

“tranquility” without knowing the Truth. The three are spiritually barren.  

 AGGS, M 1, p. 662.   

   
igAwn ivhUxw gwvY gIq ] 

BuKy mulW Gry msIiq ]  
mKtU hoie kY kMn pVwey ]  

Pkru kry horu jwiq gvwey ] 
 guru pIru sdwey mMgx jwey ] 
 qw kY mUil n lgIAY pwie ] 
Gwil Kwie ikCu hQhu dyie]  
nwnwk rwhu pCwxih syie] 

The one who lacks spiritual wisdom sings spiritual songs to make a living. For a 

hungry (destitute) mullah, a mosque is a means to satisfy his hunger (worldly needs). A 

lazy unemployed fellow gets his ear pierced. He becomes a beggar and brings a bad 

name to his family. Never touch the feet of the one who claims to be a gur pir (spiritual 

guides) but lives on charity. Nanak, One who works hard to make an honest living and 

practices charity finds the “righteous path.” AGGS, M 1, p. 1245.   

   
inrMkwir jo rhY smwie ] 

kwhy BIiKAw mMgix jwie ] 
Why should he beg who claims to dwell on God? AGGS, M 1, p. 953.    

   

11. In his composition, Sidh Gost and other hymns Guru Nanak rejected the ideology and 

practices of the siddhas/yogis. His attitude was the same for other ascetic orders. He 

rejected and denounced celibacy and the ascetic way of life in no uncertain terms. For 

Guru Nanak the householder life is the only proper way to realize God/Truth, as it is the 

householder, who sustains society:   
 

jogu n iKMQw jogu n fMfY jogu n Bsm cVweIAY ] 
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jogu n muMdI mUMif mufwieAY jogu n isM|I vweIAY ]  
AMjnu mwih inrMjin rhIAY jogu jugiq iev pweIAY ]  

glI jogu n hoeI] 
eyk idRsit kir smsir jwxY jogI khIAY soeI] 1 ]rhwau]  

jogu n bwhir mVI mswxI jogu n qwVI lweIAY ] 
jogu n dyis idsMqir BivAw jogu n qIriQ nweIAY ] 
AMjnu mwih inrMjin rhIAY jogu jugiq iev pweIAY ] 
siqguru BytY qw shsw qUtY Dwvqu vrij rhweIAY ]  
inJru JrY shj Duin lwgY Gr hI prcw pweIAY ] 

AMjnu mwih inrMjin rhIAY jogu jugiq iev pweIAY ] 
nwnk jIviqAw mir rhIAY AYsw jogu kmweIAY [ 
vwjy bwJhu isM|I vwjY qau inrBau pdu pweIAY ] 

AMjnu mwih inrMjin rhIAY jogu jugiq iev pweIAY ] 
Union with God (realization of Truth) is not achieved by wearing a quilted robe or 

carrying a walking stick or smearing ashes on the body or wearing ear rings or shaving 

the head or blowing the horn. Remaining unblemished by the corrupting influence of 

worldly temptations is the way to realize God. Mere talk does not bring about union 

with God. The one who regards all as equal is a real yogi! Pause. God is not realized by 

staying in graveyards/cremation grounds or paying homage to tombs or sitting in a 

meditating posture or wandering in foreign lands or taking a bath at sacred 

places/shrines. Remaining unblemished by the corrupting influence of worldly 

temptations is the way to realize God. O yogi, realization of God/Truth dispels doubts 

and worries. This way the wandering mind is restrained. The mind becomes clean like 

a mountain spring when it is focused on God or consciousness becomes God’s abode. 

Remaining unblemished by the corrupting influence of the worldly temptations is the 

way to realize God. O yogi, conquer your haumai (self-centeredness) and be humble, 

practice this type of yoga. You will attain the state of fearlessness when your horn 

blows without blowing (when truthful living becomes your way of life). Remaining 

unblemished by the corrupting influence of the worldly temptations is the way to 

realize God. AGGS, M 1, p. 730. 

   
ibMdu n rwKih jqI khwvih ] 

A Yogi calls himself jati (celibate) but has no control over his sexual drive.  

 AGGS, M 1, p. 903.   

   
jqn krY ibMdu ikvY n rhweI ] 

In spite of all efforts the yogi/ascetic cannot control his sexual urge.  

AGGS, M 1, p. 906.   
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Nanak regarded the siddhas/yogis and other ascetic orders as parasites on society who 

preyed upon the public with magic tricks and witchcraft. Further he exposed the absurdity 

of yogic postures in the realization of God and their false claims of achieving 

tranquil/equipoise state of mind – still mind/breathlessness, as the mind can’t be still in a 

healthy and conscious individual. A mind becomes still only when consciousness is lost 

or when one dies. Further, sahaj (shj) in Nanakian philosophy does not mean the 

tranquil or equipoise state of mind the yogis talked about, rather it means focusing on 

Truth while carrying out worldly duties:   

   
hsMidAw KylMidAw pYnMHidAw KwvMidAw ivcy hovY mukiq ] 

One could attain liberation while enjoying life (laughing, playing, eating good food 

and wearing good clothes). AGGS, M 5, p. 522.   

   
AKI q mItih nwku pkVih Tgx kau sMswru ] rhwau ] 

AWt syqI nwku pkVih sUJqy iqin loA ]  
mgr pwCY kCu n sUJY eyhu pdmu AloA ] 

The yogi closes his eyes and holds his nostrils to deceive the world. Pause. The yogi 

holds his nostrils with a thumb and two fingers and claims to have the vision of three 

worlds, but he can’t see what is behind his back. What a strange “lotus pose” is this!  

AGGS, M 1, p. 662.   

  
qRY sq AMgulI vweI AauDU suMn scu Awhwro ] 
 gurmuiK bolY qqu ivrolY cInY AlK Apwro ] 
qRY gux mytY sbdu vswey q min cUkY AhMkwro ] 

AMqir bwhir eyko jwxY qw hir nwim lgY ipAwro ]  
suKmnw ieVw ipMglw bUJY jw Awpy AlKu lKwey ] 
nwnk iqhu qy aUpir swcw siqgur sbid smwey ] 

O yogi, it is truthful living that is equipoise (suMn), not the control of air flow (breath) in 

the ten-finger long windpipe (trachea). A gurmukh (God-Centered being/moral 

enlightened being) speaks the truth, churns the essence of reality, overcomes the 

corrupting influence of worldly temptations, gets rid of egotistical pride and 

understands the unseen and infinite One. When one realizes that One (God) is within 

and outside (everywhere) then one falls in love with God. But the yogi claims to 

understand the invisible One Who is manifest as the Cosmos, through Sukhmana 

[Susumna], Ida and Pingala [names of three major nadis (tube-like structures) whose 

“cleansing” plays major importance in yoga doctrine to achieve the so called 

tranquility/still mind/breathless state. Nanak, the true and eternal One is beyond the 

reach of the three (Sukhmana, Ida and Pingala), It is realized by contemplating on 

Sabad (Truth). AGGS, M 1, p. 944.    
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12. Nanak condemned the disgusting life negating-practices of Jain monks who had taken 

nonviolence to the extreme. They went naked and begged for joothi food (leftover 

uneaten food). They remained filthy as they refrained from washing themselves to avoid 

the killing of water born organisms, plucked their scalp hair to avoid the killing of lice, 

swept the path and walked in line to avoid trampling over insects and worms:   

   
isru Kohwie pIAih mlvwxI jUTw mMig mMig KwhI ] 
Poil PdIhiq muih lYin BVwsw pwxI dyiK sgwhI ] 
Byfw vwgI isru Kohwiein BrIAin hQ suAwhI ] 
mwaU pIaU ikrqu gvwiein tbr rovin DwhI ] 

Enw ipMf n pqil ikirAw n dIvw muey ikQwaU pwhI ] 
ATsiT qIrQ dyin n FoeI bRHmx AMnu n KwhI ] 
sdw kucIl rhih idnu rwqI mQY itky nwhI ] 

JuMfI pwie bhin iniq mrxY diV dIbwix n jwhI ] 
lkI kwsy hQI PuMmx Ago ipCI jwhI ] 

n Eie jogI n Eie jMgm n Eie kwjI muMlw ] 
diX ivgoey iPrih ivguqy iPtw vqY glw ] 

The Jain monks pluck their scalp hair, drink dirty water and beg for leftover uneaten 

food. They breathe the stench while scattering their feces to save fecal worms, and 

refrain from bathing. Their scalp hair is plucked like sheep wool with hands smeared 

with ashes. They give up the occupations of their parents leaving behind unhappy 

families. They do not perform the Hindu death rites like offerings of rice dishes and 

lighting of earthen lamps, nor do they say where they will go after death (they don’t 

believe in hell and heaven). Nor do they pay homage at sixty-eight Hindu centers or 

serve the Brahmans. They always remain dirty and do not put the ceremonial mark on 

their forehead. They sit together with heads down as if in mourning and do not attend 

any congregation. With begging bowls hanging from their waists, they walk in a single 

file with flywhisks in their hands. Neither do they follow the customs of yogis or 

jangams (followers of Shiva) nor those of Muslims (qazi and mullah). The despised 

ones are lost in ignorance as they misunderstand compassion and nonviolence. The 

entire lot is disgusting. AGGS, M 1, pp. 149-50.   

    

13. Contrary to the prevalent life-negating (withdrawal from life) Indian views that 

emphasize the nothingness of the world by calling it unreal or simply illusion, Guru 

Nanak's message is life affirming – enjoying life with hope, confidence and optimism. He 

emphasized the reality of the world as it is the creation of the True One. He proclaimed 

that the Earth was created to practice righteousness and the objective of human life is to 

become a gurmukh (Godlike, God-centered being, moral enlightened being):    

   
scy qyry KMf scy bRhmMf ] 
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scy qyry loA scy Awkwr ] 
scy qyry krxy srb bIcwr] 
scw qyrw Amru scw dIbwxu ] 
scw qyrw hukmu scw Purmwxu ]  
scw qyrw krmu scw nIcwxu ] 
 scy quDu AwKih lK kroiV ] 
scY siB qwix scY sib joir ]  
scI qyrI isPiq scI swlwh ] 

scI qyrI kudriq scy pwiqswh ] 
nwnk scu iDAwiein scu ] 
jo mir jMmy su kcu inkcu ] 

True are Your universes and True their parts. True are Your planets/habitats and True 

are your creatures of different forms and shapes. True are Your actions/works and 

True are Your deliberations and decisions. True is Your authority and True is Your 

justice. True is Your Law and True is Your mandate. True is Your mercy and True are 

Your gifts. Hundreds of thousands and tens of millions call You True. In the True One 

is all the power and in the True One is all the authority. True is Your Praise and True 

is Your adoration. O the True King, True is Your creative power and creation. O 

Nanak, true are those who meditate on the True One (practice truth). Those who do 

not realize the Truth waste their lives. AGGS, M 1, p. 463.    

   
iehu jgu scY kI hY koTVI scy kw ivic vwsu ] 

 This world is the abode of the True One, Who resides in it. AGGS, M 2, p. 463. 
 

gurmuiK DrqI swcY swjI ] 
iqsu mih Epiq Kpiq su bwjI ] 

The True One has fashioned the earth for the sake of gurmukhs (God-centered 

beings). And therein It set in motion the game of creation and destruction. AGGS, M 1, 

p. 941.   

   
Driq aupwie DrI Drmswlw ] 
 auqpiq prlau Awip inrwlw ] 

Creating earth, God made it the seat of righteousness and set in motion the process of 

creation and destruction. And yet God is unattached and distinct.  AGGS, M 1, p. 1033.   

   

14. Further he emphasized that the purpose of life is to realize God by living a truthful 

life. In the beginning of Jap (Japji), on the opening page of AGGS, he has described God 

as Sach, meaning Eternal Truth. Then in the first stanza on the same page Nanak has 

enunciated the purpose of human life in a question and answer format:   
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ikv sicAwrw hoeIAY ikv kUVY qutY pwil] 
hukim rjweI clxw nwnk iliKAw nwil] 

“How could one become a sachiara (Godlike, gurmukh) and how could one get rid of 

ignorance and falsehood?” “By living in harmony with the Hukam (Cosmic Law) is 

the answer,” says Nanak. AGGS, Jap 1, p. 1.   

   

Then the question arises: How could one get rid of ignorance and falsehood? On the 

pages of AGGS it is mentioned again and again that Sabad (Knowledge, Truth, Guru's 

teachings) destroys ignorance, falsehood, superstition and doubt:   

    
qyrw kvxu gurU ijs kw qU cylw] 
sbdu gurU suriq Duin cylw ] 

The yogis asked Nanak, “Who is your Guru or whose disciple are you?” “Sabad 

(Knowledge, Truth) is the Guru and my mind, which is focused on the Sabad and 

comprehends it, is the disciple,” replied Nanak. AGGS, M 1, pp. 942-943.    

   

What is needed to understand the Hukam? It is true knowledge. So a sachiara (gurmukh) 

is the one who understands the Hukam and conducts himself/herself accordingly. Man-

made social distinctions are worthless, as it is the Eternal One, Who judges the real worth 

of a person. The one who realizes union with God is called jiwan mukta, the liberated one 

(gurmukh), the other who is separated from God is called reprobate (manmukh), the self-

centered being.   

   

From early on, Guru Nanak rebelled against the Hindu beliefs. According to Sikh 

tradition, to the embarrassment of family, friends and relatives, he refused to wear the 

sacred thread [janaeu] at the ceremony by raising questions about its benefit:   

    
dieAw kpwh sMqoK sUqu jqu gMFI squ vtu] 

 eyhu jnyaU jIA kw heI q pwfy Gqu] 
Make compassion the cotton, contentment the yarn, continence the knot and truth the 

twist. O pundit (priest), a thread of this type awakens the inner-self (conscience). If you 

have such a janaeu, then put it on me. AGGS, M 1, p. 471.   

   

15. Guru Nanak held three major problems facing the masses and then declared 

wholeheartedly his solidarity with the masses. He launched a campaign to awaken the 

masses to fight against the tyranny of the rulers and the caste system:   

  
duKu ivCoVw ieku duKu BUK ] 
ieku duKu skqvwr jmdUq ] 
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The first pain is the separation from God (lack of morality), the second pain is the 

grinding poverty and the third pain is the tyranny of the ruler. AGGS, M 1, p. 1256.   

   

It should be noted that vast majority of the human population is still facing these three 

problems!   

   
nIcw AMdir nIc jwiq nIcI hU Aiq nIcu] 

nwnku iqn ky sMig swiQ vifAw isau ikAw rIs] 
ijQY nIc smwlIAin iqQY nidr qyrI bKsIs] 

Nanak will stand by the lowest of the lowest, not with the elite. Societies that take care 

of the downtrodden have the blessing of God. AGGS, M 1, p. 15.   

   

In tune with true revolutionary zeal, Nanak gave a clarion call to the masses to join his 

movement with an explicit warning that it would require supreme sacrifices:   

            
jau qau pRym Kylx kw cwau] 

isru Dir qlI glI myrI Awau] 
 iequ mwrig pYru DrIjY]  
isr dIjY kwix n kIjY] 

If you want to play the game of love (follow the righteous path/Truth) then follow me 

and be prepared to sacrifice your life. Once you step on this path, do not hesitate to 

offer your head. AGGS, M 1, p. 1412.   

   

This proclamation is central to the Sikh revolution; it is the basis of miri-piri (temporal 

and spiritual sovereignty) and the evolution of the noble Khalsa order. Only a moral 

person (gurmukh) can be a Mir-Pir/Khalsa. Inspired by the Nanakian philosophy 

(Gurmat), the Khalsa forces forged mostly from the downtrodden stocks of the Hindu 

Society, sudras and untouchables, fought against three formidable foes: the mighty 

Mughals, the caste hierarchy and the foreign invaders for about three quarters of a 

century. Eventually the Khalsa established a kingdom over a vast tract in the northwest 

region of the Indian sub-continent about which Baron Hugel, an Austrian traveler, wrote:   

    

“The state established by Ranjit Singh was ‘the most wonderful object in the whole 

world.’ Like a skillful architect the Maharaja raised a ‘majestic fabric’ with the help of 

rather insignificant or unpromising fragments [5].”   
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Chapter 2   

  

Gurmat: Guru Nanak’s Path of Enlightenment 

   

Introduction    

   

Let me start off this chapter with Guru Nanak’s profound experience of God/Truth in his 

own words:    
hau FwFI vykwru kwrY lwieAw] 

rwiq idhY kY vwr Durhu PurmwieAw] 
FwFI scY mhil Ksim bulwieAw]  
scI isPiq swlwh kpVw pwieAw]  
scw AMimRq nwmu Bojnu AwieAw ] 

gurmqI KwDw rij iqin suK pwieAw ]  
FwfI kry pswau sbdu vjwieAw ]  
nwnk scu swlwih pUrw pwieAw ] 

I was an unemployed bard (dhadi) when the Master (inner voice) called me to the 

abode of Truth and gave me a job. The Master ordered me to sing the praises of Truth 

day and night and honored me with the assignment of glorifying Truth. I received the 

nectar of Truth as sustenance. Enlightened beings (gurmukhs) who have eaten it to the 
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full are blissful. I, the bard, openly proclaim the glory of Truth. Nanak has found the 

Perfect One by glorifying the Truth. AGGS, M 1, p. 150.   

   

An in-depth analysis of his compositions makes it clear that Nanak’s thoughts are 

centered on the Eternal Truth:   

   
dIvw myrw eyku nwmu duKu ivic pwieAw qylu ]   

auin cwnix Ehu soiKAw cUkw jm isau  mylu ] 
The Truth is my lamp and my suffering (ignorance and falsehood) is the oil in the 

lamp. The flame of Truth burns the oil saving me from spiritual death (liberating me 

from ignorance and falsehood). AGGS, M 1, p. 358.   

   

Bhai Gurdas (1551-1636), contemporary of five Gurus, Angad (2nd Guru) to Hargobind 

(6th Guru), an eminent theologian and poet par excellence who was the amanuensis of 

Aad Granth (Aw) compiled by Guru Arjan in 1604 C.E., catches the quintessence of 

Nanakian philosophy when he says:     

   
siqgur  nwnk pRgitAw imtI DuMd jg cwnx hoAw [ 
ijauN kr sUrj inkilAw qwry Cpy AMDyr ploAw [ 

The true Guru [Nanak] wiped out the darkness of ignorance and falsehood with the 

light of Truth the way darkness disappears and stars become invisible when the sun 

rises. Bhai Gurdas, Varan Bhai Gurdas, 1, p. 11.   

   

In his exposition of the Nanakian philosophy, Guru Arjan [fifth Nanak] says that Guru 

Nanak enlightened his mind by destroying the root of superstition:   

   
PUto AWfw Brm kw mnih BieE prgwsu]  
kwtI byrI pgh qy guir kInI bMid Klwsu]  

My mind has been enlightened, as the egg of superstition and prejudice has burst. The 

Guru has shattered the fetters (superstition and prejudice) to set me free.   

AGGS, M 5, p. 1002.   

   

Before going further, let me point out here that in Nanakian philosophy as discussed 

under “Cosmology and Evolution,” Cosmos is the manifest form of God whereas Hukam 

(Cosmic Law) is the invisible form that pervades the Cosmos. Thus it is Cosmic Law that 

is the Creator. Further Cosmos is the source of “Knowledge” to understand the Cosmic 

Law and the laboratory to test the Cosmic Law.    

   

Guru Nanak rejected earlier religious traditions along with their entire stream of dogmas 

and doctrines. For example the concept of God, incarnation of God, the caste system, 

transmigration and karma, soul and salvation, hell and heaven, gods and goddesses, and 
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idol worship were all swept into the dustbin. Further, in a politically charged atmosphere 

we often encounter the fundamentalist religious groups worldwide opposing the teaching 

of scientific theory of evolution even in the twenty-first century whereas Nanak discussed 

and imparted credence to the subject of evolution of life about five hundred years ago, 

roughly 350 years before Charles Darwin. Furthermore, while the custodians of 

Christianity were investing despots with “divine rights,” the Hindu elite was hailing even 

bigoted oppressive Muslim rulers as “Ishwaro va Dillishwaro va“(the king of Delhi is as 

great as God) and the Muslim ruler (khalifa, caliph) was regarded as the representative of 

Prophet Mohammad. Nanak denounced oppressive rulers and their allies in no uncertain 

terms. He called for universal liberty and the establishment of benevolent rule of justice 

for all. A reader is likely to find Nanak’s philosophy to be just wholesome and this 

chapter is intended to capture that spirit.  

   

A few words need elaboration here so we can assess Nanakian philosophy properly in the 

context of history. The birth of modern biblical scholarship during the mid 19th century 

followed by the advent of the modern Islamic scholarship in the 20th century has cast 

serious doubts on the Semitic religions. With meteoric rise of the modern sciences, 

modern skepticism, secularism, rationalism, humanism, critical inquiry, etc. we are 

literally witnessing an unveiling of an umbrella of thick clouds expressing serious doubts 

over the traditional modes of religious thinking both of Semitic and non-Semitic 

varieties. Lately, though microscopic in scope, critical scholarships on the Semitic 

religions by authors of various backgrounds have become bestsellers, a rare phenomenon 

but nonetheless timely:   

  

"The God Delusion" by Richard Dawkins; "God: The Failed Hypothesis" by Victor J. 

Stenger; "God is not Great: How Religion Poisons Everything" by Christopher Hitchens; 

"The End of Faith: Religion, Terror, and the Future of Reason" and "Letter to a Christian 

Nation: A Challenge to Faith" by Sam Harris; are few best examples coming from an 

extensive list of bibliography. Although the modern critical scholarship on the Eastern 

religions is long overdue, it didn’t escape the scrutiny of Guru Nanak just like his critical 

eye on the Semitic faiths. In addition to having rejected both the Semitic and Eastern 

religions, he encroached on many other touchy areas including the outdated religiously 

prescribed moral and ethical values that are often butted against our modern informed 

values and virtues. The reader should find the ensuing discussion worthy of serious 

inspection and emulation.   

   

Understanding Guru Nanak’s compositions in the English language is no easy task. That 

means, given the lack of adequate English words to accurately depict his thoughts only 

adds more frustration to the task. A simple literal English rendition results in a message 

which gets devoid of the underneath profundity. This problem gets confounded further 

when readers distort and color Nanak’s writings keeping in tune with their own cherished 

beliefs. A Hindu can turn to Nanak only to confirm Hinduism. A Christian or a Muslim 
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ends up not too different from employing similar tactics. For the sake of convenience and 

proper understanding of the Nanakian philosophy this chapter is divided into seven 

sections:  

  

Theology/Religion   

Cosmology  

Cause of Human Progress and Suffering  

Repudiation of Old Dogmas  

Universal Equality/Human Values  

Justice and Peace  

Establishment of the Panth and Contribution to Punjabi Literature   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Theology/Religion   

  

Introduction:   

I claim limited specialty in the English language but at the same time I have spent an 

extraordinary amount of time making sure that I represent Guru Nanak in his true spirit 

utilizing simple commonly used words. Take for example the word “GOD.” Most often 

he did not use this word or its Hindu and Islamic equivalents in the same sense as in the 

parent religion. Similarly, when he employed any other religious term in usage, he 

radically altered its current meaning to something else within the context of his own 

philosophy. Therefore, to explain his philosophy, I made use of “God” in a generic sense 

and certainly not its usages prevalent in the traditional religious sense. The reader ought 

to use caution here with not only “God” but also with a number of new terms expounded 

by Nanak to explain his philosophy. All world religions describe “God” in the context of 

supernaturalism, but in Guru Nanak’s system, “God” is strictly confined within the 

context and framework of naturalism. Because he expounds naturalism, he discards the 

entrenched beliefs in magic and miracles like virgin birth and resurrection from death, 

and discourages the magical thinking inherent among the followers of traditional 

religions by emphasizing reason and logical thinking in the understanding of God and 

life. For Guru Nanak, God is Truth and Knowledge (Sabad) is understandable through 

wisdom and the discerning intellect (bibek buddh):    

           
imil mwq ipqw ipMfu kmwieAw ] 
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iqin krqY lyKu ilKwieAw ] 
Mother and father create a child through sexual union according to the Hukam 

(Cosmic Law), biology of the reproduction of life. AGGS, M 1, p. 989.     

   
mw kI rkqu ipqw ibdu Dwrw ] 
mUuriq sUriq kir Awpwrw ] 

The infinite Hukam (Cosmic Law) fashions the human body with beautiful features 

from the father's semen and the mother’s blood (eggs). AGGS, M 1, p. 1022.    

            
jMmxu mrxw hukmu hY BwxY AwvY jwie ] 

It is Hukam (cosmic Law), which causes birth and death or birth and death occur 

according to Hukam (biology of death and birth). AGGS, M 1, p. 472.   

   
qMqu mMqu pwKMfu n jwxw rwmu irdY mnu mwniAw ] 

I know nothing of deceitful Tantric spells and magical mantras; I imbibe God in my 

heart.  AGGS, M 1, p. 766.    

   
Avru n AauKDu qMq n mMqw ]   

 hir hir ismrxu iklivK hMqw ] 
There is no other medicine, Tantric spells or magical mantras, but Naam Simran 

(dwelling on God) destroys evil. AGGS, M 1, p. 416.   

   
Awip nwQ nwQI sB jwkI iriD isiD Avrw swd ] 

Cosmic Law/God Itself is the Controller and It controls every thing; the desire to 

acquire fame/wealth through supernatural powers leads one astray from Truth.  

AGGS, Jap 29, p. 6.    
isD hovw isiD lweI iriD AwKw Awau ] 
gupqu prgtu hoie bYsw loku rwKY Bwau ] 

mqu dyiK Bulw vIsrY qyrw iciq n AwvY nwau ] 
What would I gain if I were to become a sidha (yogi) and acquire the so-called 

supernatural power (magical trickery) to perform miracles to disappear and appear at 

will so that people would hold me in awe? I am afraid such temptations would make 

me forget God/Truth. AGGS M 1, p. 14.   
 

ikn hI isD bhu cytk lwey ]  
ikn hI ByK bhu Qwt bnwey ]  
ikn hI qMq mMq bhu Kyvw ]  

moih dIn hir hir hir syvw ] 
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Many sidhas are busy performing miracles. Many wear different garbs to set up their 

own orders. Many practice Tantric spells and chant magic mantras. But I, the humble, 

serve God only.  AGGS, M 5, pp. 912-13.   

   

In contrast to other religious traditions that require adopting blind faith, Guru Nanak 

emphasized wisdom and discerning intellect (bibek budhi) in the understanding of God. 

Logical thinking is the key to the understanding of Truth and for the creation of a 

progressive, dynamic and just society based on equality for all. He preached and 

emphasized this message wherever he went and to whomever he talked during his travels:   

   
Akil ieh n AwKIAY Akil gvweIAY bwdu ] 

AklI swihbu syvIAY AklI pweIAY mwn] 
AklI piVHkY buJIAY AklI kIcY dwnu] 
nwnku AwKY rwhu eyhu hoir glW sYqwn ] 

Wisdom is not to be wasted in futile arguments. Use wisdom and reason in the service 

of God and the practice of charity. Learn by intelligent reading and earn respect by 

exercising wisdom. Says Nanak, this is the right path while other things (failure to 

apply discerning intellect) lead to wickedness. AGGS, M 1, p. 1245.   

   
ieknw suiD n buiD n Akil sr AKr kw Byau n lhMiq ]  

nwnk sy nr Asil Kr ij ibnu gux grub krMiq ] 
Those who lack common sense, intelligence and discerning intellect can’t understand 

the mystery of the word (Hukam). Nanak, those are real asses, who have no virtues but 

are filled with egotistical pride. AGGS, M I, p. 1246.   

   
jqu phwrw DIrju suinAwru ] 
Ahrix miq vydu hiQAwru ]  
Bau Klw Aign qpqwau ] 

BWfw Bau AimRqu iqiqu Fwil ] 
GVIAY sbdu scI tkswil ]  

ijn kau nidr krmu iqn kwr ] 
nwnk ndrI nidr inhwl ] 

In the smithy of self-control with the patience of a goldsmith, make intellect the anvil, 

knowledge the hammer, dedication the bellows and hard work the heat of the fire. In 

the crucible of love mold God-consciousness, which is the true mint to construct 

truthful thoughts. Those are blessed whose actions are guided by God-consciousness. 

O Nanak, this is the way the Merciful one grants bliss. (Using metaphors Guru Nanak 

emphasizes self-discipline, intellect and knowledge in arriving at the Truth). AGGS, 

Jap 38, p. 8   
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vwjw miq pKwvju Bwau ] 
hoie AnMdu sdw min cwau ] 

Make intellect the musical instrument and love the drum. Playing this music will 

produce bliss and lasting pleasure in your mind.  AGGS, M 1, p. 350.   

    
pihlw vsqu is\wix kY qw kIcY vwpwru] 

First evaluate the goods, then buy (first evaluate an idea or philosophy before 

accepting it). AGGS, M1, p.1410.   

  
bUJnhwru ibbyk] 

One who applies discerning intellect understands the subject in its real 

perspective.AGGS, M 5, p. 285.   

  
so DnvMqw ijsu buiD ibbyk] 

One who is endowed with discerning intellect is indeed a wealthy person.   

AGGS, M 5, p. 1150.   

  
siqsMgiq kYsI jwxIAY ]  
ijQY eyko nwmu vKwxIAY ] 

What constitutes a society (satsangat) of saints/enlightened beings? There is satsangat 

where there is deliberation/contemplation on the True One.   

AGGS, M 1, p. 72.   

   
sBsY aUpir gur sbdu bIcwr] 

Deliberation and discussion on Guru’s teaching is the utmost objective for a Sikh 

(learner of Truth). AGGS, M 1, p. 904.   

   
syvw suriq rihq gux gwvw gurmuiK igAwnu bIcwrw ]  
KojI aupjY bwdI ibnsY hau bil bil gur krqwrw] 

I focus my mind on the excellences of the Creator and deliberate on them with 

enlightened beings (God-centered beings/gurmukhs). A researcher makes 

advancement/progress, while the one who indulges in polemics (useless discussion) is 

wasted. I am sacrifice to the Creator, Who is the Enlightener. AGGS, M 1, p. 1255.   

   
jb lgu dunIAw rhIAY nwnk ikCu suxIAY ikCu khIAY ] 

“Do not live a life of isolation; interact with others. Keep learning from others and 

teaching others as long as there is a breath of life,” says Nanak.  AGGS, M 1, p. 661.   

 
mMdw iksY n AwKIAY piV AKru eyho buJIAY ]  

mUrKY nwil n luJIAY ] 
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It is the wisdom not to denigrate anyone or debate with the ignorant.  

AGGS, M 1, p. 473.     

   
payux pwxI AgnI kw bMDnu kwieAw kotu rcwiedw ] 

nau Gr Qwpy QwpxhwrY ]  
dsvY vwsw AlK ApwrY ] 

The body-fort is built with nine gates (mouth, two eyes, two ears, two nostrils, sexual 

organ and anal canal) and is maintained with water, air and energy (food). However, 

the approach to the infinite and invisible God is through the tenth gate, the brain.  

AGGS, M 1, p. 1036.   

   

The brain controls the physical, chemical, biological and electrical functions of the body. 

And it processes and interprets the information gathered by the five senses. It is also the 

site of consciousness that generates thoughts, emotions, feelings, ideas, perceptions and 

stores knowledge and memories gathered through life experiences. Further, there is a 

faculty in the brain, which distinguishes between true and false, right and wrong, good 

and bad, and logic and illogic. Guru Nanak calls it Dasam Duar (dsm duAwr).   

   

Five centuries later, Paul Kurtz in his 1991 superb book, "The Transcendental 

Temptation: A Critique of Religion and the Paranormal" discusses the pervasive 

weaknesses among humans to fall for the magical stuff. The mystery of life and God and 

many other related questions which baffle and distress the humankind are hardly 

addressed satisfactorily in our daily discourses. In this chapter I will attempt to answer 

these mysteries as elaborated by Guru Nanak under the various headings beginning with 

God.   

        

1. God   

   

“God” is not an easy topic to talk freely about without some provocation. "Skeptic" 

magazine (Vol. 5, number 2, 1997) under the leading title “The God Question” put forth a 

superb analysis. In more details, Michael Shermer in his book “How We Believe: 

Science, Skepticism, and the Search for God” elaborates the state of the current religious 

thinking on God. Ironically, in these high-brained discussions, there is no mention of 

Guru Nanak and his philosophy. Similarly, Samuel P. Huntington, author of the much 

publicized “The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of the World Order”   makes no 

mention of Sikhism. 

  

[1]. Contrary to the idea of a clash of civilizations, Guru Nanak emphasizes the universal 

liberty, equality and unity of mankind under “One and only”, a loving, forgiving and 

merciful God Who cherishes all beings without any distinction:   
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sBy swJIvwl sdwiein qUM iksY n idsih bwhrw jIau ] 
All are partners in Your (God) commonwealth. You do not look at anyone as a 

stranger. AGGS, M 5, p. 97.  

  
nw ko bYrI nhI ibgwnw sgl sMig hm kau bin AweI ] 

Enmity to none, nor do we consider anyone a stranger; getting along with all is our 

creed. AGGS, M 5, p. 1299.  

   

Guru Nanak’s proclamation of universal humanism: na koi Hindu, na Musalman 

(neither one is Hindu nor Muslim) [2] asserts that both Hindus and Muslims are the 

children of the same Creator Who does not distinguish between moman (faithful) and 

kafir (infidel), king and pauper, powerful and powerless and man and woman. 

Unfortunately, the modern world is plagued by the tunnel vision mentality depicting “us 

(civilized) versus them (uncivilized)” - transfixing the human values to “group morality,” 

“group freedom,” and “group equality.” It was Guru Nanak’s message of “universal 

humanism,” which prompted both Hindus and Muslims to claim him as their own: baba 

Nanak Shah fakir, Hindu ka guru, Musalman ka pir (Baba Nanak Shah, the preacher, 

Guru of the Hindus and Pir (Muslim holy man) of the Muslims) [3].      

   

Further Nanakian philosophy (Gurmat) differs from other religions in the basic premise, 

the concept of God. Surely the concept of “one God” was known long before Guru 

Nanak. However, that “one God” idea has been nothing more than a “tribal god.” In 

addition to millions of gods and goddesses, Hindus also believe in a God who 

communicates only through the Brahmans (highest caste) and then there is a God for the 

chosen people, the Jews. The Christian God is approachable only through His only Son, 

Jesus Christ, whereas the Muslim God, Allah, is accessible only through Mohammed 

who is Allah’s last and final prophet in a long line of prophets. And Muslims claim that 

theirs is the only true prophetic religion. In sharp contrast, Guru Nanak talks about sarab 

saanjha (Universal) God. And he proclaimed that the Universal God, the “One and Only” 

Entity, the Cause of all causes, Source of all sources that is manifest as the Cosmos, is 

beyond the scope of Hindu and Semitic texts:   

   
iCA Gr iCA gur iCA aupdys ]  

guru guru eyko vys Anyk ] 
There are six different schools of Hindu philosophy by six different teachers with six 

different sets of teachings. But the Teacher (God/Truth) of teachers is One, Who is 

interpreted in so many different ways. AGGS, M 1, p. 12.  

  
byd kqybI Bydu nw jwqw ] 

Neither the Vedas [four Hindu texts] nor the four Katebas [Semitic texts: the Torah, 

the Zabur (Psalms), the Injil (Gospel) and the Quran] know the “Reality.”  
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 AGGS, M 1, p. 1021.   

   
byd kqyb krih kh bpury nh bUiJh iek eykw ] 

What can the poor Vedas and Katebas teach when their authors themselves did not 

understand the “One and Only.” AGGS, M 1, p. 1153.   

   
byd kqyb isimRiq siB swsq ienH piVAw mukiq n hoeI ] 

The readings of the Vedas, Katebas, Simrtis and all the Shastras do not show the path 

to salvation (freedom from ignorance and falsehood). AGGS, M 5, p. 747.   

   
imhrvwn maulw qUhI eyku ]  

pIr pYkWbr syK ] 
idlu kw mwlku kry hwku ] 

kurwn kqyb qy pwku ] 
The Merciful One is the only Emancipator (Maula), not pirs (spiritual guide), sheikhs 

and prophets. The Master of every heart, Who delivers justice, is beyond Quran and 

other Semitic texts. AGGS, M 5, p. 897.   

   

Further to refute the notion of the exclusive nature of God or an exclusive path to God 

and the coercion of others to follow that exclusive path, Guru Nanak emphasizes 

repeatedly the infinite, ineffable and unfathomable nature of God. He makes it crystal 

clear that a finite entity like man can not define an infinite Entity in totality:   

   
kyqy AwKih AwKix pwih ] 

kyqy kih kih auiT auiT jwih ]  
eyqy kIqy hoir kryih ] 

qw AwiK n skih kyeI kyie ]  
jyvfu BwvY qyvfu hoie ]  
nwnk jwxY swcw soie ] 

How many are attempting to describe God? How many have departed doing the same. 

If God were to create as many more people as already created, even then they would 

not be able to describe how great God is. God is as great as Its Hukam (Cosmic Law). 

O Nanak, the True One alone knows Its greatness. AGGS, Jap 26, p. 6.  

  
swcy nwm kI iqlu vifAweI ] 
 AwiK Qky kImiq nhI pweI ]  
jy siB imil ky AKx pwih ] 
vfw nw hovY Gwit n jwie ] 
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If all the people get together, even then after their best efforts they can’t describe even 

an iota of God’s greatness. Further, what they say does not enhance or diminish God’s 

greatness. AGGS, M 1, p. 349.   

   
bwbw Alhu Agm Apwru ] 

pwkI nweI pwk Qwie scw prvidgwru ] rhwau ]  
qyrw hukmu n jwpI kyqVw iliK n jwxY koie ] 
jy sau swier mylIAih iqlu n pujwvih roie ]  

kImiq iknY n pweIAw siB suix suix AKih soie ] ... 
puiC n swjy puiC n Fwhy puiC n dyvY lyie ] 
AwpxI kudriq Awpy jwxY Awpy krxu kryie ]  

sBnw vyKY nidr kir jY BwvY qY dyie ] 
O Baba (Sir), Allah is unreachable and infinite (beyond human comprehension in 

totality). Sacred is Its name, sacred is Its abode and It is eternal and the Cherisher of 

all. Pause. Even the power of Its immutable Hukam (Cosmic Law) is indescribable, no 

one could write it down. If one hundred poets were to get together, even they would not 

be able to describe even a tiny bit after wracking their brains. No one can evaluate 

Allah’s greatness. They all merely repeat again and again what they have heard before.  

Allah does not consult anyone when It builds or destroys, or when It gives or takes 

away. Allah alone knows Its qudrat (power and creation— naturalism). It alone is the 

Doer. It watches over all kindly and provides them according to their needs.  

AGGS, M 1, p. 53.   

  

He also pointed out the absurdity of conflicts over religion when the Creator of all is 

“One and Only”, the Hukam (Cosmic Law).   

  
eyQY jwxw su jwie is\wxY] 
hour PkVu ihMdU muslmwxY ] 

The one who realizes God/Truth right here is recognized as the wise one (religious). 

Mere claim to be a Hindu or Muslim is worthless. AGGS, M 1, p. 951.   

  
koeI bolY rwm rwm koeI Kudwie ] 
koeI syvY gusweIAY koeI Alwih ] 

 kwrx krx krIm ] 
ikrpw Dwir rhIm ] 

Some say Rama; others say Khuda (the Muslim name of God). Some worship Gusain 

(the Hindu name of God); others worship Allah. But the merciful and compassionate 

Creator who creates all is one. AGGS, M 5, p. 885.   
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Further, unlike other religious traditions, Guru Nanak’s God is a Being of attributes: Sach 

(Truth) that is Universal and Eternal distinct from man-made truth. In the beginning of 

the first stanza of his composition Jap (Japji) on the first page of AGGS, Guru Nanak 

says:   

  
Awid scu jugwid scu ] hY BI scu nwnk hosI BI scu ] 

Sach (Truth) is primordial, It exsited during the ages, exists now, and, O Nanak, It 

shall exist forever.  AGGS, Jap 1, p. 1.  

   
rwj jobn pRB qMU DnI ] 
qUM inrgunu qUM srgunI ] 

O God, You are the embodiment of beauty, vitality, wealth and sovereignty. You are 

both invisible and manifest. AGGS, M 5, p. 211.   
 

iBMn iBMn qRYgun ibsQwrM ] 
inrgun q srgun idRStwtM ] 

The Invisible One manifested Itsef as the Cosmos consisting of solid, liquid and 

gaseous matter. AGGS, M 5, p. 250.   

   

In the AGGS the word nirgun (inrgun/inrgux) means invisible and virtueless, not without 

attributes.      

   

And immediately after the above proclamation, he warns that this Truth can not be 

realized through conventional beliefs or clever arguments, it can be understood only 

through the understanding of Hukam (Cosmic Law). In other words Cosmos is the library 

for gathering the Knowledge about Truth and laboratory as well to test the Knowledge to 

arrive at the Truth:     

  
socY soic n hoveI jy socI lK vwr ] 

cupY cup n hoveI jy lwie rhw ilv qwr ] 
BuiKAw BuK n auqrI jy bMnw purIAw Bwr]  

shs isAwxpw lK hoih q iek n clY nwil ]  
ikv sicAwrw hoeIAY ikv kUVY qutyY pwil ] 
hukim rjweI clxw nwnwk iliKAw nwil ] 

The Truth cannot be realized through endless ritual purifications nor can it be realized 

through ascetic practices (withdrawal from active life) nor through amassing riches 

nor through endless clever arguments based on conventional wisdom/knowledge. Then 

how could one acquire the Truth and how could one get rid of ignorance and 

falsehood that clouds one’s thinking? The answer says Nanak lies in the 

understanding of Hukam a (Cosmic Law) and living in harmony with it.  
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AGGS, M 1, p. 1   

   

He glorified and sang the praises of the “One and Only" Entity (God/Truth) by 

proclaiming that It is accessible (understandable) to all seekers of “Truth” irrespective of 

their creed, caste, gender, color, ethnicity and geographical consideration. He did not 

assign any specific gender or name to the Entity; he called It: Gur (Enlightener), Satgur 

(true Enlightener or Eternal), Nirankar (Formless), Alakh (Invisible), Kartar (Creator) 

and Sach (Truth). And he used the prevalent Islamic names for Allah and a number of 

those used by the Hindus for their respective deities without any distinction along with 

adding and addressing new names of his own. Besides, most often in the AGGS, the 

Entity is described by Its attributes like -- Almighty, Supreme Being, Omnipotent, 

Omnipresent, Infinite, Ineffable, Great, Merciful, Loving, Forgiving, Bounteous, 

Protector, Emancipator, Master, King, True King, Husband, Lover, Sabad 

(Knowledge/Truth), Naam (attributes of God) or simply as True One, One or You or Oh 

meaning That or He/She. In the opening verse of AGGS, Guru Nanak has given some of 

the attributes of the “One and Only" Entity that constitute the foundation (creedal 

statement) of his philosophy:   

  
< siq nwmu krqw purKu inrBau inrvYru Akwl mUriq AjUnI sYBM gur pRswid ] 

That One and Only (IkO) -- known as Truth (Sat Naam), Creator (Karta), Omnipresent 

(Purkh), Sovereign and Self-Sufficient/Self-Sustaining (Nirbhau), without enmity and 

non-retributive (Nirvair), Timeless Being/Deathless Being (Akal Moorat), does not 

incarnate /beyond birth and death (Ajuni), Self-Created/Eternal (Saibhan), 

Enlightener (Gur) and Bounteous and Sustainer (Parsad). AGGS, Opening Verse, p. 1.  

   

Guru Nanak designed this special symbol < to represent the “One and Only” Entity 

that is infinite, ineffable and unfathomable – beyond human comprehension in totality. It 

is noteworthy that Guru Nanak used the numeral 1 (1) instead of writing one in script as 

iek (Ik) to emphasize the “oneness” of God.  

   

Less than two centuries after Nanak, Benedict De Spinoza (1632–1677) used the term 

“Substance” for the “first Reality.” He came to the following conclusion about the 

“Substance” via reflective analysis: "By Substance I understand that which is in Itself and 

conceived through Itself; in other words, that the conception of which does not need the 

conception of another thing from which it must be formed."  

   

There is remarkably a similarity between Spinoza’s “Substance” to that of Guru Nanak’s 

“One and Only" Entity [4].  

  

Guru Nanak emphasizes repeatedly the oneness of God and the universal equality of 

human race:  
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swihbu myrw eyko hY ] 
eyko hY BweI eyko hY ] 

My Master is One; O brother, It is One and Only. AGGS, M 1, p. 350.    

 
srbM swcw eyku hY dU jw nwhI koie ] 

There is Only One, Who is omnipresent and eternal; there is no second.  

 AGGS, M 1, p. 660.   

  
sBnw jIAw kw ieku dwqw so mY ivsir n jweI ] 

May I never forget that there is but One Who takes care of all beings!  

AGGS, Jap 5, p. 2   

  
nwnk siqguru AYsw jwxIAY jo sBsY ley imlwie jIau ] 

O Nanak, Satguru (True God), is the One Who brings all together.”  AGGS, M 1, p. 72.   

   
eyk mih srb srb mih eykw eyh siqguir dyiK idKweI ] 

Satguru made me see (understand) that One is in all and all are in One.  

AGGS, M 1, p. 907.    
quM Awpy krqw qyrw sBu hoie ] 
quDu ibnu dUjw Avru n koie ] 

You (God) are the Creator and whatever happens is Your doing. There is no second 

one equal to You. AGGS, M 4, pp. 11-12.   

  

Finally, Guru Nanak’s God is the center of family life. It is father, mother, lover, 

husband, sibling, relative and friend:  

 
qUM myrw ipqw qUM hY myrw mwqw ]  
qUM myrw bMDpu qUM myrw BRwqw ] 

You are my father, You are my mother, You are my relative and You are my brother.  

AGGS, M 5, p. 103.   

  

The evidence presented here demonstrates clearly that the Guru Nanak’s concept of God 

is radically different from earlier religious traditions.   
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2. Guru and Sikh   

   

Guru Nanak and his successors used the terminologies of other religions to express and 

explain Nanakian philosophy, but their meanings are not necessarily the same as in the 

parent religions. In fact they were radically altered. Further there are no adequate words 

in English or other languages to translate these terms properly. For example, Guru and 

Sikh are most commonly interpreted as teacher, spiritual guide and preceptor, and 

learner, student and disciple, respectively. However, these words fail to convey the 

proper meanings of Guru and Sikh as used in Aad Guru Granth Sahib (AGGS). The word 

Guru in AGGS means Enlightener, the destroyer of darkness (ignorance and falsehood) 

which is one of the attributes of God. Most often Guru means God (Enlightener) or Sabad 

(Knowledge, Wisdom, Truth, and Teachings of Sikh Gurus):   

  
jy sau cMdw augvih sUrj cVih hjwr ] 
eyqy cwnx hoidAW gur ibnu Gor AMDwr ] 

If one hundred moons and one thousand suns were to rise, even then, in spite of this 

much light, the darkness of mind can’t be eliminated without the Enlightener 

(Truth).AGGS, M 2, p. 463.   

  
guru dyvw guru AlK AByvw iqRBvx soJI guru kI syvw] 

Guru is enlightener, invisible and mysterious (incomprehensible in totality). One, who 

understands the Guru (God), comprehends the nature of the universe.   
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AGGS, M 1, p. 1125.   
 

AprMpr pwrbRhm prmysru nwnk gur imilAw soeI jIau ] 
Nanak met the Guru, Who is infinite, omnipresent and almighty.  

AGGS, M 1, p. 599.   

   
qyrw kvxu gurU ijs kw qU cylw] 
sbdu gurU suriq Duin cylw ] 

When the yogis asked, “Who is your Guru or whose disciple are you?” “Sabad 

(Knowledge, Truth, Guru’s teachings) is the Guru and my mind, which is focused on 

the Sabad and comprehends it, is the disciple,” replied Nanak. AGGS, M 1, pp. 942-43.   

   
igAwn AMjnu gur sbid pCwinAw ] 

Knowledge is anjan (antimony that is supposed to sharpen one’s vision) that made me 

see (understand) Guru’s teachings. AGGS, M 1, p. 221.   

   
gur igAwn AMjnu scu nyqRI pwieAw ] 

AMqir cwnxu AigAwnu AMDyru gvwieAw ] 
I applied the anjan of Guru’s teachings (Truth) to my eyes. It enlightened my mind by 

destroying the darkness of ignorance and falsehood. AGGS, M 3, p. 124.  
 

igAwn KVgu kir ikrpw dInw dUq mwry kir DweI hy ] 
I have used the sword of knowledge to destroy the corrupting worldly influences. 

AGGs, M 5, p. 1072.   

   
vwhu vwhu bwxI inrMkwr hY iqsu jyvfu Avru n koeI ] 

Marvelous is the bani (hymns/Guru’s teachings), nothing equals it as it is the voice of 

the Formless One. AGGS, M 3, p. 515.   

   

When Guru is used for a Guru person, it means disseminator of Sabad, the liberator from 

ignorance, falsehood, superstition and prejudice:    

 
bilE crwgu AMDwHr mih siB kil auDrI iek nwm Drm] 

pRgtu sgl hir Bvn mih jnu nwnku guru pwrbRhm] 
Nanak, the servant of the Supreme Being Who pervades everywhere, lit the lamp of 

Truth in the darkness of ignorance and falsehood to enlighten the world.    

AGGS, M 5, p. 1387.   

   
PUto AWfw Brm kw mnih BieE prgwsu]  
kwtI byrI pgh qy guir kInI bMid Klwsu] 
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The egg of prejudice and superstition has burst and my mind has been enlightened.  

The Guru has shattered the fetters of prejudice and superstition to set me free.   

AGGS, M 5, p. 1002.   

   
igAwn AMjnu guir dIAw AigAwn AMDyr ibnws ] 
hir ikrpw qy sMq ByitAw nwnk min prgwsu ] 

Thank God, I met the Guru who has enlightened my mind. The Guru gave me the 

anjan of knowledge that removed my blindness (ignorance and falsehood).    

AGGS, M 5, p. 293.   

   

At a common level, Sikh means a follower of the Nanakian philosophy. However, in the 

AGGS, Sikh means devotee, disciple, learner (seeker of truth), sachiara (truthful), 

gurmukh (moral enlightened being, God-centered being) and gursikh (follower of 

Gurmat):   

   
isKI isiKAw gur vIcwir] 
ndrI krim lGwey pwir] 

One who, deliberates on Guru’s teachings and follows them faithfully, crosses the 

ocean of worldly temptation under the watchful eye of the Benevolent One.   

AGGS, M 1, p. 465.   

   
miq ivic rqn jvwhr mwixk jy iek gur kI isK suxI ] 

If one practices even one teaching of the Guru, one is endowed with the wealth of 

wisdom like a rich person with gems, jewels and rubies. AGGS, Jap 6, p. 2.  
 

suix suix isK hmwrI ] 
suikRqu kIqw rhsI myry jIAVy bhuiV n AwvY vwrI ] 

O my mind listen to my advice (inner voice/conscience)! Only good deeds count in life, 

this is your only chance to realize God through good deeds, as you won’t have another 

life. AGGS, M 1, p. 154.   

   
ey mn gur kI isK suix hir pwvih guxI inDwn ] 

O my mind listen to the Guru’s advice; you will realize God, the Treasure of virtues.  

AGGS, M 3, p. 152.   

    
so isKu sKw bMDupu hY BweI ij gur ky Bwxy ivic AwvY ]  

Awpx BwxY jo clY BweI ivCuiV cotw KwvY ] 
That Sikh who follows Guru’s path is a brother, a friend and a relative whereas the 

one who is self-centered suffers after alienation from the Guru. AGGS, M 3, p. 601.   
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gurisK mIq clhu gur cwlI ] 
 jo guru khY soeI Bl mwnhu jn jir hir kQw inrwlI ] 

O Sikhs of the Guru, dear friends, walk on the Guru’s path and accept whatever is said 

by the Guru as beneficial because his narrative/sermon is unique and wonderful. 

AGGS, M 4, p. 667.   

   
bIs ibsvy gur kw mnu mwnY ] 

so syvku prmysru kI giq jwnY ] 
A devotee/Sikh, who obeys Guru’s teachings completely comes to understand the 

Almighty. AGGS, M 5, p. 287.   

   
mnu qnu AripAw bhuqu min sriDAw gur syvk Bwie imlwey ]  

dInw nwQu jIAw dwqw pUry gur qy pwey ] 
gurU isKu isKu gurU hY eyko gur aupdysu clwey ] 

When a Sikh meets the perfect Guru and puts his/her mind and body at the Guru’s 

disposal with love and dedication then the Guru unites the Sikh with God, the Protector 

of the poor and Sustainer of all. A Sikh is exalted to the position of the Guru when the 

Sikh becomes one with the Guru in thought – their teaching is one.   

AGGS, M 4, p. 444.   

   

Guru Amar Das (third Nanak) warned Sikhs that a glimpse of a Guru's person or mere 

recitation of the Sabad is of no avail:    

  
ifTY mukiq n hoveI ijcru sbid n kry vIcwru] 

A mere glimpse of the personal Guru is of no avail unless the devotee deliberates on 

the Sabad. AGGS, M 3, p. 594.   

   

In summary, in the AGGS, Guru means God, Enlightener and Sabad (Knowledge, 

Wisdom, Truth, and Teachings of the Sikh Gurus), and Sikh means devotee, disciple, 

learner (seeker of truth), sachiara (truthful), gurmukh (moral enlightened being, God-

centered being) and gursikh (follower of Gurmat).   
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3.  Purpose of Life   

   

The purpose of life according to the Nanakian philosophy is to become an enlightened 

being and to enlighten others. In the beginning of Jap (Japji) Guru Nanak calls God as 

Sach meaning Truth:   

   
Awid scu jugwid scu ]   

hY BI scu nwnk hosI BI scu ] 
Sach (Truth) is primordial, It existed during the ages, exists now, and, O Nanak, It 

shall exist forever.  AGGS, Jap 1, p. 1.   

 

Then in the first stanza of Jap he talks about the purpose of human life in question and 

answer format:   

   
ikv sicAwrw hoeIAY ikv kUVY qutY pwil] 
hukim rjweI clxw nwnk iliKAw nwil] 

“How could one become a sachiara - Godlike (gurmukh) and how could one get rid of 

ignorance and falsehood?” “By living in harmony with Hukam (Cosmic Law) is the 

answer,” says Nanak. AGGS, Jap 1, p. 1.   

   

Harmony with Hukam means concern for the ecosystem; treating all beings with kindness 

and respect for the environment.   

   

It is knowledge of Truth that destroys ignorance, falsehood, superstition and doubt. When 

the yogis asked Guru Nanak:  
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qyrw kvxu gurU ijs kw qU cylw] 

… 
sbdu gurU suriq Duin cylw ] 

“Who is your Guru or whose disciple are you?” “Sabad is the Guru and my mind, 

which is focused on the Sabad and comprehends it, is the disciple,” replied Guru 

Nanak. AGGS, M 1, pp. 942-943.   

   

Sabad in AGGS means God, Truth, Guru’s teachings and Knowledge. So it is the 

understanding of God or the knowledge of Truth that is needed for the understanding of 

Hukam (Cosmic Law). The one, who understands the Hukam and conducts 

himself/herself, accordingly, is a sachiara (gurmukh, sadh, sadhu, sant, bhagat, and 

braham gyani). All these words are used interchangeably in the AGGS.  According to 

Guru Nanak there are two types of people, gurmukhs (God-centered beings) and 

manmukhs (self-centered beings). A gurmukh dwells on God's attributes constantly and 

does everything according to Hukam whereas a manmukh is a degenerate person who 

does everything according to his/her own will. A gurmukh sees God everywhere and in 

each living being whereas a manmukh is blind to God. A gurmukh follows Hukam 

whereas manmukh follows the dictates of haumai. Aad Guru Granth Sahib asserts again 

and again that one should not become a slave to haumai (discussed in details elsewhere in 

sub-section “Maya and Haumai”) and the five passions/drives - lust, anger, greed, 

attachment and egotistical pride; rather one should subdue haumai and make the five 

passions subservient by exercising restraint, so that one's energy and talent are directed to 

positive thinking and creative activities. One who achieves this objective conquers the 

corrupting influence of maya (worldly temptations).   

  

Haumai is a deep malady but hope is not lost for a manmukh since God is gracious, 

loving and forgiving. The door to Truth is always open. Naam simrana/naam japna 

(constant focus on God's excellences) inculcates humility, love and compassion that lead 

to truthful living. This process gives one the inner strength to control one’s passions and 

haumai. Slowly and steadily one makes progress to subdue/restrain haumai and the five 

passions, thus becoming a gurmukh:    

  
gurmuiK vYr ivroD gvwvY ] 

gurmuiK sglI gxq imtwvY ] 
A gurmukh is free from enmity and hostility. A gurmukh gets rid of ill will completely.  

AGGS, M 1, p. 942.   

   
gurmuiK nwmu dwnu iesnwnu ] 
gurmuiK lwgY sihj iDAwnu ]  
 gurmuiK pwvY drgh mwnu ] 
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gurmuiK B BMjnu prDwnu ]   
gurmuiK krxI kwr krwey ] 
nwnk gurmuiK myil imlwey ] 

A gurmukh reflects on God’s attributes, practices charity and keeps clean physically 

and mentally. A gurmukh’s mind is focused on God/Truth constantly. A gurmukh is 

honored in the realm of Truth. A gurmukh is exalted and fearless. A gurmukh does 

good deeds and inspires others to do so. A gurmukh unites others with God, says 

Nanak. AGGS, M 1, p. 942.   

   
swc vKr ky hm vxjwry ] 

nwnk gurmuiK auqris pwry ] 
We the gurmukhs (God-centered beings, moral enlightened-beings) are the merchants 

of Truth. O Nanak, this way the gurmukh crosses the ocean of corrupting influences of 

worldly temptations. AGGS, M 1, p. 939.    

   
mnmuiK BUlY jm kI kwix ]   
pr Gru johY hwxy hwxu ] 

mnmuiK Brim BvY bybwix ]  
vymwrig mUsY mMiqR mswix ]   
sbdu n cInY lvY kubwix ]   
nwnk swic rqy suKu jwix ] 

A manmukh (self-centered being) is deluded under the corrupting influence of worldly 

temptations. He/she peeps into another's home with a covetous eye and degrades 

himself/herself more and more. A manmukh is lost in the jungle of 

doubts/superstations. The wrong path deceives him/her as he/she chants the mantras of 

spiritual death. Instead of reflecting on the Sabad/Truth, he/she shouts obscenities. O 

Nanak, it is the love of God/Truth that brings peace and happiness. AGGS, M 1, p. 941.    

   
mnmuiK AMDw AMDu kmwey] 
 bhu sMkt jonI Brmwey ] 

jm kw jyvVw kdy n kwtY AMqy bhu duKu pwieAw ] 
The manmukh blinded by haumai commits evil deeds and suffers moral death 

wandering in delusion. A manmukh is wasted away in the end because it cannot 

liberate itself from delusion/ignorance and falsehood.  AGGS, M 3, p. 1068.   

      
pMc dUq muhih sMswrw] 

mnmuiK AMDy suiD n swrw ] 
The whole world is deceived/swindled by the “five drives/passions -- kaam (lust, sexual 

drive), kroadh (anger), loabh (covetousness, economic drive), moh (attachment) and 
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ahankar (egotistical pride),” but the ignorant self-centered person [manmukh] does not 

understand this fact. AGGS, M 3, p. 113.   

   
kwmu kRoDu duie krhu bsoly gofhu DrqI BweI] 

ijau gofhu iqau qumu suK pwvhu ikrqu n myitAw jweI] 
O brother restrain your sexual drive and anger and use them as creative instruments 

like a farmer uses a hoe to remove the weeds from the field. You would be happy by 

following this course otherwise you would suffer the consequences of your bad actions. 

AGGS, M 1, p. 1171.   

   
AweI pMQI sgl jmwqI min jIqY jgu jIqu] 

O yogi! Make universal brotherhood your Aee Panth (highest order of yogis) and 

subdue your mind (haumai) to conquer the worldly temptations. AGGS, Jap, p. 6.    

  
pMc cor AwgY Bgy jb swD sMgyq] 

The five thieves: kaam (lust, sexual drive), kroadh (anger), loabh (covetousness, 

economic drive), moh (attachment) and ahankar (egotistical pride) are subdued in the 

company of saints (moral enlightened beings). AGGS, M 5, p. 810.   

   
nwnk hukmY jy buJY q haumY khY n koie] 

O Nanak, if one comprehends the Hukam then one does not speak with egotistical 

pride (does not act under the influence of haumai (self-centeredness).  

AGGS, Jap 1, p. 1.   

   

Finally, “physical death” is the fate of all living beings as it is subject to Hukam (Cosmic 

Law) whereas “moral death” (moral degradation) is avoidable and that is the point that is 

emphasized in the AGGS again and again. A gurmukh remains unaffected by moral death 

whereas a manmukh experiences it all his/her life. We should be afraid of moral death 

and not of physical death, and we must strive to overcome moral death.    

                   
jMmxu mrxw hukmu hY BwxY AwvY jwie ] 

Hukam causes birth and death (creation and destruction) or birth and death occur 

according to Hukam. AGGS, M 1, p. 472.   
 

icMqw qw kI kIjIAY jo AnhonI hoie ] 
iehu mwrgu sMswr ko nwnk iQru nhI koie ] 
jo aupijE so ibnis hY pro Awju kY kwil ] 
nwnk hir gun gwie ly Cwif sgl jMjwl  ] 
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Worry about something that is unnatural. O Nanak this is the rule in the world that 

nothing is everlasting. Whatever takes birth dies today or tomorrow? O Nanak, shun 

all worldly temptations with corrupting influences and contemplate on God.   

AGGS, M 9, p. 1429.   

   

Thus the purpose of life is to become a gurmukh (God-centered being, moral enlightened-

being) and to enlighten others.    
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Soul   

   

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, Nanakian philosophy differs radically from other 

religious traditions. It rejects the idea of “soul” as something that is separate from God 

and it leaves the body after death to receive punishment or reward depending upon the 

person whose body it inhabits. Further, according to Nanakian philosophy, God is both 

visible (manifest) as Cosmos and invisible (Unmanifest) as Cosmic Law (Hukam) that 

pervades the Cosmos. Thus “soul” is the omnipresent Cosmic Law (Hukam), the invisible 

form of God that permeates the Cosmos. In the AGGS it is called variously as Joti, Atma, 

Jio, Sabad-surat (God-consciousness/Cosmic-consciousness), Hans (consciousness), 

moral principles (conscience). Since God is Ajuni (does not incarnate/beyond birth and 

death) then what is there that transmigrates or goes to hell or heaven? The idea that the 

so-called “soul” undergoes transmigration or goes to hell or heaven according to one’s 

deeds is the invention of humans.  

    

Guru Angad [2nd Nanak] makes this point clear when he says that the caste system, 

gender inequality, hell & heaven, ritual sin & ritual virtue, and karma & transmigration 

are the creation of the authors of Vedas:    
kQw khwxI bydI AwxI pwpu puMnu bIcwru ] 

dy dy lyxw lY lY dyxw nrik surig Avqwr ] 
auqm miDm jwqI ijnsI Birm BvY sMswru ] 

It is the teachings of Vedas, which has created the concepts of sin and virtue, hell and 

heaven, and karma and transmigration: One reaps the reward in the next life for the 

deeds performed in this life and goes to hell or heaven according to one’s deeds. The 
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Vedas have also created the fallacy of inequality of caste and gender for the world. 

AGGS, M 2, p. 1243.   

   

Therefore, the mention of reincarnation/transmigration, hell, heaven, soul, and salvation 

in the AGGS must be interpreted in light of the above proclamation. The Gurus question 

the existence of the soul as a separate entity and people’s understanding about it. Further 

they emphasize by pointing out that Soul (Joti, Atma, Jio, Sabad-surat) is the 

Omnipresent One (Hukam), which is Ajuni (Eternal):  

  
KyhU Kyh rlweIAY qw jIau kyhw hoie ]  

jlIAw siB isAwxpw auTI cilAw roie ] 
What happens to Jio when the body mingles with the dust after death? All the 

intelligence/cleverness is burnt away when the suffering body becomes lifeless.   

AGGS, M 1, p. 17.   

   
suM\I dyh frwvxI jw jIau ivchu jwie ] 

Bwih blMdI ivJvI DuaU n inkisau kwie ]  
pMcy ruMny duiK Bry ibnsy dUjY Bwie ] 

The lifeless body without consciousness (Jio) is dreadful. It stops breathing when the 

fire (energy) that kept it alive is extinguished. The five sense organs that were 

exhausted by corrupting influence of the world, cry in pain. AGGS, M 1, p. 19.   

   
nw jIau mrY nw fUbY qrY ] 
 ijin ikCu kIAw so krY ] 

Neither the Jio dies, nor drowns or swims across (transmigrates). The One, Who has 

created the Cosmos, also controls its working. AGGS, M 1, p. 151.   

   
qU dwqw jIAw sBnw kw jIAw AMdir jIau quhI] 

You are the Benefactor of all lives as well as the Jio within all. AGGS, M 1, p. 1254.   

        
siB mih joiq joiq hY soie] 

iqs kY cwnix sB mih cwnxu hoie] 
Within all there is Joti (Light/God-consciousness) but it is the same Light. You are that 

Light that illuminates all. AGGS, M 1, p. 663.      

   
eyk ikRsM˜ q srb dyvw dyv dyvw q Awqmh] 

AwqmM sRIbwsÍdyvsH jy koeI jwnis  Byv]  
nwnk qwko dwsu hY soeI inrMjn dyv] 
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The Almighty One (ikRsM˜ ) sustains all and It is also the enlightener (dev deva) called 

Atma. But Atma is the Omnipresent One (sRIbws ÍdyvsH ). Nanak is the devotee of the one 

who understands this mystery; such a person is indeed God-like. AGGS, M 1, p. 1353.   

   
Awqm mih rwmu rwm mih Awqmu] 

God is in Atma and Atma is in God. AGGS, M 1, p. 1153.   

            
gur kw bcnu bsY jIA nwly ] 

jil nhI fUbY qskru nhI lyvY Bwih n swkY jwly ] 
Guru’s teaching (Sabad) is stored in consciousness.  Water can’t drown it, fire can’t 

burn it, nor can thieves steal it. AGGS, M 5, p. 679.   

  
jIAw AMdir jIau sbdu hY ijqu shu mylwvw hoie ] 

ibnu sbdY jig AwnyHr hY sbdy prgtu hoie ] 
The Jio within living beings is the Sabad (Cosmic consciousness, Guru’s teachings) 

which unites one with God. The world is dark (ignorant) without the Sabad, as it is 

Sabad that enlightens. AGGS, M 3, p. 1250.   

   
sbd suriq suKu aUpjY pRB rwqau suK swru ] 

One obtains peace and happiness through Sabad-surat (God-consciousness/Cosmic 

consciousness) by contemplating on God’s excellences, which are the source of bliss.  

AGGS, M 1, p. 62.   

  
kwieAw hMis  sMjogu myil imlwieAw ] 
iqn hI kIAw ivjogu ijin aupwieAw ] 

It is Hukam (Cosmic Law) that puts consciousness in the body. It is also Hukam that 

takes away consciousness from the body. AGGS, M 1, p. 139.   

  
suxIAY eyku vKwxIAY surig imriq pieAwil ]   
hukm n jweI myitAw jo iliKAw so nwil ] 

kauxu mUAw kaux mwrsI kauxu AwvY kauxu jwie ] 
kauxu rhsI nwnwkw iks kI suriq smwie ] 

It is heard and described that God is present in heaven, earth and underworld 

(everywhere in the Cosmos, the manifest form of God). It is also said that Hukam 

(Cosmic Law, the unmanifest form of God) is immutable and everything happens 

according to Hukam. Then who dies and who kills, and who comes and who goes? O 

Nanak, then who is eternal and whose “consciousness” merges in whom?    

AGGS, M 1, p. 1091.   
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iek dJih iek dbIAih ieknw kuqy Kwih] 
ieik pwxI ivic asutIAY ieik BI iPir hsix pwih]  

nwnk eyv n jwpeI ikQY jwie smwie] 
After death some bodies are burnt, some are buried and some are eaten by dogs. Some 

are thrown in water while others are thrown in a dry well. However, it is not known 

where the so-called “soul” goes after these different methods of disposal of the dead 

body, says Nanak. AGGS, M 3, p. 648.   

 

Here Guru Amar Das questions the belief in reincarnation or transmigration of “soul” or 

it’s going to heaven or hell by pointing out that people use different methods to dispose 

the dead body for benefit of the “soul” but have no clue as to what happens to it.      

 
dyhI mwtI bolY pauxu] 

buJu ry igAwnI mUAw hY kauxu] 
mUeI suriq bwdu AhMkwru]   
Eh n mUAw jo dyKxhwru] 

The body is made of earth (various elements) and it is the air (breath) that keeps it 

alive. O wise one, then tell me who died because the body and the air it breathed are 

still here? It is consciousness that died along with disputes caused by egotistical pride, 

but the One Who takes care of all does not die. AGGS, M 1, p. 152.   

  

The meaning of the four pithy verses becomes abundantly clear when we consider that 

God is both manifest as Cosmos and un-manifest as omnipresent Hukam. Death of the 

body affects only the manifest form of God - the matter (elements) that constitutes the 

body. The matter goes back to earth and is recycled to create new life. The Omnipresent 

One (Hukam), which operates in all living beings and pervades everywhere is 

Everlasting.  

 

It is remarkable that Guru Nanak defines death as the loss of consciousness, which is 

similar to the modern understanding of death, medically speaking. Cosmos is the 

manifest form of God, which is continuously changing, but it does not change in Its total 

content.   

   

Guru Arjan elaborates on this issue further. In the AGGS ghumar (potter), bhanda (pot) 

and miti (clay, earth) are used metaphorically for the Creator, being and the material that 

makes the being, respectively:    
pvnY mih pvnu smwieAw ] 
joqI mih joiq ril jwieAw ]  

mwtI mwtI hoeI eyk ] 
rovnhwry kI kvn tyk ] 
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kaunu mUAw ry kaunu mUAw ] 
bRhm igAwnI imil krhu bIcwrw iehu qau clqu BieAw ] rhwau ] 

AglI ikCu Kbir n pweI ]   
rovnhwru iB aUiT isDweI ] 

Brm moh ky bWDy bMD ]  
supnu BieAw BKlwey AMD ] 

ieh qau rcnu ricAw krqwir ] 
Awvq jwvq hukim Apwir ]   
nh ko mUAw n mrxY jogu ]  
 nh ibnsY AibnwsI hogu ] 
jo ieh jwxhu so iehu nwih ]  
 jwnxuhwry kau bil jwau ] 

khu nwnk guir Brmu cukwieAw ] 
nw koeI mrY n AwvY jwieAw ] 

After death air [breath] merges into air, light mergers into light (consciousness is lost 

when Hukam stops operating in the body) and the earth (lifeless body) becomes one 

with earth. What support is there for the one who cries over this loss? Who has died? 

O’ who has died? O’ enlightened beings get together and ponder over this question. 

This is indeed a puzzle! Pause. Without any information about what happened to the 

dead, the one who was crying also dies. The ignorant fools shackled by doubts and 

attachments babble about death as if dreaming. This world is the creation of the 

Creator (Hukam). Coming (birth) and going (death) is controlled by the infinite 

Hukam. No one dies as no one is capable of dying. The Eternal One does not perish. It 

is not what people think about “soul.” I am awestruck by the one who understands this 

reality. Says Nanak, the Guru has dispelled my doubts. No one dies or no one comes 

and goes. AGGS, M 5, p. 885.   

   

According to modern science, mass and energy are interconvertible but the sum total of 

the two remains constant. Now let us examine death from this perspective. A human 

being is simply a temporary assembly of mass/energy that is conscious, capable of self-

reflection. After the dissolution of the elements (mass/energy) that comprise that 

assembly/person, we casually say that a person has died, but a more careful examination 

reveals that it is only that particular configuration of mass/energy which we previously 

identified as that person has ceased to exist. The mass/energy which previously 

comprised that person continues to exist in a constantly changing form. That is why Guru 

Arjan says, “No one dies or no one comes and goes.”   

   

The evidence outlined above rejects both the Hindu and the Semitic concepts of soul.    
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5. Salvation   

  

Salvation in Nanakian philosophy means the realization of God/Truth while being alive 

whereas in Semitic and Hindu religions generally it means going to heaven after death. 

Nanakian philosophy rejects Hindu and Semitic notions of salvation unequivocally.    

   
rwju n cwhau mukiq n cwhau mn pRIiq crn kmlwry] 
bRhm mhys isiD muin ieMdRw moih Twkur hI drswry] 

I don’t crave for a worldly kingdom or salvation; I crave for the comfort of God’s 

beautiful lotus feet (meditation on God’s excellences). Whereas others search for 

Brahma, Shiva, Sidhas, Munis and Indra (Hindu deities), I yearn for the glimpse of 

the Master. AGGS, M 5, p. 534.   

   
surg mukiq bYkuMT siB bWCih iniq Awsw Aws krIjY] 

hir drsn ky jn mukiq n mWgih imil drsn iqRpiq mnu DIjY] 
All yearn for the pleasure of heaven through salvation and and continuously place 

their hopes in them. But the devotees, who long for the vision of God, do not ask for 

salvation, as they are satisfied having the vision. AGGS, M 4, p. 1324.   

   

Under "Karma and Reincarnation" I have described that Nanakian philosophy is 

concerned with the current life, it rejects the concept of a past or the next life. Therefore, 

salvation (mukti),--union with God--is to be achieved while being alive. One who attains 
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union with God is called a “jiwan mukta” (liberated person). There are several words like 

gurmukh, sachiara, gursikh, sant, sadh and Brahamgiani in the AGGS that are 

synonymous with “jiwan mukta.” A mirpir (temporally and spiritually sovereign person) 

is “jiwan mukta” as is Khalsa, who is free from the influence of Varna Ashrarma 

Dharama/caste system, karm kaand (Hindu rituals and ceremonies), bharam 

(superstition), kul (false pride in family lineage) and krit (caste-based occupation 

restrictions).    

   

Guru Nanak depicts the realization of God by a gurmukh (God-centered being) in the 

imagery of a Punjabi wedding in the olden times:   

   
sMbiq swhw iliKAw imil kir pwvhu qylu ] 

dyhu sjx AsIsVIAw ijau hovY swihb isau mylu ] 
My wedding date has been fixed, now get-together and start the celebration by pouring 

the oil over the threshold. O my friends give me your blessings as I am about to meet 

my Beloved. AGGS, M 1, p. 12.   

   
pRB kI AwigAw Awqm ihqwvY] 

 jIvn mukiq soaU khwvY] 
He, who abides by God’s Will (Hukam), is a liberated person (jiwan mukta).   

AGGS, M 5, p. 275.   

   
Anidnu jwig rhy ilv lweI] 
jIvn mukiq giq AMqir pweI] 

He, who remembers God constantly, becomes a “jiwan mukta” through inner 

enlightenment. AGGS, M 1, p. 904.   

   
Ehu DnvMqu kulvMqu piqvMqu] 

 jIvn mukiq ijsu irdY BgvMqu] 
One who keeps God in the heart is a jiwan mukta. Such a person is indeed wealthy, 

honorable and of noble birth. AGGS, M 5, p. 294.   

   
jIvn mukiq so AwKIAY mir jIvY mrIAY] 

One who subdues haumai (self-centeredness) is a “jiwan mukta.”  AGGS, M 4, p. 449.   

  
jrw joih n skeI sic rhY ilv lwie] 

jIvn mukqu so AwKIAY ijsu ivchu haumY jwie] 
One, who dwells on God, does not suffer moral decline. One who conquers haumai is a 

jiwan mukta. AGGS, M 1, p. 1009.   
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ivic dunIAw syv kmweIAY ]  qw drgh bYsxu pweIAY] 
It is altruistic service in the world that brings honor in the court of God.    

AGGS, M 1, p. 26.   

   
khu nwnk guir Koly kpwt] 
mukqu Bey ibnsy BRm Qwt] 

Nanak says, “My illusions/doubts were removed and I was liberated when the Guru 

opened my mind to the Truth.” AGGS, M 5, p. 188.   

   
Awip mukqu mukqu krY sMswru]   

nwnk iqsu jn kau sdw nmskwru] 
Nanak, always salute the “liberated one,” who liberates others from ignorance and 

falsehood. AGGS, M 5, p. 295.  

  
nwnk siqguir ByitAY pUrI hovY jugiq ] 

hsMidAw KylMidAw pYnMHidAw KwvMidAw ivcy hovY mukiq ] 
O Nanak, when one meets the true Guru one learns the proper discipline to realize 

God/Truth. One is liberated while enjoying worldly pleasures and comforts (laughing, 

playing, eating good food and wearing good clothes). AGGS, M 5, p. 522.  

  
huix hukmu hoAw imhrvwx dw ]  

 pY koie n iksY r\wxdw ] 
sB suKwlI vuTIAw iehu hlymI rwju jIau ] 

Now the Merciful Master has issued a command that no one would be 

persecuted/harassed by anyone. All would live happily in peace under the benevolent 

rule of justice. AGGS, M 5, p. 74.   

   

Guru Nanak also pointed out that God’s bounty is a commonwealth for all to share, but 

there is maldistribution due to haumai (self-centeredness) and greed:   

   
swhurVI vQu sBu ikCu swJI pyvkVY Dn vKy ] 

Awip kucjI dosu n dyaU jwxw nwhI rKy ] 
God’s bounty belongs to all but it is maldistributed in the world due to haumai (self-

centeredness) and greed. Who is to blame? We are ill equipped to distribute it properly. 

AGGS, M 1, p. 1171.   

   

So salvation in Nanakian philosophy (Gurmat) means “emancipation” from ignorance, 

falsehood, prejudice, superstition, corrupting influence of maya (material world), poverty 

and political, religious and economic subjugation and exploitation.     
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6. Divine Benevolence   

  

Unlike other religious traditions, God described in the Aad Guru Granth Sahib (AGGS) is 

without enmity and non-retributive. Further, it is described again and again as merciful, 

kind, loving, forgiving, and generous and enlightener. Divine benevolence is manifest in 

God's creation, the Cosmos. The very act of creation is Divine benevolence. Being born 

as a human being is an act of benevolence as the Creator has endowed humankind with 

superior intellect, critical thinking/discerning intelligence and conscience. The sum total 

of one's capabilities/talents constitutes Divine benevolence in Gurmat. In the AGGS 

Divine benevolence is expressed by words like, kirpa, parsaad, daya (Punjabi) and karam, 

taras, mehar, baksheesh/bakhsheesh, rahim and rahmit (Persian/Arabic) and these words 

mean: benevolence, kindness, mercy, pity, favor, compassion, clemency, sympathy, 

boon, blessing, gift, grant, donation and forgiveness. Regrettably, in English literature on 

Sikhism, Divine benevolence has been translated or interpreted in the context of Biblical 

grace which has led to confusion, misinterpretation and distortion of its proper meaning 

in Nanakian philosophy:   

   
Awsxu loie loie BMfwr ]  

 jo ikCu pwieAw su eykw vwr ] 
The Creator has established storehouses in every habitat to take care of all. Whatever 

sustenance was required was put there once for all. AGGS, M 1, Jap 31, p. 7.   

   
swcw swihbu swcu nwie BwiKAw Bwau Apwru]  
AwKih mMgih dyih dyih dwiq kry dwqwru] 
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True is the Master, true is Its justice, love is Its language and It is infinite. People pray 

and beg, "give us, give us"; the Great Giver keeps giving. AGGS, Jap 4, p. 2.   

  
dydw dy lYdy Qik pwih]   
jugw jugMqir KwhI Kwih] 

The Great Giver (Bounteous) keeps giving and the recipients get weary of receiving. 

Throughout the ages they subsist on Its bounties. AGGS, M 1, Jap 3, p. 2.   

   
imTbolVw jI hir sjxu suAwmI morw ] 

hau sMmil QkI jI Ehu kdy n bolY kaurw ] 
kauVw boil n jwnY pUrn BgvwnY Aaugxu ko n icqwry ] 
piqq pwvnu hir ibrdu sdwey ieku iqlu nhI BMnY Gwly ] 

Gt Gt vwsI srb invwsI nyry hI qy nyrw ]   
nwnk dwsu sdw srxwgiq hir AMimRq sjxu myrw ] 

My beloved Master, my dear friend speaks so sweetly. I got tired of recalling if It ever 

spoke to me harshly. It does not know any bitter words. The perfect Master does not 

even consider my faults. This is Its natural way of transforming bad people into good 

people and It does not overlook even a tiny bit of one’s sincere effort/honest hard work. 

It dwells in each and every heart and everywhere and It is nearest of the near to every 

one. Nanak, the devotee seeks the sanctuary of the beloved Master forever as It is 

eternal. AGGS, M 5, p. 784.  

  
srb jIAw pRiqpwldw myrI ijMduVIey ijau bwlk ipq mwqw rwm ] 

O my mind, the Protector treats all as a father and a mother treat their children.  

AGGS, M 5, p. 541.   

    
sd bKisMdu sdw imhrvwnw sBnw dyie ADwrI ] 

You are always forgiving and merciful, and support and sustain all.  

AGGS, M 5, p. 713.   

   
nwnk siqguir ByitAY pUrI hovY jugiq ] 

hsMidAw KylMidAw pYnMHidAw KwvMidAw ivcy hovY mukiq ] 
O Nanak, when one meets the true Guru one learns the proper discipline to realize 

God/Truth. One is liberated while enjoying worldly pleasures and comforts (laughing, 

playing, eating good food and wearing good clothes). AGGS, M 5, p. 522.   
 

kir krqY krxI kir pweI ] 
ijin kIqI iqin kImiq pweI ] 
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The Creator created the system which awards people according to their deeds, but only 

the Creator knows how it is accomplished.  AGGS, M 1, p. 932.   

               
Avr join qyrI pinhwrI ]   

 iesu DrqI mih qyrI iskdwrI ] 
Other species are at your (human) service and you are their commander on this earth. 

AGGS, M 5, p. 374.   

   
iesu pwnI qy ijin qU GirAw ]  
mwtI kw ly dyhurw kirAw ] 

aukiq joiq lY suriq prIiKAw ]   
mwq grB mih ijin qU rwIKAW ]  

Remember the One who fashioned you out of water (the father’s semen and the 

mother’s egg), constructed your body from the earthly elements and endowed it with 

life, wisdom and discerning intellect. AGGS, M 5, p. 913. 

   
According to modern understanding of evolution, life began in water. Finally, in the AGGS God 

is described as Gur (Enlightener), Kartar (Creator), Sach (Truth), Merciful, Loving, Forgiving, 

Bounteous, Benevolent, Cherisher, Sustainer, Protector, Emancipator, Husband, Lover, Father, 

Mother, Brother, Relative and Friend. So what more could one ask from God? A gurmukh (God-

centered being) is not distracted by worldly temptations and rejoices by adoring the greatness and 

generosity of God:   

   
rwju n cwhau mukiq n cwhau mn pRIiq crn kmlwry] 
bRhm mhys isiD muin ieMdRw moih Twkur hI drswry] 

I don’t long for a worldly kingdom or salvation; I long for the comfort of God’s 

beautiful lotus feet (meditation on God’s excellences). Whereas others search for 

Brahma, Shiv, Sidhas, munis and Indra (Hindu deities), I yearn for the glimpse of the 

Master. AGGS, M 5, p. 534.  

 

From the foregoing discussion it is quite evident that the idea of Divine Benevolence is 

radically different from that of Biblical grace.   
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Cosmology   

   

1. Cosmos and Evolution   

  

While commenting on the claims of earlier traditions, Guru Nanak expressed his own 

views on the vastness of the Cosmos, the time of its creation and how it came into being:   

   

a. The Extent of the Cosmos!   

   
pwqwlw pwqwl  lK Awgwsw Awgws ]  

 EVk EVk Bwil Qky vyd khin iek vwq ]   
shs ATwrh kihn kqybw AsulU ieku Dwqu]   

 lyKw hoie q ilKIAY lyKY hoie ivxwsu ] 
nwnkk vfw AwKIAY Awpy jwxY Awpu ] 

After an immense and tiring search, the authors of Vedas concluded that there are 

hundreds of thousands of netherworlds under netherworlds and skies above skies. The 

Semitic texts say that there are eighteen thousand worlds, but their Creator is One. 

However, the Cosmos is so vast that it is beyond the scope of counting/measurement, 

one would run out of numbers if one were to undertake such a task. O Nanak, call It 

Great, It alone knows Its Greatness.  AGGS, Jap 22, p. 5.   

   

b. When was the Cosmos created?    
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kvxu su vylw vKqu kvux kvx iQiq kvux vwru] 

kvix is ruqI mwhu kvxu ijqu hoAw Awkwr]u    
vyl n pweIAw pMfqI ij hovY lyKu purwxu] 

vKuq n pwieE kwdIAw ij ilKin lyKu kurwxu]  
 iQiq vwru nw jogI jwxY ruiq mwhu nw koeI ] 
jw krqw isrTI kau swjy Awpy jwxY soeI]— 

What was the moment or time or lunar day or day of the week or season or month 

when the Cosmos was created? The learned pundits did not know the time for 

otherwise they would have recorded it in the puranas (specific groups of Hindu 

scriptures). Nor did the learned qazis know the time for creation, otherwise they have 

written it in the Quran. Neither do the yogis know the date or day or month or season 

when the Cosmos was created. It is only the Creator, Who created the Cosmos, who 

knows. AGGS, M 1, Jap 21, p. 4.   

 

The big bang theory is an effort to explain what happened at the very beginning of our 

current universe. Discoveries in astronomy and physics have shown beyond a reasonable 

doubt that our universe did in fact have a beginning. Prior to that moment there was 

nothing visible; during and after that moment there was something: our universe. The big 

bang theory is an effort to explain what happened during and after that moment. 

According to the standard theory, our universe sprang into existence as "singularity" 

around 13.7 billion years ago. However, there are mysteries of the universe that are not 

explained by the big bang model alone.   

   

C. How did the Cosmos come into being?   

   

Guru Nanak postulates that from the very beginning, Hukam (Cosmic Law) was inherent 

in the primordial Entity/God [Sun (suMn), Root, and Source]. For endless eons there was 

darkness when the Entity was in an inactive state (sun smaadh, suMn smwiD). And then at 

some moment according to the Hukam (Cosmic Law), the Cosmos came into being with 

the infusion of Hukam:    
 

Arbd nrbd DuMDUkwrw] 
Drix n ggnw hukmu Apwrw] 

nw idnu rYin n cMdu n sUrju suMn smwiD lgwiedw ] 
… 

jw iqsu Bwxw qw jgqu aupwieAw ] 
bwJu klw Awfwxu rhwieAe ] 
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For endless eons there was darkness when the Entity/God was in an inactive state (suMn 
smwiD). Neither was there Earth or sky nor day or night nor moon or sun, nor the 

infinite Hukam in operation. … Then at some moment the Cosmos came into being 

according to Bhana (Hukam) without any visible support upholding the vast expanse.  

AGGS, M 1, p. 1035.    

 

Cosmos is the manifest/visible form of the Entity/God whereas Hukam (Cosmic Law) is 

Its un-manifest/invisible form that pervades throughout the Cosmos. So Hukam (Cosmic 

Law) is omnipresent. Guru Nanak has explained this dual nature of God in the following 

hymn and other places:   

   
shs qv nYn nn nYn hY qoih kau shs mUriq nnw eyk qohI ] 

shs pd ibml nn eyk pd gMD ibnu shs qv gMD iev clq mohI ] 
You have thousands of eyes, and yet You are without eyes. You have thousands of 

faces, and yet You are without a face. You have thousands of feet, and yet You are 

without feet. You have thousands noses, and yet you are without a nose.  

AGGS, M 1, p. 663.    

 

The Cosmos sprang from a single command of the Hukam:   

   
kIqw pswau  eyko kvwau ] 
iqs qy hoey lK drIAwau ] 

The Cosmos sprang from a single act of Hukam generating innumerable currents of 

creation. AGGS, M 1, Jap 16, p. 3.    

   

The Cosmos has coalesced and reformed several times according to the Hukam:    

     
keI bwr psirE pswr ] sdw sdw ieku eykMkwr ] 

The Cosmos has coalesced and reformed several times but the Creator is eternal.  

AGGS, M 5, p. 276.   

   

D.  Evolution of Life!   

   

The Cosmos is continuously evolving, be it the Earth and the life on it. Guru Nanak 

postulates that life evolved in water and water is essential for the survival of life:   
 

swcy qy pvnw BieAw pvnY qy jlu hoie ] 
jl qy iqRBvxu swijAw Git Git joiq smoie ] 

The True One created the air; air produced water and it is water wherein evolved the 

world of life with Cosmic-consciousness (God-consciousness). AGGS, M 1, p. 19.    
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Further, he rebuked those who held the eating of flesh by humans as sin:   

   
mwsu mwsu kir mUrK JgVy igAwnu iDAwnu nhI jwxYy] 
kaux mwsu kaux swgu khwvY iksu mih pwp smwxy] 

… 
pWfy qUM jwxY hI nwhI ikQhu mwsu aupMnw ] 

qoieAhu AMnu kmwd kpwhW qoieAhu iqRBvxu gMnw ] 
Only fools quarrel over the partaking of flesh, as they do not know or understand what 

flesh is and what non-flesh is. Why the eating of one is sin, not the eating of the other 

as both are obtained from living things? O pundit, you do not know how and where 

flesh originated! It is water where life originated and it is water that sustains all life. It 

is water that produces grains, sugarcane, cotton and all forms of life. 

AGGS, M 1, p. 1289.   

   

The eating of meat is not a sin as in nature one form of life depends on another form of 

life as sustenance:   

   
jl mih jMq aupwienu iqnw BI rojI dyie ] 
jIAw kw Awhwru jIA Kwxw eyhu kryie ] 

Who created life in water also provides sustenance for it. There, one form of life 

depends on another form of life as food. AGGS, M, 2, p. 955.   

 

The continuity between plant and animal life can be observed in microscopic species 

such as Euglena and Protista, which can either be plant or animal depending upon the 

environment.   

   

Guru Nanak did not advocate a preference for a vegetarian or a non-vegetarian diet. It is 

left to the individual to decide which diet is healthful for him/her. However, he gave 

sound advice against the consumption of any food or substance, which is harmful to 

physical and mental health. This includes intoxicants – alcohol, drugs and smoking.   

     
bwbw horu Kwxw KusI KuAwru ] 

ijqu KwDY qnu pIVIAY mn mih clih ivkwr ] 
O baba (respected one) food/diet which is injurious to the body and mind should be 

avoided as it destroys happiness. AGGS, M 1, p. 16.    

   

When it comes to the evolution of life, Guru Arjan (fifth Nanak) couldn’t have spoken 

more clearly these words recorded about 250 years before Charles Darwin:   
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Homo sapiens evolved through countless forms of life like other species - ants, worms, 

moths, fish, elephants, deer, snakes and domestic animals like horses and bullocks - 

starting from inanimate matter, the basic elements. Moreover, he goes on to say that basic 

elements were recycled as inanimate matter like rocks and mountains before the creation 

of the “building blocks of life” for the evolution of a living cell:   

   
keI jnm Bey kIt pqMgw ]   
keI jnm gj mIn kurMgw ] 
keI jnm pMKI srp hoieE]   
keI jnm hYvr ibRK joieE ]   

imlu jgdIs imln kI brIAw ] 
icrMkwl ieh dyh sMjrIAw ] rhwE]   

keI jnm sYl igir kirAw] 
keI jnm grB ihir KirAw ] 
keI jnm swK kir aupwieAw ] 
lK caurwsIh join BRmwieAw ] 

Many births (different evolutionary stages of life) created worms and insects. Many 

births created elephants, fish and deer. Many births created birds and snakes. Many 

births created oxen and horses, which are yoked.  Similarly, it took a very long time for 

the human body to evolve through many evolutionary stages of life. Now is your time to 

meet the Master of the universe, the Creator. Pause. The matter constituting the 

human body was recycled many times as rocks and mountains. Many births resulted in 

abortions (defective mutations resulting in death of the species). Many births produced 

plant life. It took innumerable births to produce a human body.  AGGS, M 5, p. 176.   

   

The discovery of deoxyribonucleic acids (DNA) and the principle of the double helix 

have shown how self-regenerating molecular chains evolve naturally from nonliving 

matter.    

   

Guru Nanak also postulated that there are other places with life in the cosmos:   
 

jil Qil jIA purIAw loAw Awkwrw Awkwr] 
There are living beings in water, on land and in the Cosmos. AGGS, M 1, p. 466.   

   

 

2.  Hukam   

  

In the beginning of Jap (Japji), on the opening page of AGGS, Guru Nanak has described 

God as Sach (Truth). Then in the first stanza of Jap on the same page he has enunciated 

the purpose of human life in question and answer format:   
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ikv sicAwrw hoeIAY ikv kUVY qutY pwil] 
hukim rjweI clxw nwnk iliKAw nwil] 

“How could one become a sachiara (gurmukh/God-centered being/moral enlightened-

being)) and how could one get rid of ignorance and falsehood?” “By living in harmony 

with Hukam (Cosmic Law) is the answer,” says Nanak. AGGS, Jap 1, p. 1.   

   
cwlih gurmuiK hukim rjweI ] 

 A gurmukh follows the Hukam faithfully. AGGS, M 1, p. 227.   
 

qw kau ibGnu n lwgeI cwlY hukim rjweI ] 
One who follows the Hukam does not face obstacles (troubles). AGGS, M 1, p. 421.    

 

Hukam is an Arabic word and its Punjabi equivalent is Bhana. In the AGGS, Hukam 

means Cosmic Law, Guru’s teachings or temporal law. It is also interpreted as order, 

command, decree, mandate, permission and sanction. The compliance with Hukam is 

called Raja, which is also an Arabic word. As discussed earlier in this section, Cosmos is 

the manifest/visible form of God whereas Hukam (Cosmic Law) is Its invisible form that 

pervades the Cosmos. Hukam is infinite and ineffable (incomprehensible in totality). It is 

immutable and it sustains and supports the Cosmos. Everything in the Cosmos is subject 

to Hukam and nothing is beyond it. Every action and reaction and happening occurs 

according to Hukam. It is ignorance of the Hukam, which makes people say that such a 

phenomenon or happening is a miracle.    

   
hukmI hovin Awkwr hukmu n kihAw jweI ] 
hukmI hovin jIA hukim imlY vifAweI ] 

hukmI auqmu nIcu hukim iliK duK suK pweIAih ] 
ieknw hukmI bKsIs ieik hukmI sdw  BvweIAih ]  

hukmY AMdir sBu ko bwhir hukmu n koie ]  
 nwnk hukmY jy buJY q haumY khY n koie ] 

Hukam creates the visible world (shapes/forms). Hukam is inexplicable (in totality). 

Life evolves and develops according to Hukam. Living beings develop higher and lower 

levels of consciousness and intelligence, and experience pain and pleasure according 

to Hukam. Some are liberated (illuminated) through the understanding of Hukam and 

some wander aimlessly forever due to ignorance of Hukam. Everything in the Cosmos 

is subject to Hukam and nothing is beyond it. Nanak, it is only when one comprehends 

the Hukam that one subdues one’s haumai (self-centeredness). AGGS, Jap 1, p. 1.   
 

jMmxu mrxw hukmu hY BwxY AwvY jwie ] 
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Hukam causes birth and death (creation and destruction) or birth and death occur 

according to Bhana.  AGGS, M 1, p. 472.   

  
hukmy AwvY hukmy jwie ]  

 Awgy pwCY hukim smwie ] 
Hukam creates, Hukam destroys and Hukam pervades everywhere. AGGS, M 1, p. 151.   

   
nwnk Awip krwey kry Awip hukim svwrxhwrw ] 

Nanak, Hukam acts and causes others to act and It controls development/progress.  

AGGS, M 1, p. 141.   

   

One who does not understand the Hukam is ignorant to the utmost:   

    
so ikau AMDw AwKIAY ij hukmhu AMDW hoie ] 
nwnk hukmu n buJeI AMDW khIA soie ] 

Why call a sightless person blind? Blind is the one who does not comprehend the 

Hukam. AGGS, M 2, p. 954.   

   
hukmI AwieAw hukmu n bUJY hukim svwrxhwrw ] 

One comes into this world according to Hukam, yet one does not understand that 

improvement/progress comes through Hukam. AGGS, M 1, p. 688.   

   

Instead of Hukam, Guru Nanak also used the words bhai which literally means fear. But 

here it is fear of the Hukam (Cosmic Law), meaning compliance with the Hukam. In 

other words every thing in the Cosmos is fearful (subject to) of the Cosmic Law:   

   
BY ivic pvxu vhY sdvwau ] 
BY ivic clih lK drIAwau ] 
BY ivic Agin kFY vygwir ] 
BY ivic DrqI dbI Bwir ] 

BY ivic ieMdu iPrY isr Bwir ] 
BY ivic rwjw Drmu duAwru ] 
BY ivic sUrju BY ivic cMdu ]  
 koh kroVI clq n AMqu ] 

The wind blows forever under the fear. Innumerable rivers flow under the fear. Energy 

works under the fear. Earth supports its weight in compact form under the fear. Clouds 

move in the sky under the fear. The mythical “judge of justice” (action and reaction) 

performs its duty under the fear. Sun and moon travel tens of millions miles endlessly 

under the fear. AGGS, M 1, p. 464.   
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Hukam as temporal law:   

    
sulqwnu  hovw myil lskr qiKq rwKw pwau ] 

 hukmu hwslu krI bYTw nwnkw sBu vwau ] 
mqu dyiK BulY vIsrY qyrw iciq n AwvY nwau ] 

O Nanak, if I were to become a king, raise a large army, sit on the throne and have the 

authority to issue orders (hukam), it would all be in vain if I were to forget keeping 

God in my mind. AGGS, M 1, p. 14.     

 

3. Ecology/Environmental Harmony   

   

Guru Nanak used the word vismaad (ivsmwdu) for describing the beauty and wonder of the 

Cosmos. I could not find a single word in the English language that is adequate to convey 

the proper meaning of vismaad as I put it: amazement intertwined with admiration and 

reverence:   

    
ivsmwdu nwdu ivsmwdu vyd ] 
ivsmwdu jIA ivsmwdu Byd ]   
ivsmwdu rUp ivsmwdu rMg ]  
 ivsmwdu nwgy iPrih jMq ] 

ivsmwdu pauxu ivsmwdu pwxI ] 
ivsmwdu AgnI Kyfih ivfwxI ] 
ivsmmwdu DrqI ivsmwdu KwxI ] 

Vismaad is Cosmic sound/music (Cosmic Law), vismaad is Cosmic knowledge. 

Vismaad are the creatures and flora, vismaad are their differences. Vismaad are their 

forms and shapes, vismaad are their colors. Vismaad are the creatures without fur or 

feathers. Vismaad is air, vismaad is water. Vismaad is energy that is performing 

wonderful tasks. Vismaad is the Earth, vismaad are the myriads of species living on it. 

AGGS, M 1, p. 463.   

   

There is not a single aspect of nature that remains untouched by Guru Nanak’s pen. His 

emphatic proclamation of “omnipresence” of God and “oneness” of creation 

inspires/invokes awe and reverence for nature. The presence of God everywhere and in 

each throbbing cell reminds us of the symbiotic and ecological harmony in the world of 

life and environment:    

  
jogI kau kYsw fru hoie ] 

ruiK ibriK igRih bwhir soie ] 
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What is the yogi afraid of? God is everywhere - in the trees and plants (forest), within 

the household and outside as well. AGGS, M 1, p. 223.   

   
jil Qil mhIAil pUirAw rivAw ivc vxw ] 

God pervades everywhere in water, land, space and forests. AGGS, M 5, p. 133.   

   

In opening stanza of Jap (Japji) on the first page of AGGS, Guru Nanak says that the 

purpose of human life is to realize God/Truth and then he goes on to say that this purpose 

can be achieved only by understanding the Hukam (Cosmic Law) and living in harmony 

with it. He emphasizes repeatedly the “oneness” of the Creator and the creation:   

   
ikv sicAwrw hoeIAY ikv kUVY qutY pwil] 
hukim rjweI clxw nwnk iliKAw nwil] 

“How could one become a sachiara/ Godlike (gurmukh) and how could one get rid of 

ignorance and falsehood?” “By living in harmony with Hukam (Cosmic Law) is the 

answer,” says Nanak. AGGS, Jap 1, p. 1.   

   

Using the most revered icons of Indian traditions: teacher, mother and father, he 

expresses his reverence for the environment as:   

    
pvxu guru pwxI ipqw mwqw Driq mhqu ] 

idvsu rwiq duie dwei dwieAw KylY sgl jgqu ] 
Air is the guru, water is the father and Earth is the great mother of all. Day and night 

are two nurses in whose laps the whole world is at play. AGGS, M 1, p. 8.   

   

And he intertwines environment with ethics and work:   

   
Bau Buie pivqu pwxI sq sMqoKu blyd ]   

hlu hlymI hwlI icqu cyqw vqR vKq sOjog ] 
Make love the farm, good conduct/purity the water, truth and contentment the oxen, 

humility the plough, consciousness the ploughman, remembrance the preparation of 

soil, and union with God the planting time. AGGS, M 1, p. 955.   

   

He expresses his thoughts with passion in homage to the Eternal one with sublime 

imagery of beauty and wonder of nature. The futility of adoration of an idol with lights, 

incense and flowers inspired him to describe the harmonious worship of the Creator 

inherent in nature:   

   
ggn mY Qwlu riv cMdu dIpk bny qwirkw mMfl jnk moqI ] 
DUpu mlAwnlo pvxu cvro kry sgl bnrwie PUlMq joqI ]  
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 kYsI AwrqI hoie BvKMfnw qyrI AwrqI ]  
Anhqw sbd vwjMq ByrI ] 

The sky is the salver, the sun and the moon are the lamps, and the stars in the 

constellations are the pearls. The wind carrying sandalwood fragrance from the 

mountains is the incense, air is the fan, and all the vegetation is the offering of flowers 

to the Luminous One. What a wonderful and beautiful worship is this! O the 

Emancipator, this is your worship. The unending Cosmic music is the sound of temple 

drums. AGGS, M 1, p. 663.   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cause of Human Progress & Suffering    

   

1. Maya and Haumai   

   

The word maya occurs so frequently in the Aad Guru Granth Sahib (AGGS) that there 

are about 215 verses within that begin with this word. Contrary to the Indian tradition, 

maya in the AGGS does not mean illusion or the unreality of the physical world. 

According to Nanakian philosophy, the world is real as it is the creation of the True One:   

    
scy qyry KMf scy bRhmMf ] 
scy qyry loA scy Awkwr ] 
scy qyry krxy srb bIcwr]  

 scw qyrw Amru scw dIbwxu ]  

True are Your universes and true their parts. True are Your habitats and true are 

creatures of different forms and shapes. True are Your actions/works and true are all 

of your deliberations and decisions. True is Your authority and true Your is justice. 

AGGS, M 1, p. 463. 
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iehu jgu scY kI hY koTVI scy kw ivic vwsu ] 
This world is the abode of the True One, Who resides in it. AGGS, M 2, p. 463.   

   
Driq aupwie DrI Drmswlw ] 

The Earth was created to practice righteousness. AGGS, M 1, p. 1033.   

        
gurmuiK DrqI swcY swjI] 

The True One has fashioned Earth for the sake of gurmukh (God-centered 

being/moral enlightened-being).  AGGS, M 1, p. 941.   

   

Then what is maya in the Nanakian philosophy (Gurmat)? Maya is the corrupting 

influence of the world that alienates humankind from God: “Intoxicated with maya one is 

vain and mean, thereby getting away from God. Maya is that which causes humans to 

forget God through attachment [1].   

                                                                      
eyh mwieAw ijqu hir ivsrY mohu aupjY Bwau  dUjw lwieAw ] 

Maya is that which makes a human being forget God/Truth by creating attachment to 

the corrupting influence of the world. AGGS, M 3, p. 921.   

   

Further, according to Guru Nanak, maya is haumai and its progeny of five: kaam (lust, 

sexual drive), kroadh (anger), loabh (covetousness, economic drive), moh (attachment) 

and ahankar (egotistical pride). Haumai and the five drives/instincts are responsible for 

the corruption of morals and the development of criminal behavior. Behind all human 

problems from individual suffering to bloody international conflicts is the invisible fire of 

haumai fueled by these five elements.    

  
ikqu ikqu ibiD jgu aupjY purKw ikqu ikqu duiK ibnis jweI]    

haumY ivic jgu aupjY purKw nwim ivsirAY duKu pweI  ] 
O respected one, how is life created and how could its suffering be eliminated? 

Respected one, it is haumai which is innate to life that causes alienation from God – 

the cause of suffering. AGGS, M 1, p. 946.   

   

It needs to be pointed out here that the renowned psychoanalyst, Sigmund Freud (1856-

1939) proposed his dual theory to account for the instinctual aspects of our mental lives, 

by the existence of two drives: sexual and aggressive.    

   

One drive gives rise to the erotic component of mental activities, while the other gives 

rise to the purely destructive component. … To use Freud’s terminology the two drives 

are regularly “fused” though not in equal amounts. … Thus even the most callous act of 

intentional cruelty that seems on the surface to satisfy nothing but some aspect of the 

aggressive drive, still has some unconscious sexual gratification. In the same way there is 
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no act of lovemaking, however tender, which does not simultaneously provide an 

unconscious means of discharge to the aggressive drive [2].  

   

On the other hand, Guru Nanak proposed that it is haumai and five drives/instincts -- 

kaam (lust, sexual drive), kroadh (anger), loabh (covetousness, economic drive), moh 

(attachment) and ahankar (egotistical pride) that influence the psychology of human mind 

- mental functions and human behavior. Then what is haumai? It is haumai that is 

responsible for all the progress/development of human society as well as for all the 

problems it faces, writes Daljeet Singh:    

   

What has been the surest means of life’s survival and progress has now, according to the 

Gurus, become “the great disease” of man. The struggle against the elements and 

interspecies competition having been considerably won, man finds himself quite 

unequipped and helpless in the inter-species dealings and struggle between man and man. 

The Gurus repeatedly emphasize that this haumai, egotism or self-centeredness is the 

greatest problem of man. The reason is obvious. Just as it is impossible for one’s stomach 

or liver to digest food for another person, in the same way it is impossible for one’s 

thought system to be any thing but self-centeredness, the same being subservient to the 

individual self. It is this organic condition of man that the Gurus call haumai or self-

centeredness. True, certain altruistic tendencies have been developed as the result of 

cultural conditioning over the years.   

  

But, this altruism is only superficial or conditioned. Spontaneous altruism is 

constitutionally and psychologically impossible in the animal-man. The moment the 

struggle for existence becomes keen; the basic self-centeredness of man is unmasked and 

becomes dominant in its own well being. “Honesty is the best policy” so long as it works 

to one’s own well being; otherwise the fangs of self-centeredness become bared in their 

naked ugliness. This is the spectacle we witness every day in the behavior of individuals, 

groups, classes, societies and nations [3].  

   

Haumai has been translated as pride, ego, egotism, I-ness and self-centeredness, but these 

words are inadequate to describe it fully. Guru Nanak pointed out that human activity 

from birth to death is under the control of haumai unless one submits to God - Hukam 

(Cosmic Law) and it is haumai that is responsible for human progress as well as 

suffering:   

   
 

hau ivic AwieAw hau ivic gieAw ]   
 hau ivic jMimAw hau ivic muAw ] 
hau ivic idqw hau ivic lieAw ] 

hau ivic KitAw hau ivic gieAw ]  
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 hau ivic sicAwru kUiVAwr ] 
hau ivic pwp puMn vIcwru ] 

hau ivic nrik surig Avqwru ]  
 hau ivic hs Y hau ivic rovY ] 
hau ivic BrIAY hau ivic DovY ]  
 hau ivic jwqI ijnsI KovY ] 

hau ivic mUrKu hau ivic isAwxw ]  
 moK mukiq kI swr n jwxw ] 

hau ivic mwieAw hau ivic CwieAw ]   
 haumY kir kir jMq aupwieAw ]  

 haumY bUJY qw dr suJY ] 
igAwn ivhUxw kiq kiQ lUJY ] 

nwnk hukmI ilKIAY lyK ] 
 jyhw vyKih qyhw vyKu ] 

In haumai one comes and in haumai one goes. In haumai one is born and in haumai 

one dies. In haumai one gives and in haumai one takes. In haumai one profits and in 

haumai one looses. In haumai one is true or false. In haumai one reflects on good or 

bad deeds and in haumai one experiences pain or pleasure. In haumai one laughs and 

in haumai one weeps. In haumai one thinks evil and in haumai one gets rid of evil. In 

haumai one looses social status and family reputation. In haumai one becomes stupid 

and in haumai one becomes wise. In haumai one does not understand the meaning of 

liberation/salvation. Haumai is maya - corrupting influence of worldly temptations. 

The whole world of life is created with innate haumai. When one understands haumai 

then one finds the path of Truth. Without knowledge/understanding of haumai one 

babbles and argues. Nanak, it is Hukam that controls the working of the Cosmos. 

However, one acts/behaves like what one sees (environmental influence).   

AGGS, M 1, p. 466.    

  
nwnk hukmY jy buJY q haumY khY n koie] 

O Nanak, if one comprehends the Hukam then one does not speak with egotistical 

pride (does not act under the influence of haumai (self-centeredness). 

AGGS, Jap 1, p. 1.   

   

Elaborating further Guru Nanak claims that all forms of life have innate capability 

(capacity/driving force/instinct) to survive in the environment in which they evolve and 

he calls it haumai. So haumai is an innate capability, which is essential for the survival of 

life.    

  
hau ivic AwieAw hau ivic gieAw ] 
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hau ivic jMimAw hau ivic muAw ] 
… 

haumY kir kir jMq aupwieAw ] 
In haumai one comes and in haumai one goes. In haumai one is born and in haumai 

one dies. … The whole world of life is created with innate haumai. AGGS, M 1, p. 466.   

   
haumY sBu srIr hY haumY Epiq hoie ] 

Haumai helps the evolution of life as haumai is innate to all beings.  

AGGS, M 3, p. 560.   

   
mwxsu BirAw AwixAw mwxsu BirAw Awie ] 

Human is born with haumai and remains self-centered. AGGS, M 3, p. 554.   
icrMkwl ieh dyh sMjrIAw ] 

It took a very long time for the human body to evolve (through many evolutionary 

stages of life). AGGS, M 5, p. 176.   
 

haumY eyhw jwiq hY haumY krm kmwih ] 
haumY eyeI bMDnw iPir iPir jonI pwih ] 

haumY ikQhu aUpjy ikqu sMjim ieh jwie ] 
haumY ieho hukmu hY pieAw ikriq iPrwih ] 

It is the nature of haumai that it governs the actions of beings. It is the influence of 

haumai that directs the evolution of species. Where does haumai come from and how 

can it be controlled? Haumai is that Hukam (Cosmic Law) that controls evolution of 

life. AGGS, M 2, p. 466.   

 

It is remarkable that about 350 years after Guru Nanak, Charles Darwin published his 

earth shattering thesis: "On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection, or the 

Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life" (London: John Murray, 1859), a 

seminal work in scientific literature and arguably the pivotal work in evolutionary 

biology. It introduced the theory that populations evolve over the course of generations 

through a process of natural selection.   

 

However, unlike other forms of life, human beings are also endowed with innate free 

will, superior intellect and the power of reasoning. Whereas other forms of life live in 

harmony with Hukam (Cosmic Law) according to predetermined instincts (haumai), 

human beings due to free will, and superior intellect and power of reasoning, get 

alienated from God, thus making them “self-centered (manmukhs)” under the influence 

of haumai. And it is haumai that produces the five drives/instincts: kaam, kroadh, loabh, 

moh and ahankar.   
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Guru Arjan [fifth Nanak] points out that God does not restrict people’s freedom to act:   

   
qYfI bMdis mY koie n ifTw qU nwnk min Bwxw] 

Goil GumweI iqsu imqR ivcolY jY imil kMqu pCwxw ] 
Nanak adores You (God) as You do not restrict anyone’s freedom. I am dedicated to 

my dear friend, the mediator (Guru Nanak) who introduced me to my Husband (God). 

AGGS, M 5, p. 964.   

 
kir krqY krxI kir pweI ] 

ijin kIqI iqin kImiq pweI ] 
The Creator (Hukam) has endowed human beings with free will to act. One earns what 

one does (one is responsible for the consequences of one’s actions).     

AGGS, M 1, p. 932.  
mwtI kw ly dyhurw kirAw ] 

aukiq joiq lY suriq prIiKAw ] 
The Creator (Hukam) fashions human body from the earthly elements and endows it 

with life, wisdom and discerning intellect. AGGS, M 5, p. 913.   

   
Avr join qyrI pinhwrI ] 

  iesu DrqI mih qyrI iskdwrI ] 
Other living beings are at your (human being) service and you are their leader in this 

world.  AGGS, M 5, p. 374.   

   

It should be noted about haumai that it also provides the initiative/impetus to control 

haumai:   
haumY  dIrGu rogu hY dwrU BI iesu mwih ] 

ikrpw kry ij AwpxI qw gur kw sbdu kmwih ] 
nwnku khY suxhu jnhu ieq sMjim duK jwih ] 

Haumai is a chronic disease, but it is also its remedy. One is blessed when one follows 

Guru’s teachings (lives truthful life.) Nanak says, “Listen O people, suffering ends this 

way.” AGGS, M 2, p. 466.    

   

Finally, the Gurus warn us again and again not to yield to haumai and the pressures of 

kaam, kroadh, loabh, moh and ahankar, and urge us to live a life of restraint and modesty:   
pMc dUq muhih sMswrw] 

mnmuK AMDy suiD n swrw] 
The world is shackled by the unrestrained corrosive influence by the “five 

drives/instincts,” but the ignorant self-centered person (manmukh) does not 

understand this fact. AGGS, M 3, p. 113.   
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kwm kRoD Aru loB moh ibnis jwie AhMmyv ] 
nwnk pRB srxwgqI kir pRswdu gurdyv ] 

O Nanak, surrender to God and pray for guidance to overcome the corrosive influence 

of lust, anger, greed, attachment, and haumai.  AGGS, M 5, p. 269.   
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Repudiation of Old Dogmas   

 

1. Karma and Reincarnation    

   

The superstructure of the Varna Ashrama Dharma/caste system is supported by karma 

and reincarnation (transmigration). In other words, both karma and reincarnation are part 

of the trilogy invented by the Brahmans and they both are designed to justify the caste 

base factor. The Brahman invoked divine sanctions to perpetuate the caste system for 

eternity. Hindu scriptures proclaim that Prajapati (God) ordained the four castes. This 

was followed by the invention of the doctrine of "karma and reincarnation" to desensitize 

people’s sense of justice and compassion against the atrocities committed on the masses 

to enforce the caste system. According to the law of karma, one reaps the fruit in this life 

for the deeds performed in the previous life. So, if a person is subjected to injustice and 

cruelty in this life, it is due to one’s own actions in previous life, not due to the 

perpetrators of cruelty and injustice. By observing the caste rules strictly and serving the 

superior castes faithfully one can earn the reward for the next life [1].  
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In spite of the categorical and unequivocal rejection of reincarnation in the Aad Guru 

Granth Sahib (AGGS) why do many Sikhs believe in reincarnation? The main reason for 

this misunderstanding is the subversion of Nanakian philosophy (Gurmat) by its 

opponents. The anti-Gurmat Bipran (Brahmanical) literature [2] from the 18th century to 

the present depicts Sikhism as part of Hinduism, its sword arm against the onslaught of 

Islam. Further, Christian missionaries and Western writers also relied solely on Bipran 

literature at the exclusion of AGGS which is the only authentic source of Gurmat. They 

treated Sikhism as an offshoot of Hinduism or a mixture or hybrid or religious syncretism 

of Hinduism and Islam. Besides, as pointed out by Prof. Puran Singh, Sikh 

scholars/writers have not been able to extricate themselves from Brahmanical influence, 

and they have followed in the footsteps of Bipran and Western writers without 

undertaking a serious study of the AGGS:    

   

The words Brahman (Brahm) and Para-Brahm also come in Guru Granth, but as 

Cunningham says “by way of illustration only”; similarly the names of all gods and 

goddesses of Brahmanical Pantheon [3].   

   

It is to be regretted that Sikh and Hindu scholars are interpreting Guru Nanak in the futile 

terms of the color he used, the brush he took; are analyzing the skin and flesh of his 

words and dissecting texts to find the Guru’s meaning to be same as of the Vedas and 

Upanishads! This indicates enslavement to the power of Brahmanical tradition. Dead 

words are used to interpret the fire of the Master’s soul! The results are always grotesque 

and clumsy translations, which have no meaning at all. Macauliffe’s almost school boy-

like literal rendering into English, following possibly the interpretations given him by the 

Brahmanical type of gyanis, the unilluminated theologians who lacked both the fire of 

inspiration, and the modern mental equipment and who were decayed and eaten up by the 

inner fungus of the Brahmanical mentality, has made the live faith of the Sikh a dead 

carcass. It has produced neither the beautiful artistic color of the idol and the shrine, nor 

the fervor of the inspiration of love. And from his translations, one thinks Sikhism is 

weak Brahmanism. Much that is redundant is put before a world audience, without the 

light that made every straw and every little dust particle, every pretty detail even, radiant 

and beautiful [4].   

   

More recently, after an in-depth study of AGGS and Varna Ashrama Dharma, Jagjit 

Singh concludes:      

    

The grounds for the differentiation of the Gurus’ message from that of caste ideology and 

the caste society were far more basic. The caste ideology was the antithesis of humanism, 

and the caste society was extremely parochial in its outlook. To belong to it, it was 

necessary to be born within it. The land where the Varna Ashrama Dharma was not 

established was regarded impure, and the Aryavarta, the pure land, was at one period 

circumscribed within the limits of river Sindh in the North and river Carmanvati in the 
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south. The Gurus rejected almost all the cardinal beliefs of the caste society. They 

repudiated the authority of the Vedas and allied scriptures, discarded the theory of 

avtarhood, disowned all its sectarian gods, goddesses and avtars, and condemned idol 

worship, formalism, ritualism, and ceremonialism [5].   

   

Nanakian philosophy (Gurmat) categorically rejects the incarnation of God in human or 

any living form. The Commencing Verse of AGGS describes God as Ajuni, meaning 

God does not come into anthropomorphic forms (does not incarnate/beyond death and 

birth):    

        
sqguru inrMjnu soie ] 

mwnuK kw kir rUpu n jwnu ] 
Satguru (God) is Niranjan (without material content).  Do not believe that It is in the 

form of man. AGGS, M 5, p. 895.   

   
so muKu jlau ijqu khih Twkuru jonI ] 

May that mouth burn which says that God incarnates! AGGS, M 5, p. 1136.   

   

Sikh Gurus used the terminologies of other religions but their meanings are not 

necessarily the same in the AGGS. There are frequent references to Hindu and Muslim 

beliefs and practices as the Gurus’ audience was made up of Hindus and Muslims, but the 

Gurus did not endorse or accept their beliefs or practices. There are expressions like 

aavan jaan (Awvix jwx), aavai jaavai (AwvY jwvY) janam janam (jnm jnm), jamai marai (jmY 
mrY) and bhavayai (BvweIAY) which are often interpreted as cycle of birth and death or 

cycle of transmigration. However, in the AGGS, these expressions are used as metaphors 

for spiritual (moral) degeneration and regeneration human beings experience in their lives 

or pain and suffering or being entrapped in ignorance and falsehood or wandering 

aimlessly or they represent the Hindu belief of reincarnation/transmigration. Besides, 

there are other words and terms that are often misunderstood and misinterpreted like 

poorab (pUrb) means past, not one’s previous life; poorab janam (pUrb jnm) means past 

generations, not one’s previous birth, jeev jeev mue or jeevat mare (jIiv jIiv muey jW jIvq 
mry) means control of haumai, mue jeeva (muey jIvy) means transformation of manmukh to 

gurmukh, jo tis bhaavai (jo iqsu BwvY) means according to Hukam, and God’s Will mean 

Hukam.   

 

Further as discussed in Chapter 1, Guru Nanak rejected the caste system categorically; so 

why would he accept the concept of karma and reincarnation /transmigration that was 

invented to justify the caste system? Moreover, Guru Nanak rejected the concept of soul 

as a separate entity from God as discussed earlier in this chapter. Nanakian philosophy 
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makes it clear that “Soul” is Hukam, the invisible form of God that pervades the Cosmos. 

Hukam is Eternal, so what is there that incarnates?   

   

Furthermore, in his composition on the creation of the Cosmos, Guru Nanak makes it 

clear that the caste system, reincarnation, heaven and hell are man’s invention:    

   
nw qid  surgu mCu pieAwlw ] 
dojku iBsqu nhI KY kwlw ]  

nrku surgu nhI jMmxu mrxw nw ko Awie n jwiedw] 
bRhmw ibsnu mhysu n koeI ] 

Avr n dIsY eyko soeI] 
nwir purKu nhI jwiq n jnmw nw ko duKu suKu pwiedw ] 

… 
nw suic sMjmu qulsI mwlw ] 
gopI kwnu n gaU gouAwlw ] 

qMqu mMqu pwKMfu n koeI nw ko vMsu vjwiedw ]  
krm  Drm nhI mwieAw mwKI ] 

jwiq jnmu nhI dIsY AwKI] 
There was neither heaven nor Earth nor the nether world.* There was neither hell nor 

heaven* nor time, the destroyer. There was neither hell or heaven nor birth or death 

nor anyone transmigrating. There was neither Brahma, nor Vishnu nor Shiva. There 

was no one else except the “One and only”. There was no woman or man, no caste or 

birth or anyone experiencing pain or pleasure. … There was no ritual purification or 

self-restraint or rosary made of basil seeds. There were no milkmaids or Krishna or 

cows or cowherds. There was no deceit/hypocrisy of Tantra and mantra or playing of 

the flute. There was no karma (deeds) or dharma (religious duties) or enchanting 

Maya (corrupting influence of the world). There was neither caste nor caste-based 

birth. AGGS, M 1, p. 1035.   

   

*Guru Nanak rejected both Hindu and Muslim ideas of hell and heaven. Guru Nanak’s 

successor, Guru Angad amplifies the same message by pointing out that the authors of 

Vedas are responsible for creating the concepts of karma and transmigration, hell and 

heaven, ritualistic sin and virtue, and caste and gender inequality:      

   
kQw khwxI bydI AwxI pwpu puMnu bIcwru] 

dy dy lyxw lY LyY dyxw nrik surig Avqwr]   
auqm miDm jwqI ijnsI Birm BvY sMswru] 

It is the teachings of Vedas, which has created the notions of hell and heaven, karma 

and transmigration and ritualistic sin and virtue; One reaps the reward in the next life 
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for the deeds performed in this life - goes to hell or heaven according to one's deeds. 

The Vedas have also created the fallacy of inequality of caste and gender for the world. 

AGGS, M 2, p. 1243.   

   

Additionally, the Gurus have pointed out that ritualistic deeds (karam kaand, krm kWf) 

and vices and virtues (pwp, puMn) are also the invention of the authors of Hindu texts:    

   
Awsw mnsw bMDnI BweI krm Drm bMDkwrI ]   
pwip puMin jgu jwieAw ibnsY nwmu ivswrI ] 

O brother pundit, false hopes and desires are entanglements as are ritualistic deeds 

and obligations (krm Drm). Though alive to the ritualistic vices and virtues (pwp, puMn), 

people are dying spiritual death by forgetting God/Truth. AGGS, M 1, p. 635.   
 

byd bwd siB AwiK vKwxih ] 
n AMqru BIjY n sbdu pCwxih ]   

puMnu pwp sBu byid idRVwieAw gurmuiK AMimRq pIjY hy ] 
The Brahman explains all the controversies in the Vedas but he has no inner 

enlightenment or understanding of Truth. He keeps talking what is vice or virtue 

according to Vedas whereas the gurmukh (God-centered being/moral enlightened 

being) drinks the nectar of Truth. AGGS, M 3, p. 1050.   

   

Further, AGGS rejects the law of karma and reincarnation, when it urges humans to rise 

above animal level to become gurmukhs/moral enlightened-beings, and stresses the 

freedom of action and responsibility for the consequences. Besides, contrary to the law of 

karma and reincarnation that determines one’s caste and status in society, it is one’s 

deeds that determine one’s worth and respect in society:   

  
sw jwiq sw piq hY jyhy krm kmwey ] 

It is one’s deeds that determine one’s respect and social status in society.  

AGGS, M 1, p. 1330.   

 
jYsw kry su qYsw pwvY] 

Awip bIij Awpy hI KwvY] 
One earns what one does and one reaps what one plants. AGGS, M 1, p. 662.   

   
idnu rYin Apnw kIAw pweI] 

iksu dos n dIjY ikrqu BvweI] 
We earn what we do day and night. Why blame others, it is our own doings that lead us 

astray. AGGS, M 5, p. 745.   
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krm DrqI srIr kiljug ivic jyhw bIjo qyhw ko Kwey ]   
glw aupir qpwvsu n hosI ivsu qqkwil mir jwie ] 

In one’s lifetime body is the field of action, what one plants so shall one harvest. Mere 

talk does not lead to salvation. If one eats poison, one dies immediately.   

AGGS, M 4, p. 308.   

   
BweI vyKhu inAwau scu krqy kw jyhw koeI kry qyhw koeI pwey ] 

O brothers! Behold the justice of the True Creator: one is rewarded for what one does. 

AGGS, M 4, p. 308.   

   
hir vyKY suxY inq sBu ikCu iqdU ikCu guJw n hoieAw ] 

jYsw bIjY so luxy jyhw purib iknY boieAw ] 
God (inner voice/conscience) sees and hears everything all the time; nothing is 

concealed from God. One reaps what one has learnt to plant from previous experience. 

AGGS, M 4, p. 309.   

   

Moreover, AGGS challenges the validity of the law of karma by asking who created the 

law of karma and how did the first being inherit it?      

   
jb Akwru iehu kCu n idRstyqw ]   

pwp puMn qb kh qy hoqw ] 
jb DwrI Awpn suMn smwiD ] 

qb bYr ibroD iks sMg kmwiq ] 
jb ies kw brnu ichnu n jwpq ] 
qb hrK sog khu iksih ibAwpq ]   
jb Awpn Awp  Awip pwrbRhm ] 
qb moh khw iksu hovq Brm ] 

Awpn Kylu Awip vrqIjw ] 
nwnk krnYhwru n dujw ] 

When there was no visible world then who was doing good or bad deeds? When God 

was in inactive/passive state (un-manifest) then who was directing enmity or hostility 

against whom? When God was un-manifest then who was happy and who was 

sorrowful? When God was alone Itself (un-manifest form] then who was attached to 

whom and who was suffering from illusions/doubts? It is God Who manifested Itself as 

the Cosmos and set in motion the game of creation and destruction (birth and death 

and pain and pleasure as part of life). Nanak, God alone is the doer, not anyone else. 

AGGS, M 5, p. 290-91.   
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jb kCu n sIE qb ikAw krqw kvn krm kir AwieAw] 
 Apnw Kylu Awip kir dyKY Twkuir rcnu rcwieAw] 

When there was no visible world (creation), then what deeds were done or who created 

karma initially? The reality is that it is God (Hukam/Cosmic Law), Who created the 

world. For God, creation is a game and It continues to play.   AGGS, M, 5, p. 748.   

   
pMc qqu imil kwieAw kInI qqu khw qy kInu ry] 

krm bD qum jIau kihq hO krmih ikin jIau dIn ry] 
You (Brahman) say that the body is made of five elements, but from where were the 

elements created? You say that the law of karma determines man’s fate, but who 

created the law of karma? AGGS, Kabir, p. 870.   

   
mwie n hoqI bwpu n hoqw krmu n hoqI kwieAw ] 
hm nhI hoqy qum nhI hoqy kvnu khw qy AwieAw] 
swsqu n hoqw byd nw hoqw krmu khw qy AwieA] 

When there was neither mother, nor father, nor body, nor deeds, or when neither I was 

there, nor you were there, then who knows what came from where? When there was no 

Veda or Shastra, there was no karma. Then how did the karma originate?   

AGGS, Namdev, p. 973.   

   

Furthermore, AGGS rejects the concept of past or future life when it lays utmost stress on 

the present life with a clear warning that this is the only opportunity to realize God:    

   
suix mn imqR ipAwirAw iml vylw hY ieh] 

jb lgu jobin swsu hY qb lg ieh qn idh] 
O my mind, my dear friend listen, this is the only time for you to meet God. Moreover, 

this opportunity will last only as long as the body is healthy and full of vitality.  

AGGS, M 1, p. 20.   

   

Here Guru Nanak emphasizes that a healthy mind is a must for the realization of God:   

   
mqu ko jwxy jwie AgY pwiesI ] 
jyhy krm kmwie qyhw hoiesI ] 

One must not think that the benefit of deeds done here will be rewarded in the next life. 

It is here in this life that one reaps what one sows. AGGS, M 1, pp. 729-730.    

   
BeI prwpiq mwnuK dyhurIAw]    

goibMd imlx kI ieh qyrI brIAY] 
Being born as a human is a blessing as this is your only chance to meet God.     

AGGS, M, 5, p. 378.   
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Awgwhw kU qRwiG ipCw Pyir nw muhfVw]    

nwnk isiJ ievyhw vwr bhuiV nw hovI jnmVw] 
Look ahead; don’t look backwards. O Nanak, this is your only chance to realize God, 

because you won’t be born again. AGGS, M 5, p. 1096.    

   
mwns dyh bhuir nh pwvih kCU aupwau mukiq kw kru ry] 

nwnk khqu gwie krunwmY Bvswgr kY pwir auqru ry] 

“You shall not obtain this human body again, so make some efforts to achieve 

liberation right now. Praising the Merciful One will take you across the ocean of 

worldly temptations,” says Nanak. AGGS, M 9, p. 220.   

   
imlu jgdIs imln kI brIAw] 
icrMkwl ieh dyh sMjrIAw] 

This is your chance to meet the Lord of the universe, meet Him. It took a very long 

time for the human body to evolve.  AGGS, M 5, p. 176.   

   
kbIr mwns jnmu dulMBu hY hoie n bwrY bwr] 

ijau bn Pl pwky Buie igrih bhuir n lwgih fwr] 
Kabir, human birth is very difficult to attain as one does not take birth again and again 

like a ripened fruit once fallen on the ground does not get attached to the branch. 

AGGS, Kabir, p. 1366.  

   
iehI qyrw Aausru ieh qyrI bwr]  

 Gt BIqir qU dyKu ibcwir] 
This is your only opportunity, this is your only time to meet God, ponder and seek 

within. AGGS, Kabir, p. 1159.   

      
jy jwxw mir jweIAY Guim n AweIAY ]  
 JUTI dunIAw lig n Awip v\weIAY ] 

When we know that after death we are not going to come back then why waste our lives 

by clinging to the world of falsehood. Bhagat Sheikh Fareed Ji, Raag Aasaa, p. 488 

           

byxI khY sunhu ry Bgqhu mrn mukiq ikin pweI] 
Listen O devotees, warns Beni, “Who has ever obtained liberation after death?”  

AGGS, Beni, p. 93.   

   

These verses clearly emphasize that one’s current life is the only chance to realize God. 

On the other hand according to the theory of karma and transmigration there could be 

many chances to meet God, theoretically unlimited chances.    
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2. Hell and Heaven   

   

As pointed out earlier under “Karma and Reincarnation,” hell and heaven, ritualistic acts 

of piety (karam dharm, krm Drm) and ritualistic vices and virtues (paap pun, pwp puMn) are 

human-made. AGGS rejects Hindu and Semitic concepts of heaven (Surg, Baikunth, 

Bahisht) and hell (Nark, Dozkh). However, such words are used as metaphors for the 

mental states of happiness and suffering, good and bad situations and moral and immoral 

life, respectively:   

   
gur kI swKI AMimRq bwxI pIvq hI prvwxu BieAw] 
dr drsn kw pRIqmu hovY mukiq bYkuMTY krY ikAw] 

Vision (realization) of God is the nectar of Truth, whosoever drinks it, becomes one 

with God. Why should one who is in love with the vision of God bother about paradise 

or salvation? AGGS, M 1, p. 360.   

   
Amlu kir DrqI bIju sbdo kir sic kI Awb inq dyih pwxI]     

hoie ikrswxu eImwnu jMmwie lY iBsqu dojku mUVy eyv jwxI] 
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Make your daily action the soil, plant the seed of Sabad (Truth) and irrigate daily with 

the water of truthful living. Become such a farmer then your faith will sprout. O 

ignorant one, this way you would understand the meaning of hell and heaven.   

AGGS, M 1, p. 24.   

   
pwpu pMnu qh BeI khwvq ]   

koaU nrk koaU surg bMCwvq ] 
The words paap (sin) and pun (virtue) have become a common saying according to 

which some deserve narak (hell) and others long for surg (heaven). AGGS, M 5, p. 

292.   
   

jo jn primiq prmnu jwnw ]   
bwqn hI bYkuMT smwnw ]  
 nw jwnw bYkuMTu khw hY ] 

jwnu jwnu siB khih qhw hI ] 
…   

jb lgu min bYkuMT kI Aws] 
qb lgu hoie nhIN crn invwsu] 
khu kbIr ieh khIAY kwih ] 
swD sMgiq bkY uMTY Awih ] 

Those, who simply say that they know the Infinite and Ineffable One, think that by 

mere talk they would go to heaven. I do not know where heaven is, but all keep saying 

that they want to go there. As long as one longs for heaven, there is no contemplation 

on God. O Kabir whom should I tell that the company of saints/ enlightened beings is 

heaven. AGGS, Kabir, p. 325.   

   
ijQY rKih bYkuMTu iqQweI qUM sBnw ky pRiqpwlw jIau] 

Wherever the Protector of all keeps me, there is heaven. AGGS, M 5, p. 106.   

   
qhw bYkuMTu jh kIrqnu qyrw qUM Awpy srDw lwieih] 

Wherever people sing Your (God) praises is heaven. It is You Who kindles devotion in 

the seeker. AGGS, M 5, p. 749.   

   
kauqk kof qmwisAw iciq n Awvsu nwau] 
nwnk koVI nrk brwbry aujVu soeI Qwau] 

O Nanak, that place is desolate like a dreadful dark hell where people are engrossed in 

worldly pleasures and forget the Almighty. AGGS, M 5, p. 707.   

   
pUrn bRhm rivAw mn qn mih Awn n idRstI AwvY] 
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nrk rog nhI hovq jn sMig nwnk ijsu liV lwvY] 
When one is completely focused on God in thought and action then one does not see 

anything other than God (God is in all). O Nanak, one who is in love with God is not 

affected by the malady of nurk (evil of worldly temptations). AGGS, M 5, p. 531.   

  
myrI myrI Dwir bMDin bMiDAw] 

nrik surig Avqwr mwieAw DMiDAw] 
Due to excessive greed to possess more and more one is shackled by worldly 

temptations. It is the corrupting influence of the worldly temptations, which causes one 

pain (nurk) or pleasure (surg). AGGS, M 5, p. 761.   

 
pRyq ipMjr mih dUK Gnyry ]   

nrik pcih AigAwn AMDyry] 
A spiritually dead (devoid of truth) person suffers much and dwells in the darkness of 

ignorance and falsehood (nurk). AGGS, M 1, p. 1029.   

   
kvnu nrku ikAw surgu ibcwrw sMqn doaU rwdy]   
hm kwhU kI kwix n kFqy Apny gur prswdy] 

What is hell and what is that silly heaven! The saints/enlightened beings reject both.  

I am not dependent on anybody due to the kindness of my Enlightener.   

AGGS, Kabir, p. 969.   

   

Thus it is abundantly clear that Nanakian philosophy (Gurmat) rejects the concepts of 

hell and heaven.   
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Universal Equality & Human Values   

   

1. Moral and Social Responsibility   

   

Guru Nanak found the political, religious and social environment of his time to be very 

oppressive and suffocating. The Muslim rulers were cruel and bigoted. The greedy and 

devious Hindu and Muslim clergies were exploiting the ignorant masses. The tyranny of 

the caste system had reduced the working classes of Hindus (sudras and untouchables) to 

the level of dumb driven cattle. What Guru Nanak saw, he denounced it in no uncertain 

terms. He called the overall environment as murderous, devoid of morality. He called the 

rulers as ferocious lions and their subordinates as wild dogs, who were oppressing and 

sucking the blood of the populace. He exposed the hypocrisy of Muslim rulers and their 

subordinates, the Hindu Khatris, who pretended to be pious. The Khatris enforced the 

cruel and unjust laws of the Muslim rulers on the public. Nanak made it clear what he 

thought of the religious leaders of his time. The qazi, who is supposed to be an honest 

judge, accepts bribes. The deceitful and cruel Brahmin priest is like a man who first 

commits a murder and then goes off to bathe ceremoniously to wash off his sin. The 

ascetic yogi, who looks down upon a householder, is involved in abstract and hollow 

philosophy and is spiritually blind. Nanak denounced such life-negating ideologies and 
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practices of the ascetic orders and advocated the householder life as the only proper way 

to realize God/Truth. It is the householder who sustains the society whereas an ascetic is 

a parasite.   

   

In the male dominated patriarchal society of India, woman was at the lowest totem pole 

of social order. She was relegated to the status of a worn-out shoe of man’s foot.  Guru 

Nanak was so moved by her pathetic and miserable condition that grief poured out of his 

heart as he rendered a beautiful song glorifying her.    

 

Guru Nanak wanted people to make the most of their potential (Divine benevolence) to 

make positive contributions to society and he held the elite to be responsible for 

ameliorating the problems of the society. He criticized the Hindu elite/caste hierarchy for 

its failure to defend the interests of the masses and to provide leadership for solving their 

problems. He admonished Babur [first Mughal king], for the atrocities his army 

committed on the civilian population: “A ruler, who responds to the collective will of all 

his subjects, deserves to sit on the throne.” The khatris (warrior caste), who were 

supposed to defend the country and the weak, instead, were giving a helping hand to the 

oppressive Muslim rulers by working for them.   

  

Nanak reprimanded the Khatris, “You tax the Brahmin and the cow whom you worship. 

You do it to please your master whom you call malesh (polluted/unclean one) in private. 

You have adopted the language and manners of your masters because your livelihood 

depends upon them. Have you no shame? Give up this hypocrisy, imbibe Truth.” The 

yogis who were educated had taken to the hills and were preaching others to become 

ascetics, and wasting their time and energy in abstract and hollow philosophy. The 

Brahmins who were supposed to educate and provide moral guidance to the people were 

instead busy exploiting them through trickery, witchcraft, astrology and superstition. 

Nanak denounced the yogis and the Brahmins: “O yogi, when you claim that you have 

achieved perfect tranquility and you are free from the worries and troubles of a 

householder, don’t you feel ashamed when you go begging for alms from house to 

house? O Brahmin, you take money from a criminal and claim that his sins have been 

washed. Don’t you think that you are going to be an accessory to the crime in the court of 

Truth?”  

    

2. Ethics   

   

As said earlier, Guru Nanak rejected life-negating traditions like asceticism, celibacy and 

inequality. He expressed his life-affirming thoughts using virtues in narration expressed 

as similes and metaphors. His successors elaborated and emphasized the same message in 

their own compositions. The purpose of life is to become a gurmukh (God-centered 

being/moral enlightened-being who focuses on Truth), not to grab worldly power at the 

expense of others, or seek comfort in any mythical heaven or salvation. Salvation 
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according to Guru Nanak means “emancipation” from the corrupting influence of the 

world, poverty, ignorance, falsehood, and political, religious and economic subjugation 

and exploitation. And ethical life or conduct means enlightenment and creative activism 

that makes our society and environment better. A truly enlightened or spiritual being is 

the one who dedicates his/her life to the service of humanity:     

    
ivic dunIAw syv kmweIAY ]   
qw drgh bYsxu pweIAY] 

God honors those who serve others in the world. AGGS, M 1, p. 26. 

   
Awip mukqu mukqu krY sMswru]  

 nwnk iqsu jn kau sdw nmskwru] 
Nanak, always bow in reverence to the “liberated one,” who liberates others.   

AGGS, M 5, p. 295.   

   

Trilochan Singh [1] has listed the following cardinal virtues that are emphasized 

throughout the pages of AGGS:    

  

Sat, santoakh, vichaar: truth, contentment, reflection. 

Daya, dharam, daan: compassion, righteousness, charity. 

Sidak, sabar, sanjam: faith, tolerance, restraint. 

Khima, garibi, seva: forgiveness, humility, service. 

Prem, gyan, krit: love, knowledge and work. 

Basically, all the ethical virtues mentioned above are rooted in knowledge, truthful living, 

compassion, humility, forgiveness and love.   

   

a. Knowledge:   

   

Guru Nanak says that God is Knowledge and Cosmos (manifest form of God) is the place 

to obtain the knowledge through bibek budh (discerning intellect):   

   
igAwn AMjnu gur sbid pCwinAw ] 

Knowledge is anjan (Antimony powder that is supposed to sharpen one’s vision) that 

made me see (understand) Guru’s teachings. AGGS, M 1, p. 221.   

   
igAwnu KVgu lY mn isau lUJY mnsw mnih smweI hy ] 

The sword of knowledge destroys bad thoughts and desires embedded in the mind.   

AGGS, M 1, p. 1022.   

   

b. Truthful Living:   
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schu ErY sBu ko aupir scu Awcwru ] 
Truth is higher than everything, but higher still is truthful living.  AGGS, M 1, p. 62.   

   
Gwil Kwie ikCu hQhu dyie]    
nwnwk rwhu pCwxih syie] 

One who works hard to make an honest living and practices charity finds the righteous 

path. AGGS, M 1, p. 1245.   

  
hku prwieAw nwnkw ausu sUAru ausu gwie ]  
gur pIru hwmw qw Bry jw murdwru n Kwie ]  
 glI iBsiq n jweIAY CutY scu kmwie ]   

mwrx pwih hrwm mih hoie hlwlu n jwie ]  
 nwnku glI kUVIeI kUVo plY pwie ] 

To violate or usurp someone’s right or taking away something that rightfully belongs 

to others is like eating pork for a Muslim and beef for a Hindu. The guru pir (spiritual 

guide) would standby only if the follower does not make an unlawful living. Mere talk 

does not lead to paradise; salvation lies in right conduct. If you add spice to unlawfully 

earned food, it does not become Halal (lawful). Nanak, falsehood begets only 

falsehood. AGGS, M 1, p. 141.   

   

 

 

c. Compassion:   

   

Compassion is the root of human values. Without compassion one can’t be civilized. 

Guru Nanak says metaphorically that Hukam (Cosmic Law) is the son of compassion that 

sustains the Cosmos:   

   
DOl Drmu dieAw kw pUqu]  

 sMqoKu Qwip riKAw ijin sUiq] 
The mythical righteous bull (Hukam) is the son of compassion that keeps peace and 

harmony in the world.  AGGS, Jap 16, p. 3.   

   
dieAw kpwh sMqoK sUqu jqu gMFI squ vtu]    

eyhu jnyaU jIA kw heI q pwfy Gqu] 
Make compassion the cotton, contentment the thread, continence the knot and truth 

the twist. O pundit (priest), a thread of this type awakens the inner-self (conscience). If 

you have such a janaeu (thread), then go ahead and put it on me? AGGS, M 1, p. 471.   

   
scu qw pru jwxIA jw isK scI lyie ] 
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dieAw jwxY jIA kI ikCu pMnu dwnu kryie ] 
Truthful is the one who follows the Truth and shows compassion for all living beings 

and practices charity.  AGGS, M 1, p. 468.   

    
nIcw AMdir nIc jwiq nIcI hU Aiq nIcu] 

nwnku iqn ky sMig swiQ vifAw isau ikAw rIs] 
ijQY nIc smwlIAin iqQY nidr qyrI bKsIs] 

Nanak will stand by the lowest of the lowest, not with the elite. Societies that take care 

of the downtrodden have the blessing of God.  AGGS, M 1, p. 15.   

   

d. Love:   

   

Without love, a human being is like a well with stagnant brackish water, but love changes 

it into an invigorating mountain spring. Without love, the body is like an empty shell that 

crumbles into dust, but love transforms it into a radiant diamond:    

   
AMdru KwlI pRym ibnu Fih FyrI qnu Cwru ] 

The human body that is empty of love crumbles into a heap of ashes (is wasted away). 

AGGS, M 1, p. 62.   

   
 
 

ijnI n pwieau pRym rsu kMq n pwieau swau ]   
suM\y Gr kw pwhuxw ijau AwieAw iqau jwau ] 

One, who has not known the love or the embrace of the Beloved, is like a guest visiting 

an empty house, who departs disappointed for coming. AGGS, M 1, p. 790.   

  
nwnk ijsu ipMjr mih ibrhw nhI so ipMjr lY jwir ] 

O Nanak, a body that is empty of love and longing is lifeless; burn it! 

AGGS, M 2, p. 89.   

   

e. Humility and Forgiveness:   

   

Humility is the mother of forgiveness. Humility is the source of moral courage and 

strength. Only a humble person can forgive and show fortitude and moral courage:    

        
grIbI gdw hmwrI ] 
KMnw sgl rynu CwrI ]  

 iesu AwgY ko n itkY vykwrI ] 
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Humility is my mace and to be the dust under the feet of all (to be utterly humble) is my 

double edged sword. No evil-doer (evil thought) can withstand this weapon.  

 AGGS, M 5, p. 628.   

 
imTqu nIvI nwnkw gux cMigAweIAw qqu ] 

O Nanak, sweetness (politeness) and humility are the essence of virtues and goodness. 

AGGS, M 1, p. 470.   

  
iKmw DIrju kir gaU lvyrI shjy bCrw KIru pIAY ] 

Make forgiveness and fortitude your milch cow and modesty the calf that drinks the 

milk. AGGS, M 1, p. 1329.   

   
iKmw ghI bRqu sIl sMqoKM ] 

To practice forgiveness is the true fast as it leads to good conduct and contentment.  

AGGS, M 1, p. 223.   

   
iKmw ghI scu sMcE KwieE AMmRiq nwm ] 

Practice forgiveness and gather truth, and make contemplation on God/Truth as your 

sustenance. AGGS, M 5, p. 261.   

   

In the concluding stanza (Mundavani) of AGGS on the last page (1429), Guru Arjan 

emphasizes three essentials that are of utmost importance in understanding of the 

Nanakian philosophy (God/Truth):    
Qwl ivic iqMin vsqU peIE squ sMqoKu vIcwro ] 

AMimRq nwmu Twkru kw pieE ijs kw sBsu ADwro ] 
 jy ko KwvY jy ko BuMcY iqs kw hoie auDwro ] 

eyh vsqu qjI nh jweI inq inq rKu auirDwro ] 
qm sMswr crn lig qrIAY sBu nwnku bRhm pswro ] 

Upon the salver of mind/heart are placed three dishes: truth, contentment/fortitude and 

contemplation smothered with the ambrosial nectar of Naam (Truth) which is the 

sustenance of all. Whosoever partakes and relishes this food would be protected from 

the corrupting influences of the world. Always keep it in your mind that this food can’t 

be forsaken. O Nanak, cross the ocean of worldly temptations by contemplating on God 

who pervades the Cosmos. AGGS, M 5, p. 1429.   
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3. Exaltation of Woman   

   

The superimposition of Muslim patriarchal culture over Hindu patriarchal culture pushed 

the Indian women to the lowest levels of social order. It was the pathetic condition of 

women and the downtrodden (sudras and untouchables) to which Guru Nanak responded 

by pouring out his concern and sympathy and openly declaring his solidarity with them. 

It was woman who was “neechee hoo at neech” (lowest of the lowest) in the society:   

   
nIcw AMdir nIc jwiq nIcI hU Aiq nIcu] 

nwnku iqn ky sMig swiQ vifAw isau ikAw rIs] 
ijQY nIc smwlIAin iqQY nidr qyrI bKsIs] 

Nanak will stand by the lowest of lowest, not with the elite. Societies that take care of 

the downtrodden have the blessing of God. AGGS, M 1, p. 15.   

   
rMnw hoeIAw boDIAw purs hoey seIAwd] 
sIlu sMjmu suc BMnI Kwxw Kwju Ahwju] 

srmu  gieAw Gr AwpxY piq auiT clI nwil]  
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 nwnk scw eyku hY Aauru n scw Bwil] 
Women have lost their vitality and become submissive and men have become brutal 

and oppressive. Politeness, soberness (self-control) and sincerity have vanished and 

dishonest living has become the way of life of the elite. The sense of shame and honor 

has disappeared from the society. O Nanak, there is only one “True One,” do not look 

for another. AGGS, M 1, p. 1243.   

   

He questioned and condemned religious beliefs and social customs that discriminate 

against women and held the custodians of society responsible for the degradation of 

women:    

  
BMif jMmIAY BMif inMmIAY BMif mMgxu vIAwhu] 

BMfhu hovY dosqI BMfhu clY rwhu ] 
BMfu muAw BMfu BwlIAY BMiF hovY bMDwnu ]   
so ikau mMdw AwKIAY ijq jMmih rwjwn] 
BMfhu hI BMfu aUpjY BMfY bwJu n koie ]  
 nwnk BMfY bwhrw eyko scw soie ] 

ijqu muiK sdw swlwhIAY Bwgw rqI cwir ] 
nwnk qy muK aUjly iqqu scY drbwir ] 

It is woman who gives birth to a child. It is she who conceives and nourishes the fetus 

inside her womb. It is woman whom man betroths and marries. It is woman whose 

company he seeks. It is she who nurtures and sustains the human race. When his wife 

dies, a man seeks another one. It is she through whom relations are established. How 

could she, who gives birth to kings/great men, be considered inferior? It is she who 

gives birth to another woman. No one could be born without woman. O Nanak, only 

the “True One” is independent of woman. Whosoever, whether man or woman sings 

the glory of God is blessed with joy and beauty. Nanak, such faces will be radiant in the 

court of the True One. AGGS, M 1, p. 473.   

   

This hymn is a rebuke to the patriarchal culture, as it is addressed to men, especially 

rulers/leaders who were the guardians of the socio-religious order. Further, he declares 

that woman is the hub of humanity, the lifeline of humanity. It is woman who conceives, 

it is woman who nurtures humanity from birth to death. Moreover, he puts woman at the 

apex of “human evolution” by declaring that only God is independent of woman. To sink 

deeper Guru Nanak’s message in a suffocating and corrosive patriarchal society, Guru 

Amar Das [3rd Nanak] declared female and male equality in a very forceful way:   

   
iesu jg mih purKu eyk hY hor sglI nwir sbweI] 
siB Gt BogvY Ailpqu rhY AlKu n lKxw jweI ] 
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In this world there is one “Husband,” all other beings are His brides. He enjoys being 

in all hearts and yet He remains detached. He is invisible and indescribable.   

AGGS, M 3, p. 591.   

   

Further the Guru denounced the inhuman practice of sati (burning of a living woman on 

her husband's funeral pyre), ill-treatment of women and female infanticide:   

        
sqIAw eyih n AwKIAin jo miVAw lig jlMinH] 
nwnk sqIAw jwxIAin ij ibrhy cot mrMinH] 

A sati is not the one who burns herself on the funeral pyres of her husband. O Nanak, 

she alone is sati for whom the agony due to separation from her husband is like death. 

AGGS, M 3, p. 787.   
 

BI so sqIAw jwxIAin sIl sMqoK rhMinH ]  
 syvin sweI Awpxw inq auiT sMmwHlMinH ] 

She is also a sati who abides in modesty and contentment, and loves her husband and 

gets up daily to take care of the family. AGGS, M 3, p. 787.   

   
kMqw nwil mhylIAw syqI Aig jlwih ] 

jy hwxih ipru Awpxw qw qin duK shwih ]   
nwnk kMq n jwnxI sy ikau Aig jlwih ]  
 BwvY jIvau kY mrau dUrhu hI Bij jwih ] 

Wives struggle and face hardships in life along with their husbands. They endure 

physical pain because they love their husbands. O Nanak, if the husband does not care 

for his wife and is unconcerned whether she is happy or miserable then why should she 

suffer for him? AGGS, M 3, p. 787.   

   
bRhmx kYlI Gwqu kM\kw AxcwrI kw Dwnu ] 

iPtk iPtkw koV bdIAw sdw sdw ABmwnu ] 
The Brahman worships the cow but approves the killing of innocent young girls and 

accepts food/donations from evil doers. Shame on such a Brahman! He is afflicted 

with the leprosy of vices, and yet he is filled with the egotistical pride of caste 

superiority forever and ever. AGGS, M 3, p. 1413.   

 

Furthermore, it is remarkable that in the sacred hymns of the AGGS there are roughly 

100 verses starting with the word “mother” whereas the hymns starting with the word 

“father” number about twenty. This is quite amazing considering the patriarchal cultural 

milieu of the Guru’s time when the mention of women was absent in public discourses 

and she was looked down upon as an impediment in the path of the spiritual growth of a 

man.   
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Besides, God is gender neutral, both man and woman and Its creative aspect is portrayed 

as that of a mother:   

    
Awpy purKu Awpy hI nwrI] 

God is both man and woman. AGGS, M 1, p. 1020. 

 
qUM myrw ipqw qUM hY myrw mwqw ]   
qUM myrw bMDpu qUM myrw BRwqw ] 

You (God) are my father, You are my mother, You are my relative and You are my 

sibling. AGGS, M 5, p. 103.   

   
Awpuny jIA jMq pRiqpwry]  
 ijau bwirk mwqw sMmwry] 

God takes care of all Its creatures, the way a mother nurtures her children.   

AGGS, M 5, p. 105.   

   

Furthermore, the Gurus condemned polygamy and approved only of monogamy:   

        
kwmu kRoD prhr pr inMdw ] 
lbu loBu qij hohu inicMdw ] 

Control your lust and anger, and renounce slandering others. Giving up greed and 

possessiveness brings peace of mind. AGGS, M 1, p. 1041.   

   
kwmvMq kwmI bhu nwrI pr igRh joh n cUkY] 

The lustful and lecherous desires many women and never stops peeking into others’ 

homes. AGGS, M 5, p. 672.   

  
pr Dn pr dwrw isau ricE ibrQw jnmu isrwvY] 

The manmukh (self-centered man) wastes away his life devouring others’ wealth and 

in sexual pleasure with others’ women. AGGS, M 9, p. 632.   

   
binqw Coif bd nidr pr nwrI[ 
vyis n pweIAY mhw duiKAwrI[ 

A mere religious garb won’t bring salvation to the one (yogi) who leaves his wife and 

then covets another’s. Such a person faces much suffering. AGGS, M 5, p. 1348.    

   
pr Dn pr dwrw pr inMdw ien isau pRIq invwir] 

Renounce slandering others and coveting another's wife and wealth.  

AGGS, M 5, p. 379.   
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In addition to the caste system, it is the overemphasis on the ascetic and celibate life in 

Indian religious traditions that “sanctifies” the denigration and dehumanization of 

women. She is looked upon as an impediment in the spiritual growth of a man. On the 

other hand, Nanakian philosophy (Gurmat) categorically rejects life-negating doctrines. It 

advocates and emphasizes the householder life as the right way to realize God and to 

contribute to society. The Gurus elevated marriage from the temporal level to the spiritual 

union of the couple. Fidelity between the couple is the core of marriage according to 

Gurmat:    
 

hsMidAw KylMidAw pYnMHidAw KwvMidAw ivcy hovY mukiq ] 
One could attain liberation while enjoying life (laughing, playing, eating good food 

and wearing good clothes). AGGS, M 5, p. 522.   

   
Dn ipru eyih n AwKIAin bihn iekTy hoie]   
eyk joiq duie mUrqI Dn ipru khIAW soie] 

Mere performance of worldly duties does not make a couple wife and husband, rather 

it is the spiritual union between the two, which makes them wife and husband.   

AGGS, M 3, p. 788.  

  

Furthermore, it is to be noted that when referring to marriage in the AGGS, the Gurus 

used the word “wife” not “wives” like Dn (dhan), dwrw (daara), binqw (banita), klqR (klatr), 

suhwgwx (suhagan), sulKxI (sulakhani), nwrI (nari), kwmix (kaman), muMD (mund); all these 

words are singular. For a Sikh, monogamous lifestyle is not only a social requirement but 

also a spiritual one.   

   

Bhai Gurdas, who was Guru Amar Das’ nephew and an amanuensis for Adi Granth, 

confirms about a Sikh being a monogamous while describing the attributes of a Sikh:    

    
eykw nwrI jqI hoie pr nwrI DI BYx vKwxY] 

A Sikh/gurmukh practices monogamy and remains faithful to his wife and respects 

other women as daughter and sister. Bhai Gurdas, Varan Bhai Gurdas, 6, p. 53.   

   
dyiK prweIAW cMgIAW mwvW BYxW DIAW jwxY] 

A Sikh/gurmukh considers other women as noble and respects them as his mother, 

sister and daughter. Bhai Gurdas, Varan Bahi Gurdas, 29, p. 233.   

   

a. Role of Women in the Sikh Revolution   

   

Discrimination against women in employment, their sexual exploitation, their battering, 

their rapes and murders are reported in the news on a daily basis in the United States of 
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America where I have lived since 1963. In our male-dominated world of hegemonic 

patriarchal culture, there is widespread discrimination, persecution and exploitation of 

women not to exclude the religious communities including the Sikhs, who are beset with 

the pathology inherited from Hindu patriarchal culture superimposed by Muslim 

patriarchal culture. A vast majority of Sikhs of today are descendants of so-called 

“Sultani-Hindus,” Hindus who were moving away from their temples to the mosque, 

whose allegiance and devotion was shifting away from gods and goddesses to pirs and 

fakirs (Muslim holy men), during the 18th and 19th centuries [1]. The Sikh 

revolution/movement developed in a very corrosive patriarchal cultural environment 

adversely impacted by the oppression of Muslim rulers coupled with equally oppressive 

and dehumanizing caste system. So it is not difficult to imagine what would have been 

the reaction of Indian society towards “open involvement of women in the Sikh 

movement.” Further due to the notion of “woman as the family honor” and the 

heightened concern for their safety, women were confined to the sanctuary of their 

homes. Furthermore, in the 500 years of Sikh history, there is less than 100 years of Sikh 

rule when the Sikhs did not face religious persecution. Even in India after 1947 the Hindu 

Government led by Jawaharlal Nehru declared Sikhs as Hindus under clause 25 of the 

Indian Constitution and imposed the Hindu Code on them.     

   

When we examine Sikh history dispassionately we find that Sikh women played a major 

role in the Sikh revolution which has gone unnoticed by Sikhs themselves and by 

historians as well. For example, other than their teachings (Gurmat) there is scant 

personal reference to the Sikh Gurus and their activities in AGGS. However, there is a 

laudatory mention of Guru Angad’s wife, Mata (mother) Khivi for her excellent 

management of the langar (community kitchen) and dedicated service to the sangat (Sikh 

congregation):    
 

blvMf KIvI nyk jn ijsu bhuqI Cwau pqRwlI ] 
lMgir dauliq vMfIAY rsu AMimRqu KIir iGAwlI ] 

… 
pey kbUlu KsMm nwil jW Gwl mrdI GwlI ] 
mwqw KIvI shu soie ijin goie auTwlI ] 

Balvand, Khivi was an exalted lady. Like a dense shady tree, she was the source of 

tremendous comfort to the congregation. She served nutritious food in the langar-- 

pudding made with butter that tasted like nectar. Like her husband (Guru Angad), who 

was chosen by Guru Nanak as his successor, she too worked very hard with great 

dedication. Mata (mother) Khivi and her husband took upon their shoulders the 

enormous responsibility of Guru Nanak’s mission. AGGS, Balvand and Satta, p. 967.   

 

Not withstanding the absence of their names in Sikh history, it is amply clear that the 

Gurus’ mothers, wives, sisters and daughters were active participants in the Sikh 
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movement. For example, Guru Hargobind and Guru Gobind Singh were very young 

when they assumed Guruship after the execution of their respective fathers by the 

Muslim rulers and Guru Har Krishan was a mere child of five when he took over as Guru 

after the death of his father. What was the major influence on these Gurus at that very 

critical period in Sikh history when the Sikh movement was under attack not only from 

the Muslin rulers, but more so from other dangerous foes, the schismatic groups and the 

proponents of caste ideology? The answer, of course, is the influence of their mothers: 

Mata Ganga, Mata Gujri and Mata Krishan Kaur, respectively. Further, it was Mata 

Sundri (Jito), wife of Guru Gobind Singh, who guided the Panth (Sikh community) 

through a very difficult period of external repression and internal divisions after her 

husband’s death. She was the leader of the Panth for about forty years (1708-1747 C.E.), 

longer than any of the nine Gurus subsequent to Guru Nanak [2]. Guru Amar Das’ 

daughter, Bibi Bhani, according to Sikh tradition, was the one who herself selected her 

groom, Bhai Jetha (Guru Ram Das). She was very active in the affairs of the community 

during her father's and her husband’s Guruships. Women headed some of the twenty-two 

manjis (dioceses) set up by Guru Amar Das. And what about those Sikh mothers, wives 

and sisters who sent their sons, husband and brothers to join the Khalsa forces when it 

meant sure death to become a Khalsa [3]? Many suffered innumerable hardships and 

torture in jails; they saw their own little ones being cut into pieces before their very own 

eyes by the enemy who wanted to frighten them to relinquish their faith and convert to 

Islam! The Sikhs remember those brave women of unsurpassed fortitude, collectively in 

the daily prayer:   

  
“qy mweIAW ny Awpxy b`icAW nuM tukVy tukVy krvw JolIAW ivc pvwieAw, isdk nhIN hwirAw” 

And those women who remained steadfast in upholding their faith, while their children 

were cut into small pieces before their eyes and put into their laps. Ardas (Sikh 

congregational prayer)   

   

There were many women who fought side by side with men against the Mughal armies 

and foreign invaders. Hundreds of women fighters were killed during the small and big 

Ghaloogharas (holocausts) in 1746 C.E. and 1762 C.E., respectively. It is true that not 

much is known about them like most of the men who laid down their lives fighting 

against the forces of tyranny: Mughal rule, foreign invaders and the proponents of caste 

ideology. Mai Bhago was not the “only one”; many other Sikh women joined the Khalsa 

ranks:   

   

In the period of guerrilla warfare, Sikh women were imprisoned and subjected to hard 

labour, but they did not forsake their faith. Sada Kaur the wife of Gurbakhash Singh ruled 

the area, which was under the control of Kannahya Misal. She led her armies in battle and 

Ranjit Singh owed his success, in his initial struggle for supremacy against the rival 

Misals, in no small measure to her political acumen and military help. Ahmed Shah 

Batalvi has given more instances where women took a leading part in political and 
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military activities of the Misals. Rani Rajinder Kaur was one of the most remarkable 

women of her age. She possessed all the virtues which men pretend their own: courage, 

perseverance and sagacity. Sahib Kaur was made the Chief Minister of Patiala in 1793. 

She refused to leave the battle when pressed by the Marathas near Ambala and with a 

drawn sword rallied troops to repulse the enemy. Similarly, Aus Kaur was placed at the 

head of the administration of Patiala and she conducted the affairs of that state with 

conspicuous success. George Thomas writes in his memoirs ‘Instances indeed have not 

infrequently occurred in which they (Sikh women) had actually taken up arms to defend 

their habitation, from the desultory attacks of the enemy, and throughout the contest 

behaved themselves with an intrepidity of spirit, highly praiseworthy [4].    

   

Reverend C.F. Andrews (1871-1940) was shocked by the atrocities committed on 

peaceful Sikh protesters by the British administrators and their henchmen when he visited 

Guru-ka-Bagh Morcha site (Guru-Ka-Bagh is name of the place; Morcha means 

agitation) in September 1922. He admired the Sikhs (Akalis) for their patient suffering 

without any sign of fear. He declared the peaceful Sikh struggle against the British as a 

“new lesson in moral warfare [4].” “Being fully aware of severest beating of Sikh 

volunteers, Sikh mothers, wives and sisters came forward with great enthusiasm to send 

off their loved ones to face the oppressors,” writes Ruchi Ram Sahni:   

Many Sikh mothers, wives and sisters garlanded their sons, husbands and brothers and 

gave them a loving send-off to Jaito. A mother, whose eldest son had fallen in the first 

Shahidi Jatha, garlanded her second son for the second Shahidi Jatha and said to him, 

“Dear son, fight the battle of your Panth and bless your mother with the heroic sacrifices 

[5].     
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4. Message of Universal Humanism    

   

Guru Nanak undertook four odysseys over a twenty year period to preach his message of 

“universal humanism.” He traveled the length and breadth of the Indian subcontinent 

from Tibet in the north to Sri Lanka in the south and from Assam in the east to Middle 

Eastern and central Asian countries in the western direction. Wherever he went, he talked 

about Universal God (Sarb Sanjha Rub, srb sWjw r~b) Who is accessible to all seekers of 

"Truth" irrespective of their creed, caste, gender, color, ethnicity and geographical 

considerations. And he urged his audience to rise above conventional beliefs and follow 

the true religion of sarbat da bhala (well-being/welfare of all, srb`q dw Blw) -- “universal 

humanism” which unites the human race as one family. His compositions reveal that he 

urged both Hindus and Muslims to make honest living (kirat karo, ikrq kro), contemplate 

on God/Truth (naam japo, nwm jpo) and practice charity (vand shako, vMf Cko), and 

promote universal humanistic values such as liberty, equality, compassion, love, respect 

and justice for all the people without any distinction.   
 

nwvx cly qIrQI min KotY qin cor ] 
ieku Bau lQI nwiqAW duie Bw cVIAsu hor ] 

bwhir DoqI qUmVI AMdr ivsu inkor ] 
swD Bly Ax nwiqAw cor is corw cor ] 
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With falsehood in their minds and the actions of thieves, people go to tiraths (sacred 

places) to wash-off their sins. By doing so they may clean themselves externally but 

become twice as filthy internally. Washing a kaura tuma (bitter pumpkin) from the 

outside does not remove its internal poison/bitterness. A sadh (God-centered 

being/moral enlightened-being) remains virtuous without bathing at tiraths whereas a 

thief remains a thief no matter how much he bathes. AGGS, M 1, p. 789.   

    
qIriQ nwvx jwau qIrQu nwmu  hY ] 

qIrQu sbd bIcwru AMqir igAwnu hY ] 
gur igAwn swcw Qwnu qIrQu ds purb sdw dswhrw ] 

Why take a ceremonial bath at a tirath as the real tirath is contemplation on Naam 

(God/Truth). Tirath is deliberation on the Sabad (Knowledge) to realize God. The 

understanding of God/Truth is the true tirath and every day is as auspicious as the so-

called ten holy days (last day of the dark lunar fortnight, the night of full moon, 

luminous Sunday, sun eclipse, moon eclipse, two eighth day of the lunar half month 

and two fourteenth lunar day) and the birthday of Ganges that is supposed to destroy 

ten sins (superstition). AGGS, M 1, p. 687.   

    
 

qIrQu qpu dieAw dqu dwnu ]   
jy ko pwvY iql kw mwnu ] 

suixAw mMinAw min kIqw Bwau ]  
 AMqrgiq qIriQ mil nwau ] 

Ritualistic deeds and obligations like, pilgrimage, penance, mercy and charity, the four 

by themselves earn very little spiritual merit. Whereas listening to and understanding 

of God’s excellences creates love for God/Truth that cleans the inner self (conscience). 

AGGS, Jap 21, p. 4.   

   

According to Sikh tradition Guru Nanak refused to wear a janeu (sacred thread) which 

was a mandatory religious requirement for a boy from a Khatri caste. He asked, “Why 

wear a ritual thread that can break or burn or gets soiled or worn out or lost?” Instead, he 

proposed an alternative universal lifelong thread:    

   
dieAw kpwh sMqoK sUqu jqu gMFI squ vtu] 

eyhu jnyaU jIA kw heI q pwfy Gqu ] 
Make compassion the cotton, contentment the thread, continence the knot and truth 

the twist. O pundit, this is the sacred thread of conscience. If you have such a one, then 

put it on me! AGGS, M 1, p. 471.   
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Yogis (ascetics) looked down upon the householders though they lived on the charity of 

the latter. Guru Nanak admonished them:     

   
muMdw sMqoK srmu pqu JolI iDAwn kI krih ibBUiq ] 
iKMQw kwlu kuAwrI kwieAw jugiq fMfw prqIiq ] 

AweI pMQI sgl jmwqI min jIqY jgu jIqu ] 
Awdysu iqsY Awdysu ] 

Awid AnIlu Anwid Anwhiq jugu jugu eykY vysu ] 
O yogi, make contentment your earrings, begging bowl your modesty, meditation on 

God the ashes smeared on your body, thought of death your quilted robe, truthful 

living your way of life and faith in God your staff. Make universal brotherhood your 

Aee Panth (the highest order of yogis) and subdue your mind (haumai) to conquer the 

worldly temptations. Bow in reverence to the One Who is primordial, immaculate 

(pure/perfect), without beginning, indestructible and changeless throughout the ages.   

AGGS, M 1, Jap 28, p. 6   

     

 

 

 

 
jogu n iKMQw jogu n fMfY jogu n Bsmu cVweIAY ]  

 jogu n muMdI mUMif  mufwieAY jogu n isMgI vweIAY ] 
AMjn mwih inrMjin rhIAY jo jugiq iev pweIAY ] 

Jog (yoga, union with God) is not wearing a quilted robe or carrying a wooden club in 

hand or smearing the body with ashes or wearing earrings or shaving the head or 

blowing a horn. Jog is remaining unaffected by the corrupting influence of the world 

by contemplation on God. AGGS, M 1, p. 730.   

   
so jogI jo jugiq pCwxY ]  
 gur prswdI eyko jwxY ]   
kwjI so jo aultI krY ] 
gur prswdI jIvqu mrY ] 

so bRwhmxu jo bRhmu bIcwrY ]  
 Awip qrY sgly kul qwrY ] 

A yogi is the one who recognizes the right way (Truth) and understands the One/God 

through enlightenment. A qaji (Muslim judge) is the one who remains unaffected by 

the corrupting worldly temptations and carries out justice in the light of Truth. A 

Brahman is the one who contemplates on the excellences of God. Such a Brahman 

enlightens himself and all his kin. AGGS, M 1, p. 662.   
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swlgRwm ibp pUij mnwvhu suikRqu qulsI mwlw ]   

rwmnwmu jip byVw bWDhu dieAw krhu dieAwlw ]  
 kwhy klrw isMchu jnmu gvwvhu ] 

kwcI Fhig idvwl kwhy gcu lwvhu ] 
O Brahman, why do you worship a salgram (stone idol)?  Make honest work your 

rosary of tulsi (an aromatic plant, Ocimum Sanctum venerated by Hindus). Make 

contemplation on God the boat to take you across the ocean of the corrupting influence 

of the world. Pray for mercy to the Merciful One. Why are you wasting your life 

irrigating alkaline (barren) land? Why are you plastering a mud wall which surely will 

fall? AGGS, M 1, p. 1170.   

   

He carried the same message to the Muslim audience. For example, he explained the true 

meaning of the five prayers and what is required to become a true Muslim (gurmukh):   

    
pMij invwjw, vKq pMij pMjw pMjy nwau] 

pihlw scu  hlwlu duie qIjw KYr Kudwie ] 
cauQI nIAq rwis mnu pMjvI isPiq snwie ] 
krxI klmw AwiK kY qw muslmwxu sdwie ]   

nwnk jyqy kUiVAwr kUVY kUVI pwie ] 
The five prayers for the five different times during the day have five different names. 

Make truth the first prayer, honest living the second one, practice of charity the third 

one, cleansing the mind of evil thoughts the fourth one and contemplation on God's 

excellences the fifth one. And let good deeds become your kalma, the foundation of 

your faith. If one practices the above, only then one is a true Muslim (gurmukh). 

Otherwise O Nanak, by practicing hypocrisy, one becomes false through and through. 

AGGS, M 1, p. 141.   

   

Here Guru Nanak rejects conventional/ritualistic prayers; instead he suggests universal 

human values as a way of life not only for a Muslim but for the entire humanity:   

   
imhr msIiq isdku muslw hk hlwlu kurwxu]  

srm suMniq sIlu rojw hohu muslmwxu ] 
krxI kwbw scu pIr klmw krm invwj ] 
qsbI sw iqsu BwvsI nwnk rKy lwj:] 

Let mercy be your mosque, faith be your prayer mat, honest living be your Quran, and 

fidelity to your wife be your circumcision and good conduct be your fast. This will 

make you a true Muslim. Make pious work your kaaba, Truth your spiritual teacher, 
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good deeds your prayer and recognize your rosary as God’s Will. This conduct of yours 

will bring you honor in the court of God. AGGS, M 1, p. 140.    

  
sc kI kwqI  scu sBu swru ] 
GwVq iqs kI Apr Apwr]   
 sbdy swx rKweI lwie] 
gux kI QykY ivic smwie ] 
iqs dw kuTw hovY syKu ]   
lohU lbu inkQw vyKu ] 

hoie hlwlu lgY hik jwie ] 
nwnk dir dIdwir smwie ] 

O sheikh let truthful living be your knife forged from the steel of Truth. The 

craftsmanship of such knife is incomparably beautiful. Sharpen it on the whetstone of 

Truth and keep it in the sheath made of virtue. Kill (subdue) your haumai (self-

centeredness) with this knife and witness avarice bleeding out. Such a sacrifice will be 

accepted by God as Halal and you will become one with God. AGGS, M 1, p. 956.   

   

To a farmer, he explained the path to God realization in a farmer’s terminology:   

    
 

mn hwlI ikrswxI krxI srmu pwxI qnu Kyq]   
nwmu bIju sMqoK suhwgw rKu grIbI vysu] 
Bwau krm kir jMmsI sy Gr BwgT dyKu] 

Make your mind the farmer, your deeds the farming, your modesty the water, your 

body the field, Naam (God’s excellences) the seed, contentment/fortitude the field roller 

and humility the fence. The bountiful crop of “universal love” shall sprout and you 

will see yourself thriving. AGGS, M 1, p. 595.    

   

Similarly, to artisans like blacksmiths, carpenters, goldsmiths, traders, boatmen etc., he 

explained his teachings in the terminology of their vocations and tools.    

   

Justice and Peace   

   

1. Just Rule   

  

As already pointed out, Guru Nanak denounced the oppressive and bigoted Muslim rulers 

and their administrators while the Hindu elite were hand-in-hand with the oppressors. 

Beyond the confines of sub-continent, in Europe the custodians of Christianity invested 

despots with “divine rights,” and in the Muslim world, the ruler (khalifa or caliph) was 

regarded as the representative of Prophet Mohammad. Contrary to the norms, Nanak 
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called for the establishment of the rule of justice for all, declaring spiritual and temporal 

sovereignty. He proclaimed that the ultimate source of spiritual as well as temporal power 

is God and it is the duty of a gurmukh (God-centered being/moral enlightened-being) to 

oppose tyranny, injustice and immorality:    

  
rwjy sIh mukdm kuqy] 

jwie jgwiein bYTy suqy] 
cwkr nhdw pwiein Gwau ]   
rqu ipqu kuiqho cit jwhu]  

The rulers are like tigers/lions and their officials as dogs, who harass and persecute the 

innocent subjects. The claws of the dogs (government servants) inflict wounds on the 

public. The rulers suck the blood of the public through these dogs who lick the wounds.  

AGGS, M 1, p. 1288. 

   
mwxs Kwxy krih invwj ] 

CurI vgwiein iqn gil qwg ]    
iqn Gir bRhmx pUrih nwd ] 

The man-eaters (Muslim rulers) perform namaz (Muslim prayer). The ones who carve 

out the flesh for them wear the sacred thread around their necks (Khatris). The 

Brahmans blow the conch in the homes of Khatris to sanctify their doings.           

AGGS, M 1, p. 471.   

           
jy dyhY duKu lweIAY, pwp grh duie rwhu ] 

rqu pIxy rwjy isrY aupir rKIAih eyvy jwpY Bwau ]  
BI qUM hY swlwhxw AwKx lhY n cwau ] 

I will adore God even if I was to be afflicted with bodily pain under the influence of 

unlucky stars and I was to suffer under blood-sucking rulers. Even under such 

conditions my longing to adore God and sing Its praises would not diminish. (In other 

words, I will not waver from the path of Truth). AGGS, M 1, p. 142.    

       
iqsu ibnu rwjw Avr n koeI ] 

There is no other king, except the Almighty. AGGS, M 1, p. 936.   

   
eyko qKqu eyko pwqswhu ] 

There is one throne and one Emperor. AGGS, M 1, p. 1188.   

  
qKiq bhY qKqY kI lwiek ] 
pMc smwey gurmiq pwiek ] 
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He alone sits on the throne, who has control over lust, anger, greed, attachment and 

egotistical pride. AGGS, M 1, p. 1039.    

 
qKiq rwjw so bhY ij qKqY lwiek hoeI ]   

ijnI scu pCwixAw scu rwjy syeI ] 
eyih BUpiq rwjy n AwKIAih dUjY Bwie duKu hoeI ] 

He alone should sit on the throne, who is worthy of it. A true king is the one who has 

realized God/Truth. These mere rulers of the land are not kings as their minds are 

occupied by the corrupting influence of world. AGGS, M 3, p. 1088.   

   

Guru Nanak pointed out that God’s bounty is a commonwealth for all to share, but there 

is maldistribution due to haumai (self-centeredness) and greed that afflict humankind:   

 
swhurVI vQu sBu ikCu swJI pyvkVY Dn vKy ] 
  Awip kucjI dosu n dyaU jwxw nwhI rKy ] 

God’s bounty belongs to all but it is maldistributed in the world due to haumai (self-

centeredness) and greed. Who is to blame? Humans are ill-equipped to distribute it 

properly. AGGS, M 1, p. 1171.   

           
 

hku prwieAw nwnkw ausu sUAru ausu gwie ]  
 gur pIru hwmw qw Bry jw murdwru n Kwie ]  
glI iBsiq n jweIAY CutY scu kmwie ] 

mwrx pwih hrwm mih hoie hlwlu n jwie ]   
nwnku glI kUVIeI kUVo plY pwie ] 

To violate or usurp someone’s right or take away something that rightfully belongs to 

others is like eating pork for a Muslim and beef for a Hindu. The spiritual guide 

(preceptor) would standby only if the follower does not make an unlawful living. Mere 

talk does not lead to paradise; salvation lies in right conduct. Adding spice to 

unlawfully earned food does not make it halal (lawful). Nanak, falsehood begets only 

falsehood. AGGS, M 1, p. 141.   

  
iesu jr kwrix GxI ivguqI iein jr GxI KuAweI ]  

pwpw bwJhu hovY nwhI muieAw swiQ n jweI ] 
For the sake of this wealth so many were ruined, and because of this wealth so many 

were disgraced. Wealth cannot be amassed without illegal means and it does not go 

with the dead. AGGS, M 1, p. 417.   

   
sMpau sMcI Bey ivkwr ] 
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Amassing riches leads to moral degradation. AGGS, M 1, p. 222.   

   

The objective of Nanakian philosophy/Sikh revolution is the complete liberation of 

men/women via transforming the manmukh (self-centered being) to the gurmukh (God-

centered being) by the realization of God/Truth. This also incorporates the eradication of 

ignorance, falsehood, prejudice, poverty and political, religious and economic 

subjugation and exploitation. Guru Nanak found the masses facing three major problems: 

alienation from God/Truth (lack of morality), grinding poverty and the tyranny of the 

ruling class. He openly declared his solidarity with the masses in opposition to the ruling 

class:     

        
duKu ivCoVw ieku duKu BUK ] 
ieku duKu skqvwr jmdUq ] 

The first pain is the separation from God (lack of morality), the second pain is the 

grinding poverty and the third pain is the tyranny of the ruler. AGGS, M 1, p. 1256.   

   
nIcw AMdir nIc jwiq nIcI hU Aiq nIcu] 

nwnku iqn ky sMig swiQ vifAw isau ikAw rIs] 
ijQY nIc smwlIAin iqQY nidr qyrI bKsIs] 

Nanak will stand by the lowest of the lowest, not with the elite. Societies that take care 

of the downtrodden have the blessing of God. AGGS, M 1, p. 15.   

In tune with the true revolutionary zeal, Guru Nanak gave a clarion call to the masses to 

join his movement with an explicit warning that it would require supreme sacrifices:   

  
jau qau pRym Kylx kw cwau] 

isru Dir qlI glI myrI Awau]   
 iequ mwrig pYru DrIjY]   
 isr dIjY kwix n kIjY] 

If you want to play the game of love (follow the righteous path/Truth) then follow me 

and be prepared to sacrifice your life. Once you step on this path, do not hesitate to 

offer your head. AGGS, M 1, p. 1412.   

   

Guru Nanak’s universal message of peace, love, respect equality and justice brought 

more and more adherents (Hindus and Muslims) into the Sikh movement. With such 

continuing growth, almost a century after Guru Nanak, Guru Arjan (fifth Nanak) called 

for the establishment of kingdom of peace and justice for “all.” This call was perceived as 

threat by Emperor Jahangir and the proponents of caste ideology. Guru Arjan was 

tortured on the orders of the Emperor by his Hindu and Muslim underlings and he died 

the death of a martyr on May 30, 1606 in Lahore. [1]    
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sBy swJIvwl sdwiein qUM iksY n idsih bwhrw jIau ] 
All are partners in Your (God) commonwealth and You do not look at anyone as a 

stranger. AGGS, M 5, p. 97.    

   
nw ko bYrI nhI ibgwnw sgl sMig hm kau bin AweI ] 

Neither we regard anyone as enemy nor stranger; living in harmony with all is our 

creed. AGGS, M 5, p. 1299    

   
huix hukmu hoAw imhrvwx dw ]  

 pY koie n iksY r\wxdw ] 
sB suKwlI vuTIAw iehu hlymI rwju jIau ] 

Now the Merciful has issued a Command that no one would be persecuted/harassed by 

anyone. All would live happily in peace under the benevolent rule of justice.   

AGGS, M 5, p. 74.   

   

Guru Arjan’s successor, his son Guru Hargobind girded two swords, as the Sikh tradition 

puts it, one symbolizing his spiritual authority and the other his temporal power. He 

successfully resisted armed aggression against him by Mughal officials and Hindu 

Khatris who were opposed to the Sikh Gurus and their teachings.[2, 3]    

 

Later on when Emperor Aurangzeb terrorized the Hindus by imposing forced conversions 

to Islam, Guru Teg Bahadur (ninth Nanak) counseled him that a civilized person neither 

threatens anyone nor is intimidated by others. He became a martyr [4] in Delhi on 

November 11, 1675 for his valiant stand for the freedom of conscience/religion and 

human rights:   

   
BY kwhU kau dyq nih nih BY mwnq Awn ]   

khu nwnwk suin ry mnw igAwnI qwih bKwin ] 
Nanak, a civilized person does not threaten any one nor is intimidated by anyone.  

AGGS, M 9, p. 1427.   

   

Left with no alternative for peaceful co-existence with freedom, justice and equality for 

all, Guru Gobind Singh (tenth Nanak) created the Khalsa brotherhood, army of saint-

soldiers on the Vaisakhi day of 1699 to fight against the tyranny of the murderous 

Mughal regime supported by  the caste hierarchy.[5, 6]   
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2. Babur Bani   

   

Guru Nanak was an eyewitness to Babur's invasion of India. In the Babur bani (hymns 

about Babur’s invasion), Guru Nanak describes the defeat of the Lodis (Pathan rulers) by 

Babur and the atrocities by Babur’s army on the civilian population, especially women, 

and the miserable condition of the survivors. In this composition he points out that it was 

not God who sent Babur to invade India as God is Nirvair (without enmity), loving, kind, 

merciful, forgiving and non-retributive. And God does not take sides in wars or human 

conflicts, as It is the protector of all. Humans are free to choose their own course of 

actions and are responsible for the consequences. Moreover, Guru Nanak condemned the 

Lodis for their failure to defend the country and their subjects. He also points out that it 

was the superior military power of Babur’s army and its determination that overwhelmed 

the Lodis. Furthermore, he points out that haumai (self-centeredness) is the root cause of 

human problems. It is haumai-driven men/women who cause bloody conflicts, not God. 

Both Babur and the Lodi sultans were haumai-driven and were responsible for what 

transpired. The defeat of the Lodis as well as the victory of Mughals was the result of 

their haumai:    

   
Kurwswn Ksmwnw kIAw ihMdusqwnu frwieAw] 

AwpY dosu n dyeI krqw jmu kir muglu cVwieAw]    
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eyqI mwr peI kurlwxY qYNkI drdu n AwieAw]   
krqw qUM sBnw kw soeI] 

jy skqw skqy kau mwry qw min rosu n hoeI ]rhwau]   
skqw sIhu mwry pY vgY KsmY sw pursweI] 

rqnu ivgwiV ivgoey kuqI muieAw swr n kweI]   
Awpy joiV ivCoVy Awpy vyKu qyrI vifAweI]  
 jy ko nwau Drwey vfw swd kry min Bwxy ] 

KsmY ndrI kIVw AwvY jyqy cugY dwxy ]   
mir mir jIvY qw ikCu pwey nwnk nwmu vKwxy ] 

After subjugating Khurasan (Afghanistan) Babur has frightened Hindustan (India) 

with invasion. But the Creator did not send Mughal (Babur), the angel of death. There 

was such a terrible slaughter that people wept and wailed for help, but You the 

(Creator) were not moved. O the Creator, You are the cherisher/sustainer of all. (The 

implication is that God does not take sides in human conflicts). One may not feel 

indignation if the conflict is between two equally strong forces. Pause. On the other 

hand, if a powerful lion attacks a herd of cows then it is the duty of the herdsman to 

protect the herd. (Here Guru Nanak is talking about the overwhelming superiority of 

Babur’s army and he is holding the Lodis (rulers) responsible for their defeat and the 

slaughter of the innocent subjects). No body will mourn the death of these dogs 

(Lodis), who are responsible for the destruction of this priceless country. It is God 

(Hukam) Who creates order and disorder. I marvel at God’s greatness and glory. If 

someone asserts his/her greatness and glory and enjoys worldly pleasures to satisfy 

haumai then in the eyes of God such a person is like an insect/worm that subsists on 

grains. O Nanak, if one dies to self (subdues haumai), only then one makes progress by 

contemplating on God/Truth. AGGS, M 1, p. 360.   

   

Further, Guru Nanak denounced forcefully Babur‘s invasion and the atrocities committed 

by his army on the civilian population:   

 
jYsI mY AwvY Ksm kI bwxI qYsVw krI igAwnu vy lwlO ]   
pwpu kI jM\ lY kwblhu DwieAw jorI mMgY  dwnu vy lwlo ]  
 srmu Drmu  duie Cip Kloey kUVu iPrY prDwnu vy lwlo ]   
kwjIAw bwmxw kI gl QkI Agdu pVY sYqwnu vy lwlo ] 

muslmwnIAw pVih kqybw kst mih krih Kudwie vy lwlo ]  
 jwiq snwqI hoir ihdvwxIAw eyih BI lyKY lwie vy lwlo ] 
KUn ky soihly gwvIAih nwnk rqu kw kUMgU pwie vy lwlo ]  
 swihb ky gux nwnk gwvY mwspurI ivic AwKu msolw ] 

ijin aupweI rMig rvweI bYTw vyKY viK iekylw ] 
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scw so swihb scu qpwvsu scVw inAwau krygu msolw ]  
kwieAw kpVu tuku tuku hosI ihdsqwnu smwlsI bolw ] 

Awvin ATqrY jwin sqwnvY horu BI auTsI mrd kw cylw ] 
 sc kI bwxI nwnku AwKY scu suxwiesI scu kI vylw ] 

O Lalo, the way I understand the Master, so do I speak. With a marriage of the party of 

sin (vicious army) from Kabul, Babur has invaded and wants to marry the bride by 

force (want to rule over our country by force). The sense of modesty/shame and 

righteousness has disappeared and falsehood is the governing force. Instead of 

Brahmans and qazis the devil is performing the marriage ceremony (Instead of 

righteousness, falsehood prevails). In this miserable and agonizing situation Muslim 

women read the Quran and call upon God for mercy. Hindu women of low and high 

caste are in the same situation. Nanak, in this marriage of carnage, songs of death are 

sung (weeping and wailing) and blood is sprinkled in place of saffron. In this city of 

corpses, Nanak contemplates on the Master and gives this true account. The Creator 

(Hukam) who created the world with its corrupting influences controls it alone while 

being detached from it. True is the Master, true is Its justice and true is Its judgment. 

There would be such a terrible massacre of people that Hindustan (India) will not 

forget. The Mughals have come in 1521 C.E. and in due course of time (twenty years) 

would be dislodged in 1541 C.E. when another warrior will rise to challenge them. 

Nanak speaks the Truth and shall continue to speak the Truth, as the purpose of 

human life is the understanding of Truth and truthful living.   AGGS, M 1, p. 722.   

   

Besides, Guru Nanak digs at the ignorant and superstitious minds of the Lodi rulers and 

the hollow claims of the supernatural powers of the pirs. The desperate Lodis engaged 

pirs (Muslim holy men) to perform miracles and sorcery to defeat the Mughals. The 

hollowness of the supernatural powers of the pirs was exposed, as they could not blind a 

single Mughal solider. It was the superior weaponry and determination of Babur’s army, 

which defeated the Lodis:   

   
kotI hU pIr vrij rhwey jw mIru suixAw DwieAw ] 

Qwn mukwm jly ibj mMdr muiC muiC kuier rulwieAw ]   
 koeI mugl n hoAw AMDw iknY n prcw lwieAw ] 

When they heard of the invasion of Mir (King) Babur, the Lodis engaged numerous 

pirs (spiritual guides) for help. However, Mughals overran defense posts, burnt down 

forts and palaces, cut down the princes to pieces and cast them into dust. The 

supernatural power of the pirs could not blind a single Mughal soldier.   

AGGS, M 1, p. 418.   

   

Guru Nanak describes the battle scene and the plight of women:   

   
ijn isir sohin ptIAw mWgI pwie sMDUru ] 
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sy isr kwqI muMnIAin gl ivic AwvY DUiV ] 
mhlw AMdir hodIAw huix bihx n imlin hdUir ] Awdysu bwbw Adysu ] 

Awid purK qyrw AMqu n pwieAw kir kir dyKih vys ] rhwau ]  
jdhu sIAw vIhweIAw lwVy sohix pwis ] 
hIfolI ciV AweIAw dMd KMf kIqy rwis ]   
auprhu pwxI vwrIAY Jly iJmkin pwis ] 

ieku lKu lhinH bihTIAw lKu lhinH KVIAw ]   
grI Cuhwry KWdIAw mwxinH syjVIAw ] 

iqinH gil islkw pweIAw qutinH moqsrIAw ] 
Dnu jobnu duie vYrI hoey ijnHI rKY rMgu lwie ]   

dUqw no PrmwieAw lY cly piq gvwie ] 
jy iqsu BwvY dy vifAweI jy BwvY dyie sjwie ] 

Ago dy jy cyqIAY qW kwiequ imLY sjwie ]   
  swhW suriq gvweIAY rMig qmwsY cwie ] 
bwbrvwxI iPir geI kuieru n rutI Kwie ] 
ieknw vKq KuAweIAih ieknHw pUjw jwie ] 

cauky ivxu ihMdvwxIAw ikau itky kFih nwie ] 
rwmu n kbhU cyiqE huix khix n imlY Kudwie ] 

ieik Gru Awvih AwpxY ieik imil imil puCih suK ]   
ieknw eyho iliKAW bih bih rovih duK ] 
jo iqsu BwvY su QIAY nwnk ikAw mwnuK ] 

Those whose heads were adorned with braided hair and vermillion in the parting of 

hair, are now forcefully shaved with scissors and chocked with dust in their throats. 

They lived in palatial mansions, but now they can’t even go near them. Hail to You, O 

Baba (God), Hail to You. O Primal One, You are infinite, You keep creating and 

beholding your creation. Pause. When they were married, their husbands looked so 

handsome beside them. They were brought in palanquins and their arms were decked 

with ivory bangles. Water was sacrificed over their heads to ward off evil and 

comforted with glittering fans. They were showered with very expensive gifts worth 

thousands of rupees. They ate coconuts and dates and enjoyed the pleasures of bed. 

But now there are ropes around their necks and their chains of pearls are broken. 

Their wealth and beauty which gave them so much pleasure have now become their 

enemies. The soldiers who dishonored them were ordered to take them away. Honor or 

punishment is bestowed according to Hukam (Cosmic Law). Had the people 

(government officials) carried out their duties beforehand they would not have faced 

this punishment! The Lodi rulers had forgotten their duty while reveling in pleasure 

and sensuality. Since the imposition of Babar’s rule even the princes have no food to 

eat, not to speak of the common people. The five times daily prayers of Muslims have 
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been disrupted and the Hindus are not worshiping as well. Without sacred square how                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

shall the Hindu women bathe and apply the frontal mark to their foreheads? Those 

who never contemplated on Ram before can’t utter the word Khuda (Muslim name for 

God) now. Those who have survived return to their homes. They meet other people to 

ask about their well-being. Others keeping crying and talking about their pain and say 

that this was their destiny. Nanak, people say whatever pleases God, comes to pass, 

what a man can do? AGGS, M 1, p. 417.                                                                                      

            

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
It needs to be pointed out here that Guru Nanak did not believe in absolute pacifism 

because peaceful resistance alone cannot stop/prevent injustice or tyranny or armed 

aggression. Babur’s easy victory was mainly due to the superior firepower of his forces. 

He condemned the Indian rulers for their lack of preparedness and failure to provide 

protection to their subjects. He also deals with the questions like: Did God send Babur to 

punish them or why did not God feel pity for the victims of Babur's atrocities and not 

protect them? He makes it clear that God didn’t send Babur to punish them; it was the 

unjust rule of the Lodis, and their lack of adequate defense that invited Babur’s attack. 

When people become self-centered, their actions are governed by their haumai, which 

result in wars and innocent people too suffer for being a part of the society. That is why 

he says that rulers must be just and benevolent.   

   
qKiq bhY qKqY kI lwiek ] 
pMc smwey gurmiq pwiek ] 

Only a gurmukh (God-centered being) deserves to occupy the throne, who has control 

over lust, anger, greed, attachment and egotistical pride. AGGS, M 1, p. 1039.   

   

Establishment of Sikh Panth   

  
mwirAw is`kw jgq ivc nwnk inrml pMQ clwieAw[ 

Nanak made his mark in the world by proclaiming nirmal (pure) Panth – path of 

Truth. Bhai Gurdas, Varan Bhai Gurdas, 1, p. 18.    

  

In the concluding part of his life (about 15 years), Guru Nanak founded the town of 

Kartarpur (abode of the Almighty) on the banks of river Ravi opposite the town of Dehra 

Baba Nanak and settled down there as a farmer. Since he viewed the caste system as the 

greatest obstacle in the way of developing an egalitarian society, he established a 

community of Sikhs outside the boundary of the caste society. To break off the caste 

barriers between high, low and the untouchables, and the stigma of fraternizing with the 

Muslims, he started the institution of sangat (congregation), pangat (commonality, eating 

together sitting in a row) and seva (voluntary service to society). Sangat was made up of 

people without regard to religion, caste and gender. Food provided by volunteers and 

cooked by volunteers in the Langar (community kitchen) was served to the sangat sitting 
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in a row without any sense of discrimination. The food/meal served from langar was 

regarded as “Guru ka langar” meaning food from Guru’s kitchen). Not only that, he also 

advised his followers to bow by addressing each other as bhai (brother) and mai (mother, 

elder sister) while greeting. These were daring and effective attacks on the pillars which 

held the superstructure of the caste system. These practices drew sharp and relentless 

condemnation from the proponents of the caste ideology (Brahmans and Khatris) who 

called Guru Nanak a karahiya (gone astray):   

   
koeI AwKY BUqnw ko khY byqwlw] 
koeI AwKY AwdmI nwnku vycwrw] 

BieAw idvwnw swh kw nwnku baurwnw]   
hau hir ibnu Avru n jwnw] 

Some say that Nanak is an evil spirit; others say that he has gone astray, and still 

others say that he is a helpless poor man. But I, foolish Nanak, am madly in love with 

my Lover/God. I know of none other than God.  AGGS, M 1, p. 991.   

   

Seeing the end of his life drawing near, Guru Nanak hand-picked his successor, Guru 

Angad [Bhai Lehna] who would carry forward his message embodied in the Sikh 

movement with zeal, vigor and vitality. Prof. Grewal’s lucid description of the transfer of 

Guruship to Bhai Lehna depicts precisely the exaltation of a Sikh to the level of Guru 

where the two become one-in-spirit (thought):    

   

Before his death at Kartarpur in 1539 Guru Nanak chose his successor from amongst his 

followers, setting aside the claims of his sons [Siri Chand, Lakhmi Das]. Nomination of a 

successor from amongst one’s own disciples was not a new thing; it was known to many 

an ascetical order of the times. But the nomination of Lehna by Guru Nanak was regarded 

as unique because Guru Nanak himself installed Lehna in his office. His name too was 

changed from Lehna to Angad, making him “a limb” of the founder. This nomination was 

important not merely because it enabled Guru Nanak to ensure the continuation of his 

work but also because it served as the basis of the idea that the positions of the Guru and 

the disciple were interchangeable. Closely linked with this was the idea that there was no 

difference between the founder and the successor, they represented one and the same 

light [1]. What Prof. Grewal wrote above is authenticated in the AGGS:   

   
nwnik rwju clwieAw scu kotu sqwxI nIv dY] 

guir cyly rihrwis kIeI nwnik slwmiq QIvdY]   
sih itkw idqosu jIvdY] 

lhxy dI PyrweIAY nwnkw dohI KtIAY] 
joiq Ehw jugiq swie sih kwieAw Pyir pltIAY] 
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Nanak established his spiritual kingdom on the firm foundation of Truth. Nanak 

bowed before his disciple Lehna and installed him on the spiritual throne. Due to the 

greatness of Nanak, Lehna’s fame spread far and wide. They were one and the same in 

spirit (thoughts), only different bodily. AGGS, Balwand and Satta, p. 966.   

   
mnu qnu AripAw bhuqu min sriDAw gur syvk Bwie imlwey ]  

dInw nwQu jIAw dwqw pUry gur qy pwey ] 
gurU isKu isKu gurU hY eyko gur aupdysu clwey ] 

When a Sikh meets the perfect Guru and puts his/her mind and body at Guru’s 

disposal with love and dedication then the Guru unites the Sikh with God, the Protector 

of the poor and Sustainer of all. Sikh is exalted to the position of the Guru when the 

Sikh becomes one with the Guru in thought – their teaching is one. AGGS, M 4, p. 444.   

   

Guru Nanak’s nine successors enriched the Nanakian philosophy (Gurmat) over a period 

of 169 years (1539-1708) through its exposition and by elaborating and amplifying it 

through their own bani (sacred hymns). They strengthened the Sikh movement by 

introducing innovative practices from time to time to meet the threat from the Mughal 

rulers and the ever-pernicious caste ideology. In 1708, before his death, the tenth Guru,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

Guru Gobind Singh, abolished the physical line of Guruship and invested Guruship 

jointly on the Sikh Scripture (Aad Guru Granth Sahib) and the Panth (the corporate body 

of the Sikh community) [2, 3]. Hence the teachings (Sabad) of Aad Guru Granth Sahib 

are the Eternal Guru of the Sikhs.   
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Punjabi Language & Literature    

   

Guru Nanak stands as the only person among the founders of major world religions who 

wrote down his own teachings (bani) in Punjabi. His immense contribution to the 

development of Punjabi language and literature has been eclipsed by his spiritual 

greatness. During Guru Nanak’s time with the exception of Muslim rulers and Muslim 

elite, Punjabi was the spoken language of Punjab while Persian was the official language. 

However, there was no well-established literary tradition in Punjabi, except for the odes 

composed by bards/minstrels, dirges, folk songs, folktales and folklore. There is no 

evidence that before Guru Nanak there was any writer of prose or poetry in the Punjabi 
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language. As a matter of fact Punjabi literature was non-existent except for the small 

poetic composition (shlokas) of Sheikh Farid in Multani, a dialect of Punjabi. Guru 

Nanak is indeed the father of Punjabi poetry and literature. Moreover, Punjabi did not 

have a complete script. The Lande/Mahajni script used mainly by traders lacked vowel 

signs. Guru Nanak and his successor, Guru Angad constructed a new script called 

Gurmukhi from existing crude scripts. Guru Nanak’s composition "Patti Likhi in Rag 

Aasa," (AGGS, p.432) which has 35 letters in the same sequence as the modern 

Gurmukhi script with the exception of the five letters of the first line and last letter of the 

second, indicates that he was involved in constructing the Gurmukhi alphabets when he 

composed this composition. Most probably he initiated the process which was completed 

by Guru Angad.    

   

Guru Nanak enriched the Punjabi language by adding words from Indian, Arabic and 

Persian languages. He transformed the crude and rustic Punjabi language to the language 

of philosophy and literature by incorporating the religious terminologies of other faiths 

with the folklore and idiom of Punjabi to expound his thoughts. His poetry covers a wide 

spectrum of Punjabi dialects set in tunes of classical Indian musical modes of ragas and 

rhythms. No Punjabi poet has so far matched the beauty of his poetry, the wide range of 

the subjects he talked about, and his effectiveness and efficiency of use of words, idioms, 

similes and metaphors. There is hardly any aspect of nature that remained untouched by 

his pen.    

   

 

 

Conclusion   

   

Guru Nanak rejected earlier religious paradigms of God, soul, salvation, hell, heaven, and 

grace. He also repudiated supernaturalism and instead proclaimed a discerning intellect 

and critical thinking as prerequisite for the understanding of God and the pursuit of life’s 

objectives. For Guru Nanak, God is Cosmic Law (Hukam) and Cosmos. To bring this 

universal God in the realm of human understanding, he describes God as Knowledge and 

Truth. It is on this aspect of God that he wanted people to contemplate all the time. In 

other words he wanted people to make Knowledge and Truth as the center of 

consciousness or thought process. For the advancement of universal liberty, equality, 

justice, peace and harmony, he proclaimed that God is without enmity and non-retributive 

and embodiment of virtues such as enlightenment, love, compassion, generosity, kindness 

and forgiveness. He denounced asceticism and celibacy, and instead advocated the 

household life as the only proper way for the understanding of God, the pursuit of daily 

life and the betterment of society.   

   

The purpose of life is to become a gurmukh/enlightened (God-centered being) by 

understanding Truth and living a truthful life in harmony with the environment. A 
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gurmukh exercises control over haumai and the five: kaam (lust, sexual drive), kroadh 

(anger), loabh (covetousness, economic drive), moh (attachment) and ahankar (egotistical 

pride) drives/instincts. A gurmukh is humble, compassionate, generous, kind and 

forgiving, and loves all and treats all as equal without any distinction. A gurmukh fights 

for justice for all and ameliorates the societal problems via enlightening others.   

   

Guru Nanak held three major problems facing his contemporary society: lack of morality, 

grinding poverty and tyranny of the ruler. It is pity that five and half centuries later vast 

majority of the human race is still embroiled in facing the same three problems.   

   

Haumai (self-centeredness) is the root of human suffering and misery. Even in this age of 

enlightenment with the scientific and industrial development that has brought relative 

prosperity and freedom to a small section of our human family, our actions are still 

guided by haumai. “It is my interest, my family’s interest, my tribe/group’s interest and 

my country’s interest” that is the cause of individual, family, ethnic and international 

conflicts with the devastating results we witness everyday. Every country, big or small, 

has its own “strategic policy” and “strategic interests” and is willing to exercise anything 

within its means to protect its “strategic interests.”    

  

Currently we have several nations possessing “weapons of mass destruction (WMD)” and 

there are others who are trying to acquire them. The wrong judgment or calculation by 

any government or head of state possessing WMDs could blow up our world. For the 

well-being of our human family and our environment it is time that we change our tribal 

mindset and self-centered-based policies. Nanakian philosophy is a prescription that 

warns us of our weaknesses and at the same time guides us to promote sarbat da bhala 

(universal well-being): liberty, equality, justice, peace and harmony with our natural 

environmental. In a nutshell, Nanakian philosophy is about Truth, the understanding of 

Truth and Truthful Living. In a modern sense, the humanistic philosophy fits well within 

the confines of Nanakian philosophy.  
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QUOTES FROM GGS 
 

For endless eons there was darkness when the Entity/God was in an inactive state (suMn smwiD). 

Neither was there Earth or sky nor day or night nor moon or sun, nor the infinite Hukam in 

operation. … Then at some moment the Cosmos came into being according to Bhana (Hukam) 

without any visible support upholding the vast expanse.  AGGS, M 1, p. 1035.    

 

The Cosmos sprang from a single act of Hukam generating innumerable currents of creation. 

AGGS, M 1, Jap 16, p. 3.    

   

The Cosmos has coalesced and reformed several times but the Creator is eternal.  AGGS, M 5, 

p. 276.   

 
The True One created the air; air produced water and it is water wherein evolved the world of 

life with Cosmic-consciousness (God-consciousness). AGGS, M 1, p. 19.    

 
There are living beings in water, on land and in the Cosmos. AGGS, M 1, p. 466.   
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Only fools quarrel over the partaking of flesh, as they do not know or understand what flesh is 

and what non-flesh is. Why the eating of one is sin, not the eating of the other as both are 

obtained from living things? O pundit, you do not know how and where flesh originated! It is 

water where life originated and it is water that sustains all life. It is water that produces grains, 

sugarcane, cotton and all forms of life. 

AGGS, M 1, p. 1289.   

 
Many births (different evolutionary stages of life) created worms and insects. Many births 

created elephants, fish and deer. Many births created birds and snakes. Many births created 

oxen and horses, which are yoked.  Similarly, it took a very long time for the human body to 

evolve through many evolutionary stages of life. Now is your time to meet the Master of the 

universe, the Creator. Pause. The matter constituting the human body was recycled many times 

as rocks and mountains. Many births resulted in abortions (defective mutations resulting in 

death of the species). Many births produced plant life. It took innumerable births to produce a 

human body.  AGGS, M 5, p. 176.   

   

The body is made of earth (various elements) and it is the air (breath) that keeps it alive. O wise 

one, then tell me who died because the body and the air it breathed are still here? It is 

consciousness that died along with disputes caused by egotistical pride, but the One Who takes 

care of all does not die. AGGS, M 1, p. 152.   

 

 


